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TIME is the most limited resource in and of life.
From the moment we are created,  the measure of time,
consisting of life, which, for each of us, is our very own

personal individual allotment,  is subtracting.

The  information  being  shared  in  this  book  form,  will
supply you with a complete overview of TIME. A task so

monumental that it has never been done before.

As with all  of the works I  share it  is  an open sourced
research and verification process.

As  a  result  it  is  inclusive  of  recent  and  past  relative
substance.

I  choose that method of sharing information because it
allows you, the vide, to be able to have direct access to
the exact same information that has already been verified,
removing the  doubt,  removing the  questions  of  source
and origin, removing the obstacles that will be in the way
of  you  having  the  ability  to  focus  on the  information

itself.
There is no bibliography to read in order to track down

contributors to the provide.
In  every instance  that  it  was  capable  of  being done  a

literal copy and paste is used.
This method is not only much more efficient,  it  is also
the most responsible. It allows credit to be given where
credit is due. The overall outcome is that for everyone

involved it yields a responsible use of TIME.

The contents of this page contain the foreword,
acknowledgments, preface, introduction, and prologue.





About The Author
I have no opinions.

In my youth I learned how useless they are, and how
they only hold a person in life back, or down. There is
no reason to have an opinion when TRUTH is always
an option. Therefore I always live the truth. Opinions

only exist to be used by a liar and an instigator.

I am not Religious or in any Religion.
Also in my youth I was invited by people of many

different Religions to attend their Religious gatherings.
I accepted. From those interactions and dynamics I
learned Religion was a power scheme for the greedy

and selfish, used as a way to take advantage of
vulnerable people. Hope. Faith. And Belief. The

MAINSTAY for a liar to continue to thrive using their
lies. Anything that requires you to have hope. To have
faith. To have belief. Is bad for you. Because there is
always the option of telling the truth to remove faith.

Doing what is right instead of having hope. And
acknowledging reality instead of belief. 

I am not in any way connected to politics.
I grew up surrounded by the effects of politics.

No goodness exist in politics. No good has ever come
from politics. Everything bad in society originates in

parliament and legislature. Politics is the origin of lies
and the home for liars. There is no need for politics.
The Creator has designed Law Rules and Guidance
into reality itself. As well as also giving us those laws

rules and guidance in text.

This is my origin.
This is who and what I am. And I am about

This is the why and the how, of me.





CHAPTER 1
What Is Time?

As with all things in life  TIME has been defined by its
attributes. People defining things by their attributes is a
way  of  simple  communication.  Simple  communication
allows for the transmission and receiving of messages in
only its most vague and abstract form, with an umbrella

formation.

The  information in  the  message  which was  at  its  best
vague  abstract  and  umbrella,  is  then  integrated  into
societies  and cultures which naturally have occurrences
which  create  a  more  defined  and  specific  meaning.
However, since the source of the information itself was
simple communication the information of the message is
open to  multiple  forms  of  addendum meanings.  Those
meanings  will  always  follow  this  same  pattern  to  its
proper conclusion. The attributes become nouns and the
actions become the verbs while the dynamic  interaction
of the occurrence taking place becomes its adjective. An
adjective  that  can  be  one  word,  sentence,  phrase,  or

paragraph.

This  is  the  process  of  communication  derived  from
simple communication.

This process is the reason why I can give an assurance of
100% accuracy and 100% certainty that every definition
of  TIME you have  ever  heard,  or  read,  is  absolutely,

100% wrong. 



For the first  TIME ever you will  be  given the  true
definition of TIME.

The True Definition of TIME; is a:
Quantum - Fractal - Geo - Temporal - Spirit Origin - Soul

Sensory - Brain Process; 
Responsible  for  the  practical  applications  of  all
mechanical  process  originating  from its  source  as  the

base component of all reality.
As  a  result  of  the  simple  communication  becoming
standard  communication  and  the  inherent  diversity  in
definitions arising from the unique and true perspectives
that  were  observed  and  recorded  in  relation  to  TIME.
Multiple quotes and cliches exist to explain as best it can
the dynamic interactive occurrence of TIME. The quotes
and cliches are not wrong, nor are they a lie, or false in
nature.  What they are,  is,  disjointed,  and non-cohesive,
contradictory,  and  conflicting.  This  is  an  inevitable
outcome  from an  addendum  based  explanation  for  an
occurrence. As a result. No clear explanation exist about

how TIME works anywhere in the world. Until Now.

For the first TIME ever it will also be explained for
you how TIME works.

The Truth About How TIME Works
A very small  quantity  of  electromagnetic  energy -  [is]
moving in a curve or pattern, including a smaller curve or
pattern, with exactly the same shape - from geo-local to
geo-local continuously - as sensed by a person - through
every aspect of their being – the mechanical function of

these things together achieves the result of time.



The Definition Of TIME

Quantum

Fractal



Geo



Temporal

Temporal

Dorsolateral prefrontal right cortex is the region 
most involved in TIME perception



Temporal
The Temple of the body is the side of the head behind the

eyes. 
The bone beneath is the temporal bone as well as part of the sphenoid bone.

The  main  functions  of  the  temporal  lobes  include
understanding  language,  memory  acquisition,  face
recognition,  object  recognition,  perception  and

processing auditory INFORMATION.

We have a very finite TIME allotted to us.
The  Dorsolateral  Prefrontal  Right  Cortex,  and  The

Temporal Lobes are responsible for:
The Neural Clock. Which exist as an internal mechanism
from The Creator to operate by organizing the flow of
our experiences into an orderly sequence of events. This
activity  gives  rise  to  the  brain's  exterior  awareness
synchronized  to the  internal  ordering clock  for  TIME.
Experience,  and  the  succession  of  events  within
experience,  are  thus  the  substance  of  which  TIME is

Measured by the brain.

Music and rhythm are housed in your temporal lobes.



The Temple is called the Temple because
the temple is where worship begins within you. The word
Temple comes from Latin templum, itself derived from
the  Indo-European  root  *tem-,  “to  cut,  divide.”  Latin
templum referred originally to the fact that temples were
on sacred ground that was “divided” or separated from
ordinary ground. In the same way that as  The Creators
Chosen,  your  Body,  which  is  the  other  parts  of  The
Temple of The Body. Is separated from the evil and lies
of the world. It also is the place within your body where
The  Creator and  The  other  who  was  there  from  the
beginning  with  The  Creator will  sometimes  be  when
you have lived a lifestyle conducive to raising your level
high enough to be capable of receiving a portion of The
Creator and The Other being in your Temple with you.

Your body as a whole is; A Temple.
The Temple. Of the body, is the side of the head behind

the eyes. 
The bone beneath is the temporal bone as well as part of the sphenoid bone.



Temporal

“Or do you not know that your body is; A Temple.  Of
The Creator and The Other, within you they reside, in
your body.  A body which you have received from  The
Creator. You are not your own, for you were bought with

a price. So glorify The Creator in your body.”
These are only 8 of your senses. You have more.

The lies tell you there are only 5 senses.
Accepting those lies leads to your continued limitations

and continued enslavement.

You must use these 8 senses within reason, and to their
fullest extent within reason, to recognize and make use of

all of the senses you have. 



Temporal

The purpose of a Temple is as a place where heaven and
Earth is United.

Temples are special
The  temple  is  a  place  of  peace,  happiness,  and
inspiration.  Because  the  temple  is  the  house  of  The
Creator. The place where His most sacred ordinances are
performed,  JUST  FOR  YOU.  In  your  Temple.  The

Creator has established a standard.
The standard is: Study That ye May be Approved.

Putting  what  you  learn  through  Study  into  practical,
spiritual, action, will exercise your entire being, making
you  capable  of  being ready to  meet  the  prerequisites.

Before entering The Temple within you.



Spirit Origin

Everything. Beginning and ending, with, for, on,  about,
within, and in, TIME. Originates from the Spirit.

Soul Sensory

When all of your senses are active



Brain Process

A stage of existence, attained, that you are fully aware of
your own thoughts,  their  affect  as they travel in waves
outward  from  you.  Aware  of  the  waves  of  thought
traveling to you. Aware of reality. Consequences, results,
summaries, conclusions. Maintaining and improving your
body  mind  and  soul,  The  Temple.  While  actively  not

participating in the lies.

THIS IS THE DEFINITION OF TIME.



 Now You know what TIME is.
Now you know how TIME works.

This  is  a  portion of the  most  important  information in
existence. You are  warned and cautioned to not take for
granted this information. Treasure it.  Do not simplify it
for  communication.  Knowledge  truly  is  power.  It  is  a
consequence of that truth which caused the knowledge of
what  TIME is and how TIME works to be kept hidden
from you. The power associated with TIME is priceless.

This task was monumental. The amount of work, study,
research,  experimenting  and  labor  involved.  It  is  a
lifeTIME worth.  The  comprehensive  understanding
achieved of this   subject, allows for the  sharing of the
information in such a way, as to instill upon, and within
you,  an  entire  lifeTIME worth  of  learning.  Ergo  the
warning  and  caution.  To  not  take  this  information  for

granted, and to treasure it.
There are billions of people upon the world. All of our
lives  are  different,  unique,  individual,  We  cannot
duplicate  the  events  of  another  persons  life.  Meaning.
What is achieved and shared here, is a level of knowing
which  has  as  its  prerequisite  TIME lived.  It  is  your
responsibility  to  know  this  information.  To  share  this
information with whomever you see fit to share. To pass
it on. In this way no follower of this work holds authority
over  you,  or  has  power  to  use  against  you.  For  the
knowledge you will contain after reading this, empowers
you  more  than  anything  that  anyone  can  offer
paraphrasing these words, or with clip excerpts that will
be used out of context. And with summaries, designed to

propel their personal agendas.



True TIME - System TIME - False TIME

The  very  inclusion  of  True  TIME self  defines  the
existence of False TIME.

Among, without,  and within the learned and scholastic
archives  of  history  and  social  studies,  you  will  never
come across any directing information to alert you that
there is a False TIME. Those institutions of academia go
out of their way to uniformly present  TIME. To present
TIME as uniform, requires an incredible amount of lies
being told by a very large population of liars, combined
with  doing  very  bad  things to  entire  populations  of

people.

Its not that difficult to understand why. The end result is
power, authority, and wealth, being consolidated into the
smallest amount of the population. Less than 1% of the
population.  With  their  friends,  family,  partners,  and
allies,  receiving the largest payout thereafter. While the
rest  of  society,  in  any  country,  of  any  nation,  in  any
Government type,  will,  generation  after  generation,
generate-no-power,  generate-no-authority,  generate-no-
wealth. The only way to the power authority and wealth
will be to go through the 1% gatekeepers of the power

authority and wealth.

The reason the smallest percentage of the population has
access to the greatest portion of the populations output is
because amid that 1% is  an even smaller group,  which
makes up less than 1% of the 1%. They know the truth. It
is not a secret. It cannot be hidden. The truth is there for

all.



The Truth is to end
SLAVERY

In this era of renaming everything, as a way to
conceal  the  truth,  and  as  a  way take  control

over it.
SLAVERY has been hidden behind the name of

Inequality.
INEQUALITY is SLAVERY.

In  2019,  the  world’s  billionaires,  only  2,153
people,  had  more  wealth  than  4.6  billion

people.
Almost half of the world’s population lives

on less than $5.50 a day
While a minimum amount required to live after
every  unfair,  unnecessary,  unwanted,
unrequired,  bill,  has been paid, and all  taxes

have been taken, is $30.00 dollars.
Many people. Because they believe a lie, rather
than  Study  that  they  may  be  approved,  and
know The Truth. Have a false understanding of
reality,  and behave as if there is  a mistake in

the system which needs to be corrected.
The  system  is  working  to  perfection.  The
system is doing exactly what it  is  designed to

do. Exactly the way it is designed to do it.
You are  working incorrectly  because  you are

working from lies you have accepted.



The Truth is to end slavery

Inequality is Slavery
To be politically correct is to be a liar.

Inequality is the politically correct way to say slave now.

Inequality  is  defined  as:  The  UNFAIR  DIFFERENCE
between groups  of  people  in  society,  when some  have

more wealth, status, or opportunities than others.
An UNFAIR DIFFERENCE falsely represents the reality.
As if there was ever a fair difference between groups of

people in society.
UNFAIR means that its not right, or fair; acceptable and
appropriate in a particular situation, according to a SET
OF  RULES  OR  PRINCIPLES;  not  treating  people

equally.
The reality is that the rules and principles which are the
governing legislation passed by a non-elected parliament
were designed to function exactly as they are. The design

they desired is exactly what we all experience as the reality.
The  dynamics  of  society  are  no  accident.  It  is  not  a

mistake.
This is how they mean for it to be.



The Truth is to end slavery

This is  exactly how the  system,  society,  is  designed to
work.

There is no error in the system.

Everything wrong for the people all lumped together in
the scale of balance is fully and wholly correctable inside

of 4 Years maximum. 1 Year minimum.
Societies problems are that easy to fix.

But to fix societies problems would change the balance
of the scales.

With. Or without the support of any Government changing the
scales balance is something that the people can do whenever
they are ready, simply by acknowledging the laws rules and
guidance of The Creator as the correct way to live and doing
so.  The Creator has already instructed  the  way for living,
and  it  does  not  include  what  these  evil  liars are  doing.
Everything they say. Everything they show. Everything they
write.  All  has  one  priority.  To  direct  you  away from  The

Creator. No Creator equals enslavement.



The Truth is to end slavery

    Them                      You               

            99%                     1%

To make a difference for the better, you must learn The Truth.
This  book,  about  TIME,  is  your  first  opportunity  to  know

The Truth. Making it your first opportunity to do better.

The Truth is To end slavery.



Because the truth is  there for all they have a conspired
effort to guarantee that your efforts in life will not have
any need  for you to become  involved in anything that
will  place  within  your grasp  of  learning what  is  really
taking place in the world, what is really taking place and

happening to you.

To  that  end.  Everyone  is  forced  into  institutions  of
academia.  Forced  to  utilize  their  thinking  for  actual
useless and worthless  information.  Forced to use their
imagination  to  conjure  painful  traumatic  internal
emotionally and mentally damaging experiences. Forced
to  ignore  reality.  Forced  to  embrace  lies.  Forced  to
submit their decisive thinking and ability for doing, to a

perceived authority for approval and permission.

Upon exit from the institutions of academia,  they have
prepared for you, a system of Hegelian Dialectics,  and
Economic Destabilization, that is what awaits you.  Not
wanting  to  omit  any  directions  in  life  that  may
interest you they have also institutionalized:  Religion.
Government.  Politics.  & Sports.  These are  all  used as
Positive  Re-enforcement  and  are  rewarded.  Gambling.
Physical  Crimes  of  all  types,  and  kinds,  and  of  every
degree. Unsafe communities. Legal and Illegal Narcotics
and drugs. These are all used as negative re-enforcement
and are punished. Both the negative re-enforcement and
the positive re-enforcement are working together for the
same goal.  In this case that goal is to preoccupy your

TIME
Because  no  matter  what  you are  doing you are  in  the

system and being institutionalized.



In  order  to  preoccupy  your  TIME,  the  system  will
place  you  in  a  linked  manner  to  its  TIME.  Whatever
actions you take,  while  doing so,  linked to the system,
knowing or unknowing, willing or unwilling, your TIME

is really the systems TIME.
Whatever  TIME you  use  thinking,  practically  or
imaginatively, in relation to your ability to be part of the
system,  knowing  or  unknowing,  willing  or  unwilling,

your TIME is really the systems TIME.

The  systems  TIME  is  the  False  TIME  which  has
separated you from The True TIME.

Now you can identify that these uses of the word TIME
by the system, are in fact not TIME at all. Because now

you do know What TIME is.
Now you do know how TIME is being used as a weapon

against you and to hurt you.



Chapter 2

Out With The Lie
In With The Truth

To remove the lie it will be necessary to start at the
beginning.

In this section the starting position will be in knowing
the true names and divisions.

It is in this section that the damage done to you will
become apparent.

It  is  also  in  this  section  where  much  of  the  pre-
programmed  embedded  conditioning  will  emerge.
Everyone  is  different  so  the  reaction  itself  will  be
different  in each person who has been successfully
conditioned. However the end result  is the same in
everyone  who  has  been  influenced  by  the
conditioning  process.  That  result  being  an  almost
uncontrollable  emotional  mental  and  physical
response to distance yourself from knowing the truth.

For  those  reading this  book who have managed to
avoid the conditioning, you will  be able to put this
information to work for you immediately. These will
become  life-changing  events  for  you,  all  for  the

better.

The first thing you need to know, is that everything
you know about TIME, is wrong.



Everything you know about TIME is wrong

To  begin,  you  must  remove  the  deeply  embedded
hypnosis  that  is  enforced,  and  re-enforced,  as
opportunity permits,  which blinds  you  from seeing

what you are looking directly at.

What  you  are  looking  directly  at,  is;  The  Greater
Light To Rule The Day, which was made during the
fourth cycle,  this  Greater Light  made To Rule The

Day is at this time known as the Sun.
What you are looking directly at, is; The Lesser Light
To Rule The Night, it too, was also made during the
fourth cycle.  This Lesser  Light  made To Rule The

Night is at this time known as the Moon.

In  this  section  the  starting  position  will  be  in
knowing the true names and divisions.

The Greater Light To Rule The Day
The Lesser Light To Rule The Night

This  is  the  very  beginning  of  TIME.  Prior  to
Creation of the The Greater Light To Rule The Day,
and The Lesser Light To Rule The Night, there was

no Measure of TIME in place.



The Greater Light To Rule The Day

The Lesser Light To Rule The Night

Before they were Created There was no
 Measure of TIME.



 The Greater Light To rule The Day
After being renamed

is now called The Sun

Everything seen here is a lie

This image is Scientism



The Lesser Light To Rule The Night
And also 

after being renamed
is now called The Moon

Measure of TIME only began after their Creation.



The Greater Light To Rule The Day
The Lesser Light To Rule The Night

These are the true names. Now you must know their
division.

The Division
The Sexagesimal is a numeral system with sixty as its
base. It originated with the ancient Sumerians in the
3rd millennium BC, and was passed to the ancient
Babylonians. It continued being passed along until it

was a standard.

Now. We still  use it for  Measuring TIME, angles,
and geographic coordinates. Mathematics – Geologic
Grid  Coordinate  Assignment  -  and  Astrological
Detection  Trajectory.  These  were  Sumerian
inheritance.  We  are  all  using  a  system  for
Measurements that is passed on from the beginning.
Its  only changes are superficial.  Those changes are
the  direct  result  of  differences  in  Language  and

Culture. As presented in The Definition Of TIME 

Measuring TIME
Measuring  TIME  is  inclusive  of  angles,  and
geographic coordinates. In fact, Measuring TIME is

Rocket Science.



Standard Measurements of TIME

The Division
of

The Greater Light To Rule The Day
and

The Lesser Light To Rule The Night
as

Measuring TIME
knowing the true names and divisions

True Names And Divisions

True Names And Divisions are not the same thing as
Measuring TIME.

Measuring TIME is The Sexagesimal numeral system
with sixty as its base.

The Sexagesimal numeral  system is  how  The 24
Hour Cycle is managed.

The 24 Hour Cycle contains The True Names And
Divisions which are Divisions of The Greater Light
To Rule The Day and  The Lesser Light To Rule

The Night.
The 24  Hour Cycle is the day and the night.

One  entire  day  and  one  entire  night  together  is  a
complete Cycle.

To remove the lie it will be necessary to start at the
beginning.



A True Cycle as The Creator designed it.

In the beginning there is The Creator. The Creator
saw The Creator. The Creator knew,  The Creator

is good.
The Creator then spoke his own name, and he, with
another, self-formed, were made manifest, and  came
into being, from where they were to where they are.
The Creator saw Himself,  The Creator saw Him,
and The Creator said, he himself, and him, are good.

Then The Creator said Let There Be Light.
And  so  it  was.  A  portion  of  The  Darkness  was
transformed  into  light,  as  The Creator made  The

First Light.

Thus  was  Light-Break,  the  very  first  moment  of
Light. But this was not  The Greater The Light To
Rule The Day and  The Lesser Light To Rule The

Night.
The Light that The Creator made in the beginning is
the Ambient Horizon Line Light. That is the Light
The Creator made, and knew to be good. For that
Light is also The Creator. Along with the other, and
so it is that the The Creator saw The Light and said

it is good.

The First Light
The First Light is very big and very far away.



The Light is there always. The Dark is there always.
They  meet  at  The  Horizon  Of  Creation And
Existence,  and  there  they  decidedly  and  suddenly
cease,  each  ends  exactly  at  the  boundaries  of  the
other. Molecular configuration of the Light and Dark,
along with its natural Density, prevent mixing. There
is no middle place where they merge, each one ends.

They end where they meet.
There is no gradation of gray amid, because there is
no  mixing  of  Light and  Dark,  no  merging,  no

combining, nor interactions, of any kind.
The  Perpetual  Light and  The  Perpetual  Dark
which meet at  the  Horizon are the  Zero Point Of
Measure for The Divide At The Center. This is the
way in which TIME is originated. It is the first line,
it  is  The Horizon.  The First Division,  Light and
Dark.  The First  Measure.  Is  a  measure  Without

Time.  

The  Creator  continued  making  his  creations.
Specifically  fruits,  herbs,  spices,  and  roots,  plants,
bushes,  trees,  and  grass.  Shrubs,  moss,  algae,  and
any and all  of botanical life.  For  only they,  All of
which are before  The Greater Light To Rule The
Day and The Lesser Light To Rule The Night. Were
being nourished,  cared for,  and surrounded by  The

First-Light.

All Plant Life is closer to the truth of the Light of
Life than any other life.



PLANTS

a living organism of the kind exemplified
by trees, shrubs, herbs, grasses, ferns, and
mosses, typically growing in a permanent
site,  absorbing  water  and  inorganic
substances  through  its  roots,  and
synthesizing  nutrients  in  its  leaves  by
photosynthesis  using  the  green  pigment

chlorophyll. 

a living thing that grows in earth, in
water, or on other plants, usually has a
stem,  leaves,  roots,  and  flowers,  and

produces seeds.

A plant refers to any of the eukaryotes
that belong to the biological kingdom
Plantae.  Plants,  in  the  strictest  sense,
are  embryophytes  that  include
vascular plants, liverworts, hornworts,
and mosses.  Some references that are
less  strict  considered  green  algae  as

plants. 



Plants

After  The  Creator gathered  Meres  and  raised  The
Country. He sowed UrÆTh with Plants.

The Creator was preparing UrÆTh to be able to provide
The Humane with a bounty of food.

Plants would also provide:
Breathtaking beauty.

Pleasurable aromatic in the winds.
Material for building.
Material for clothing.

Material for every concievable action.
All of this was provided for all of The Humane through

plants alone.
The Creator also would include other resources.

Caves and holes in UrÆTh were a natural way to extract
undergound  mineral  and  rock  resources.  Volcanic
explosions would bring other underground resources to
the  surface  in  great  abundance.  Meres  would  deposit
huge amounts of underground resources on the shores of

beaches seasonally.
The Creator  insured that all things were available and
The  Humane  would  be  able  to  have  access  to  all  of
UrÆThs  materials.  Without  ever  having  to  destroy

nature.
Thus The Virtue of Patience is established as a lifestyle
of  Responibility  and  Respect  that  Creates  Peace
Prosperity and  Happiness, rendering money useless, as
nature  provides  all.  Making  greed  be  revealed  as  the

mental and spiritual sickness and disease that it is.



Plants

For the  sake  of  money and profits  greedy  people took
control of natural resources such as plants, and destroyed
them  in  nature.  After  destroying  them in  nature  they
controlled their availability by producing them on Farms.

Farms are un-natural.
Gardens are natural.

Farming allowed the control over distribution and pricing
of natural foods by strict pricing and logistics.

FACT:
MORE FOOD FROM FARMS IS DISPOSED OF THAN

EATEN.
FACT:

FARMERS ARE  PAID  BY  GOVERNMENTS  TO
DESTROY THEIR CROPS RATHER THAN TO SELL
THEM IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN THE PRICING AT

A PREFERRED MARKET VALUE.
FACT:

THE  DESTROYED  CROPS  FROM  FARMING ARE
NOT  EVEN  ALLOWED  TO  BECOME  FEED  FOR
FARM ANIMALS  BECAUSE  THAT  TOO  WOULD

DROP PRICES.
Farming is  an un-natural business designed to  deprive
people, of, The Creator given availability to eat. To use
the  materials  from  those  plants  for  living.  Such  as

making clothing and repairing or building homes.



Plants



Plants

Pleasnat to see.
Delicious to eat.

Wonderful to smell.
Satisfying to drink.

Nature

Sustains us

with no need

for

interference. 

Every

Season

nature will

give us as

much as we

can possibly

use, need, or

want.



Plants

These types  of  trees and  plants were  designed by  The
Creator to be planted everywhere.

The  Creator made  The  Country  so  that  The  Humane
Nation  would  have  access  to  plants  for  all  purposes

everywhere they go.
No-one has the right to own plants of any kind

Plants belong to The Creator. The Creators will is that
plants be everywhere, for everyone.



Plants

This  is  how  your
community  is

supposed to look.



This  is  how
your  park  is
supposed  to

look.



Plants

This is how your yard is supposed to look

This is how any area in
the  village,  town,
borough, or city, you live

in

is supposed to look.



Plants

The Four Seasons

The  four  seasons  bring  a  variety  to  our  lives  through
nature that is priceless.Connecting us to each other, and
all  else,  in  ways  that  can  only  be  expressed  through

compassion, giving, support, helping, joy, and love.



Plants

When undisturbed by people, Nature will forever, every
Season,  Create,  and  supply,  all,  with  an  incredible
variety of fruits,  herbs,  spices,  and vegetables.  Enough
for all of our needs.  Enough to place a meal on every

plate. All Year. Every Year. For Life.

Natures Bounty

When  Farms and Farming

are  no  more  a  part  of
societies  culture,  and
nature  is  left  to  its  own
methods  of  internal
design.  There  is  enough
for everyone. We will be
able  to  enjoy  all  of  the
fruits of natures process.



Plants
Starvation,  hunger,  malnutrition,  these  are  all  designs
originating  from  evil  liars  of  wicked  intent  who  are
greedy for power, authority, control wealth, and money.

In that order.

To  get  the  Power.  The  Authority.  The  Control.  The
Wealth. The Money. That is their goal to have. They must

have slaves.
People who will  be forced by any manner to work for

free.
Slaves must always be: Uneducated and Uninformed.

Slaves must always never have access to information that
can free them of their slavery.

To have slaves. The enslaver must be able to control the
resources  which  make  life  quality  good  or  bad,  then
control  those  resources  in  a  way  that  guarantees  the
slaves  lives  are  bad.  These  resources.  This  type  of
information. Is prohibited. Only to the enslaved. Unless
they realise you, as their slave, do not have the wisdom,

or will, to make use of it.



Plants

Nature  has  alot  to  supply us  when
we  RESPECT  its  SEASONS  and

allow it to self replenish.

Nature  offers  us
EVERYTHING that  life
requires  to  be  fulfilling

in every way.
The evil liars. The wicked and greedy people. They choose to
extract from nature that which is readily available for free to
whoever needs it,  and package it, storing it in warehouses,

and placing it on shelves for sale, where it goes to waste.



Plants
The only reason you do not awake each Cycle to this, is

because you have been lied to. Enslaved.

And are being raped of your resources and opportunities.
This is why The Creator placed Plants, first, when The
Creator  sowed  The  UrÆTh.  Because,  all  of  life,

requires, in all of its many variations, PLANTS.



The next creations required The Greater The Light
To Rule The Day and  The Lesser Light To Rule
The Night. As well as Water. Those creations are the

reptiles and the birds.

Thus. The plants, all plants, know the truth, and what
living in The First-Light, The True-Light, is like, as
well as being present for the creation of The Greater
Light To Rule The Day and  The Lesser Light To
Rule The Night.  While consequently, being able to,

from that instant onward, experience TIME.

The Waters also know the truth.  The Waters know
The Darkness. The Waters know  The Dark-Light.
The Waters know  The Bright-Light.  The Waters
know The Face Of The Creator. The Waters know
The Plants.  They were all  created,  Before TIME.
The Waters know The Greater Light To Rule The
Day and The Lesser Light To Rule The Night. The
Water also  was  there  from the  very beginning  to
experience  TIME.  The  Waters and  The  Plants
know The Reptiles and The Birds. The Quadrupeds.
The  Wild  Beasts.  The  Cattle.  The  Waters  and The
Plants  were  also  there  to  witness  creation  of  The

Humane.



The  Greater  Light To  Rule  The  Day and  The
Lesser Light To Rule The Night. Are the starting of
TIME. The Reptiles and The Birds. The Quadrupeds.
The Wild Beasts. The Cattle. The Humane. All were

created at The Beginning of TIME.
The First-Day and The First-Night together are The

First Cycle.
To experience The Cycles.  The Creator raised land

out of Meres, and named that land The Country.
Meres  is  on,  in,  over,  around,  and  under  The
Country, where all of his creations exist. Meres, and
The Country, together,  are placed in, and on,  The

UrÆTh.

A True Cycle as The Creator designed it consist of 
many working parts. All of which come together in 
the most harmonious, and balanced, creation, in all of
existence. That creation being The Week.
The Week is the highest form of creation.

The  Cycle has  many  parts,  all  exist,  working
together, expressing itself in a measured spiral pattern
of  ever  increasing  unconnected  circumference,
manifesting as a fractal degree of change in its shape
and pattern, as The Creator designed it.



The Design
First: There is the  Ambient Light that is the Night,
the Darkness, this is the  Dark-Light.  Then there is
the ambient Bright-Light, the ambient Bright-Light
is  not  Day-Light.  It  is  the  First-Light.  They exist
independent of The Greater Light To Rule The Day
and The Lesser Light To Rule The Night.
As a consequence, as a result ...  The Greater Light
To Rule The Day  and  The Lesser Light To Rule
The Night always have some assistance in making
The Firmament brighter or darker.

Second: There are; The Lights that are set into  The
Firmament.  The  Firmament-Lights  exist So  that
The Humane and humanity may enjoy the night sky
in many ways, and use  The Firmament-Lights  for
KEEPING IN PACE WITH TIME, communication,
directions, inspiration, motivation, and pleasure.

Third: Is The Greater Light To Rule The Day and
The Lesser Light To Rule  The  Night.  both  were
made during events of the Fourth Cycle.
The Greater Light To Rule The Day is also known
as The Sun.
The Lesser Light To Rule The Night is also known
as The Moon.



Measuring TIME
knowing the true names and divisions

Day-Break: Day-Break is the First Light that you see in
your  Geo-Local  in  The  Country  on  UrÆTh.  It  is  the
beginning  transformation  of  Dark  Light  into  Bright
Light, it is the  TIME of Day when there is  almost no-
more Darkness, or, Light at all, from, The Lesser Light
To Rule The Night. It is at this  TIME that you can see
both  The  Lesser  Light  To Rule  The  Night and  The
Greater Light  To Rule  The  Day in  The  Firmament
together  over  The  Country risen  out  of  Meres.  The
Light is very weak, and very low in its intensity, during

Day-Break, it is dimly lit.

Morning: Morning is that TIME of the Day when there
is no more Darkness, The Dark has all been transformed
into  The Light. As The Lights in The Firmament sing.
The Morning is  not dimly lit,  The Morning is  Bright.
The Greater Light To Rule The Day is not yet visible
in  The Firmament.   The Lesser Light  To Rule  The
Night  is still visible in  The Firmament and is  moving

away from your Geo-Local.

Mid-Morning:  Mid-Morning is  the  Brightest  part  of
The  Morning.  Mid-Morning is  the  TIME when  The

Firmament will begin to change in color.

Noon:  Noon is the end of The Morning. Noon is when
The Greater Light To Rule  The Day is  now directly

overhead of your Geo-Local.



Day's-Time: Day's-Time is when The Greater Light To
Rule The Day is  at  its  peak in  the  area of your  Geo-

Local.

After-Noon: After-Noon is when The Greater Light To
Rule The Day has begun to move away and The Light
from The Greater Light To Rule The Day is beginning
to lessen in intensity. Causing the atmosphere to lessen

its Density.

Mid-After-Noon: Mid-After-Noon is dim. The Greater
Light To Rule The Day is not in the same Geo-Local as
you anymore. The beginning of The Ambient Darkness

is visible but not yet present.

Evening:  Evening  is  the end of The  Day.  The Lesser
Light  To  Rule  The  Night begins  to  dominate  The
Firmament as  The  Ambient  Darkness moves  in  and
The Bright Light transforms into Dark-Light. Although
it  is  not  yet  dark.  The  Lights  in  The  Firmament  are

singing a different song of thanks and praise.

Mid-Evening:  Mid-Evening is  the  TIME when
Darkness is present but not yet plentiful.  Mid-Evening
is  when  Darkness and  The  Ambient  Darkness exist
amid  the  transforming  Bright  Light adding  shifting
layers of Dark and Night to the beginning of The Night.

Night:  Night is when all of The Bright-Light has been
fully transformed into  Dark-Light. Night is  when  The
Lesser Light To Rule The Night is the major source of

Light available.



Night's-TIME:  Nights-TIME is  when  The  Lesser
Light  To Rule  The  Night is  directly  over  your  Geo-
Local.  The  Dark-Light is  still  visible  as  a  layer  of
Darkness. The Ambient Dark is no longer noticeable as
The  Lesser  Light  To  Rule  The  Night now  provides

more Light and Brightens the area.

Mid-Night:  Mid-Night is  the  Darkest  TIME of  all.
Mid-Night has  no  Light from  The  Lesser Light  To
Rule The Night.  No Light  from  The Dark-Light and
The Ambient Dark only thickens the  Darkness.  Mid-

Night is Darkness at its peak.

Night-End:  Night-End is  the  TIME when  The
Darkness. The Ambient Dark. And Dark-Light. Are no
longer  combined.  They have  all  separated,  and  though

still present, are not as Dense anymore.

To  that  end.  This  is  how  TIME is  experienced  each
Cycle.

This is a True Cycle.
This is a Perfect Cycle.

This is how The Creator Designed it to be.



Chapter 3
The System Of TIMEKEEPING Exposed

TIME-keeping. Definitions are always the correct way to
expose anything. Definitions testify against themselves.

The definition of TIME-keeping:
TIME-keeping is the Measure Of TIME used to force a
particular condition or position, making somebody and
or something do, right now, the task they are assigned
while recording the TIME that somebody, or something,
takes,  to  complete  the  forced  condition,  of  being

positioned, in an assigned task.

The reason TIME-keeping exist is to enforce slavery, and
manage an enslaved people and or a enslaved person.

True Names And Divisions are not the same thing as
Measuring TIME.

You now know The True Names and their Divisions.
Now,  you  will  also  be  given,  The Measure  Of

TIME.



The Measure Of TIME

Duodecimal (base 12) and Sexagesimal (base 60)

du·o·dec·i·mal
/ˌd(y)oo͞əˈdesəm(ə)l,ˌd(y)oo͞ōˈdesəm(ə)l/

adjective: duodecimal 
Relating  to  or  denoting  a  system  of  counting  or

numerical notation that has twelve as a base.
noun: duodecimal

The system of duodecimal notation.

sex·a·ges·i·mal
/ˌseksəˈjesəməl/

adjective: sexagesimal
01. Relating to or reckoning by sixtieths.

02. Relating to the number sixty.
noun:  sexagesimal;  plural  noun:  sexagesimals;  noun:
sexagesimal fraction; plural noun: sexagesimal fractions

A fraction  based  on sixtieths  (i.e.  with  a  denominator
equal  to  a power  of  sixty),  as  in the divisions  of  the

degree and hour.

These are the definition's for the systems, being used for,
The Measure Of Time



The Measure Of Time

Here  are  the  specifics  for  the  most  commonly  used
Measures Of TIME.

60 seconds are 1 minute
60 minutes are 1 hour

These are the only portions of Sexagesimal  TIME. Yet,
these two portions are  the  great  majority of everyone's

use of TIME.

These two portions of Sexagesimal TIME are Measured
using the Duodecimal system.

The 60 second 1 minute, and the 60 minute 1 hour, are
both  displayed  in  detail  on  The  Duodecimal  TIME-

Measuring Machine Device.
Also known as a Clock.

The Clock Measures 12 hours of 
ante- before; in front of.

a.m.
(NAmE also A.M.)

and
post- (in nouns, verbs and adjectives) after.

p.m.
(NAmE also P.M.)

me • rid • ian 
One of the lines that is drawn from the North Pole to the

South Pole on a map of the world.
ante - me • rid • ian  Measures before Day's-Time

post - me • rid • ian Measures after Day's-Time



The 60 second minute and The 60 minute Hour are the
interior mechanical portions of the specifics for the next

of the most commonly used Measures Of TIME.

24 hours are 1 Cycle

The Duodecimal  TIME-Measuring Machine  Device is
used for The Measure Of TIME of The 24 Hour Cycle.

Using the ante and post meridian.
Applied to The Measure of 12.

Thus.
12 hours of Ante Meridian.

Followed by
12 hours of Post Meridian.

Repeat.
In this way, The Measures of TIME, can be seen clearly
as,  The  Measure, is  increased,  or  decreased,  in  size,
scope,  and  duration.  Such  clarity  allows  The  TIME-
KEEPERS to plan and manage extremely far ahead, and

on a massive scope, massive size, and for any duration.

Everything you know about TIME is wrong
The math is exact and the math is correct.

The applied system, which is  based on the math, is  all
wrong.

True Names And Divisions are not the same thing as
Measuring TIME.

Its  wrong because of  the lies and the trickery.  The
system  is  used  as  a  way  to  enslave  people  using
TIME-KEEPING.  Enslavement  requires  confusion,
confusion requires liars and their lies, slavery results

in the slaver becoming wealthy and powerful.



KNOWLEDGE   IS    POWER
In order for you to be enslaved the slavers have to

KNOW something that you do not know.
The slavers then have to use the information you do
not  have in  such a  crafty way that  you  will  never

become aware of it.
The slavers also have to make the information you do
not have complicated and systemically out of sync,
disjointed, and never used for the same reasons in a

pattern that can be readily or easily discerned.
In  this  way the  slavers  will  profit  greatly  and  the
slaves will never see where the profit came from and
how they  got  it.  Nor  will  the  slaves  have  seen  a
pattern that they themselves can copy to achieve the

same.
KNOWLEDGE   IS    POWER

Without Knowledge you are powerless.
Throughout  the  entire  history of  humanity  the  one
constant in every culture, country,  Government type,
era,  geographical  location,  and  society  of  caste,  is
that the enslaved were denied access to information.

No information equals no knowledge.
No knowledge equals no power.

No power equals no control over yourself, including
things you want for yourself.

No  power  equals  no  control  over  your  children,
including things you want to do for your children.

No power to do for yourself and your children equals
you  and  your  children  doing  what  the  person  and
people who have power have designed for you to do.



TIME   MEASURE   As   A   Weapon

The easiest way to control a person or people is to be
a liar and lie to them.

The liars lies will only succeed as the result  of the
person or people who are being told the lie, having no
intelligence, and or education, in regard to the matter.
The less you, the slave, know, the more powerful the

affect the weapon will have.
What do you know about TIME?

About TIME. What you know is worse than nothing.
Because you have been lied to.

Other  than  the  information  being  shared  with  you
now, in this book.

Everything you know about TIME is wrong.

As a weapon,  TIME MEASURE is used to embed,

instil,  and  maintain  within  you  a  condition  of

cognitive dissonance.

That is the reason why
True Names And Divisions are not the same thing as

Measuring TIME.
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE is a condition of being

that does not resolve disagreements.
Having  COGNITIVE  DISSONANCE  allows
conflicting and contradictory NON-CORRELATING
information to coexist in your thoughts without you

noticing they are there.
The end result is BRAINWASHING.



You now know how ante- and  post- and  meridian,
function in tandem with a 12 hour clock, to produce

TIME-KEEPING ,for The 24 Hour Cycle.

Knowing  that  information  is  prerequisite  to  being
capable of knowing what follows.

The brainwashing, when successful, has the ability to
cause you to be self deluded.

You  are  self  deluded,  because  the  goal  of  the
brainwashing, is, to delude you.

To that end, the ante- and post- meridian as applied
to  The 24 Hour Cycle and its  relationship to  The

True Names and Divisions become clear.

As the result of successful brainwashing you are no
longer capable of recognizing Day and Night.

To maintain the brainwashing,  The 24 hour Cycle,
which is the combined and complete Day and Night,
is something that you will now, longer recognize, as

being a 24 hour Day. Absent The Night.

Your  brainwashing  success  has  removed  the
recognition of The Night.



 Enforcement of that delusion is maintained through
the establishment  of the  ante- and  post- meridian

influence.
As you will also be in the midst of  Darkness, with,
The Lesser Light To Rule The Night, as the only source
of Light. The brainwashing will activate. The Cognitive
Dissonance will over-ride the visual sensory input. Your
conditioning will cause you in your deluded state to look
directly at, in, and through,  The Dark, gazing up at and
seeing,  The Lesser Light To Rule The Night, and still,

contrary to reality, you will say, it is Morning.

Reality offers you nothing to declare it is Morning.
Reality is Night.

The  only  way  that  you  can  no  longer  be  able  to
differentiate  Day and  Night.  Morning and  Evening.  Is
as  the result  of indoctrination into a system of  TIME-
KEEPING which  uses  Conditioning.  Operant  and
Classical. Making use of Negative enforcement Positive
enforcement  Negative  re-enforcement  Positive  re-
enforcement  and  Negative  reinforcement  and  Positive
reinforcement. Having Primary and Secondary sources.

This is how Time Measure is used as a weapon, and this
how the  weaponization of  TIME Measure is  affecting

you.
The consequences of the inability to differentiate  True
Names And Divisions from  Measuring TIME are
far  reaching  and  destructive.  With  overarching
structure designed into each part of the brainwashing.



The Measure Of Time
The 24 hour Cycle

It is important to understand all of the ways that The 24
Hour Cycle is used to adjust your thinking and feeling
which are the things that make your behaviour and shape

your character. Which is a bad thing to do to anyone.
It  is  important  to  understand  the  methods  of  control
which limit your opportunities in life, and restrict you to
positions, and conditions, which have you tasked in such
a  way  that  you  cannot  see  how  you  ended  up  there.

Which is bad.

It is important to know what is happening to you every
24 Hours in the TIME-KEEPING system.

Because.
It gets worse from there.

24 Hours are 1 Cycle
7 Cycles are The Week

Usurpation of  The Week by TIME-KEEPERS for their
Religion's

You did not know it. But YOU are religious. You are also
in THEIR Religion's.

Everyone requires a place for their aspirations.
Everyone requires a place to fit in.

As slaves you are not allowed to have either.
However denial of both will result in an uprising that can

slow down profits or end production temporarily.



To prevent personal loss from the slavers workforce the
slaver will  supply  his,  her,  and  or  their  slaves with

diversions of all sort.
Religion being first among those diversions.

Every slave will be obligated and mandated to be part of
the Religion.

Everything in this image is a lie.
All lies. As a consequence of their very nature are easily disproven.
To overcome the ability to disprove  the lie,  the evil liar created

Religion's.
Therefore Religion's require you to believe, have faith, and hope.

Making The True requirements for being in a Religion, the ability
to allow yourself to be deceived.



Everything  in  this  image  is  a  lie.  To  overcome  The  Truth.  A
prerequisite that you must accept all lies will be presented for you

as a choice.
That choice comes from the evil liar and  his followers as well as

those who push his influence.

Everything in this image is a lie.
It exist to confuse you and keep you unaware of reality. This is not
the entirety of it all. This is only the part you are forced to choose
from. You are already in a Religion. You had no choice. You were
all  forced  into  it. Were  you  aware  of  reality  you  would  have
already known that you are in a Religion not of your choosing nor

of a design you would have chosen.



Chapter 4
An  Introduction  To  The  Religions  Of  TIME-

KEEPERS And Their Enslaved Part-1

The Measure Of TIME
The Week

In reality. The Week is 7 Cycles.
In their Religion. A Week is 7 Days.

The  Reason  a  Week  is  7  Days  in  their  Religion   is
because each Day is a Day of Worship dedicated to their

god's.
Their  prime god is the evil liar who has far too many
names to  list,  so  I  will  only  use the  names from their

prime god in the context of the dynamic.
Their other gods, whom they, and you,  are worshiping,
do not have a list of names, and so it is a very direct and

exact thing to identify them.
The way that their  Religion works is to first present the
name of the god being worshiped, followed by the word

Day.
This is how, and why, you have the Days of the Week.

Days of the Week is an expression, of how they worship
their gods.

Here are their Days.
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday



sun veneration
idol worship



sun veneration
idol worship



sun veneration
idol worship



sun veneration
idol worship



moon veneration
idol worship



moon veneration
idol worship



moon veneration
idol worship



moon veneration
idol worship



moon veneration
idol worship



moon veneration
idol worship



Their gods have overlapping Days of Worship. Which is
highlighted and accentuated with the veneration they are

given on Their Assigned Day.

Among  this  insidious  World  Religion,  and  at  its  very
center, is the veneration of The Sun and The Moon.

In  their  Religion The  Sun  and  The  Moon  are  an
interchangeable juxtaposition, which for them, is a useful

tool in their weaponization of TIME.

The  transpose of  their  gods,  serves their  gods,  serving
their  gods  benefits  them,  as  it  causes,  and  allows  for,

institutionalized, systemic, conditioning.

Because The Sun and The Moon are at the center of their
Religion  it  is  a  heliocentric  based  Religion.  As  a
heliocentric  based  Religion all  of  their  gods  and idols
must include their devotion to The Sun. The Sun is The
Day.  Therefore  every-TIME one  of  their  gods  gets
assigned   to  a  24  Hour period  it  is  done  with  the

attachment to helios by always using the word DAY.

Every language.  Every culture. Has this  prerequisite of
heliocentric  worship,  gods  of  The  Week  worship,  and

idle veneration, contained in their use of The Week.

Some cultures change The Days order of importance but
not their function.

All  Religions,  … there  are  hundreds  of  Religions.  All
Religions are first and foremost in a one world Religion.



The One World Religion

You are not Christian.
You are not Judaist.

You are not Islamic.
You are not Hindu.

You are not Budhist.
You are not Sikh.

You are not in the Religion, adhering to the principles, of
whatever  Religion you are being falsely lead, to delude
yourself into acting, behaving, thinking, and feeling, as if

you are a part of ... that Religion.

You have been Falsely Lead.

It  is  also  your  own  fault  for  not  doing  a  thorough
investigation to know the truth.

The One World  Religion is the  Religion of the  evil liar
and his followers.

As such, his followers thrive on being liars, and having
the  consequences  and results  of  those  lies affecting as

many people as can be reached, to be affected.

All  Religions  are  constantly  seeking  to  expand  their
congregation and spread their belief system. The Religion
of the evil liar is no different.  As  all Religions are the

direct result of his lies and evil nature.



How The One World Religion Came Into Being

The One World Religion came into being from;  Actions
that  are  an  abomination.  The  lies which  displaced,
removed, hid, then ridiculed The Creator and Creation.

Creation is the beginning.
The beginning is The First Week.

The First Week is The True Week.
The True Week is The Perfect Week.

The Perfect Week is The Week which was given to The
Humane.

The evil liar immediately went about his self appointed
task  of  displacing removing  hiding  and  ridiculing  that
First True and Perfect Week, which contained all of the

right and just, natural, conditions, for The Humane.

The Creator  never imparted anything to  The Humane
that is a Religion.

The evil liar introduced the concept, the methods, and the
culture of Religion.

The evil liar had to. There was no other way to author
the confusion required to seed the wickedness he desired

to place in The Humane.

As  a  result.  All  Religions  are  wrong.  Because  The
Creator never Created any Religions at all.

The Creator Created The Week.
The Week is the most important Creation of all.



The evil liar cannot Create, he can only usurp.
To usurp he must be a criminal.

To be a criminal he must commit crimes.
To commit crimes he must break The Laws.

There exist only one Lawgiver.
The one Lawgiver is The Creator.

The Creator has given us 623 Laws as a way of life.
Without  any interference,  or  influence,  The  623 Laws

are naturally in place and naturally respected.
To usurp The Creator. The evil liar must be accepted as

The Creator.

Thus. The evil liar has done, and is doing, all that he can,
to be in the same authoritative position in relation to the

lives of The Humane.

As a consequence of the usurpation by the evil liar. The
Humane are  now  rare  and  unique.  The  evil  liars
followers,  The Humans,  are the ones who use  lies,  and
the evil nature they adapted, as instruments, and tools, to
follow him, and be influenced by him, and his evil lying

ways.

Together they have  usurped the greatest  Creation in all
of Creation. The Week.

The Week is  the container in which all  of existence is
rooted and seeded. The Week is the basis of all of reality.
Therefore.  Control  of  The  Week,  is  control  of

everything.



The Creator Created The Week.
The Week is the most important creation of all.

You, exist in,
The True Definition of TIME; experiencing:

Quantum - Fractal - Geo - Temporal - Spirit Origin - Soul
Sensory - Brain Process; 

Responsible  for  the  practical  applications  of  all
mechanical process originating from its source.

Because.
The Truth About How TIME Works

is.
A very small  quantity  of  electromagnetic  energy -  [is]
moving in a curve or pattern, including a smaller curve or
pattern, with exactly the same shape - from geo-local to
geo-local continuously - as sensed by a person - through
every aspect of their being – the mechanical function of

these things together achieves the result of time.
This  mechanical  function's  patterned  process  is

responsible for all of reality.

But most importantly is  the fact that this process in its
entirety is what we all know as, The Week.

Therefore  any  usurpation of  The  Week is  rebellion
against The Creator and Creation.

As well as an attempt to take control over you.

The Creator never gave The  24 hour Cycle individual
names  during  The  Week of  Creation.  Nor  did  The
Creator give names to those  Cycles that existed before

time.



The Creator did not name each 24 Hour Cycle because
they are all one mechanism working together. They are

not a grouping of individual parts and pieces.

The Usurpation Of The Week
In order to  usurp The Week the usual method of divide
and conquer was used, then. … It is still being used, now.

Divide the people.
Divide their culture.

Divide their knowledge.
Divide their understanding.

Divide their wisdom.

The more division that can be introduced, the weaker the
target of the division shall be.

And so the  evil liar has been dividing ad-infinitum the
most important of all Creation. The Week.

When the  division of  The Week in  any geo-local  has
become equal to it's razing, the evil liar will then begin to
openly  assert  his  presence,  and  present  himself  as  a
saviour, which will last only for as long is required for he
and his followers, such as the politricians, to be placed in
positions  of  authority,  and  for  them  to  gain  absolute
control. Upon completion of that pretense. The pretense
of being the saviour. They will also  no longer hide their

true character, motives, or behaviours.



A foreshadow of the coming, or the nearness, of the evil
liar,  is  observable  in  the  vice  which  can  be  seen  to
multiply  in  the  geo-local  adjacent  to  his  presence.  As
well as those geo-local's  he is  occupying personally or

are being controlled by his followers.

The usurpation of The Week has been obtained by using
this  method.  And  is  continuously  in  the  present  being
obtained with this method. The same method will be used

for their future goals as well.



Usurpation of The Week

The Week contains all of the power of Creation for all
of existence.

The  only power  in  existence  that  can  be  used for  any
reason exist as a part of The Week.

Therefore. When assigning stolen attributes as powers to
lesser beings who will be given the title of gods. It can
only be done by going directly to the only power source
in  existence  and  through  the  process  of  renaming,  a
portion  of  an  attribute  will  be  assigned  to  the  object

which the renaming has placed the attribute with.

It can be anything or anyone who the renaming process
assigns a name to. In this case it is the easiest to track and
follow lights  of  The Firmament that  have  come  over

TIME to be known as planets within a galaxy.



There  are  only  two  types  of  Government.  All  other
Governments  are  a  subset  formed  beneath  the  source

responsible for that type of Government's  being.

The first type of Government is a Government that is a
way  of  life  as  The  Creator has  made  possible  and

includes his guidance, his rules and his laws.
The Creator's Government is good.

The second type of Government is a Government that is
an  illusion  which  acts  as  bait  to  trick  people  into
accepting a set of laws that appear to be at first the laws

of The Creator. It is the Government of the evil liar.
The Government of the evil liar is bad.

Any Government that is not of The Creator will be using
a Heliocentric Calendar.

The  Heliocentric  Calendar  is  based  upon  the  ad-
infinitum of The Week.

The ad-infinitum of  The Week is how  the evil liar and
his  followers,  or  they and them,  as  they and them are

often referred to, as, were able to institute
The One World Religion.

All Religions are a subgroup of The One World Religion.
Which  involves  other  prerequisite  initiation  level

Religions to be instituted first.

Religions such as evolution and space travel.



The One World Religion's
of SpaceTravel

Satellites can be designed constructed and launched into
a  low earth  orbit.  However they would not  be  able  to
collect as junk and debris.  This image depicts an event

that is not real and cannot occur.

Satellites are real, can be designed, launched, but they do
not do anything as you have been told.



Space Travel

Space Travel is impossible for a ship with a crew. Or for
an  automated  crewless  ship.  This  image  depicts

something that is not real and cannot be done.

 
This  image  is  a  plan  showing  a  future  of  events  that

cannot occur.



This image shows a person who is supposed to be off of
The UrÆTh plane.  On the  surface  of  a foreign world.

This is a depiction of an event that cannot occur.

This  image  is  another  depiction  of  people  who  are
supposed to be off of The UrÆTh plane. On the surface
of some other foreign world. This  is  a depiction of  an

event that cannot occur.



This  image  is  an  artist  depiction of  an event  of  some
historical note which is supposed to have occurred.

An event that did not happen. Because it cannot happen.

All of these images require that the people involved in
accepting  them as  real  make  use  of  Hope,  Faith  and

Belief.
Three  prerequisites  that  are  only  necessary  when  the
information being  presented is  information  contrary  to

reality.
Faith.  Hope and  Belief.  Are  only necessary to  support  the

continuance of lies and liars.
Faith Hope and Belief are always necessary for everything

that any Religion will have you be a participant in.

Suffice to say. Space travel is a Religious social dynamic
which  unites  that  congregation  together  in  their  belief

that such things are capable of being.



Evolution
everything in this image is a lie

No species can reproduce a new kind. Every living thing
has  within  it  the  seed  of  its  own  kind,  and  can  only

reproduce its own kind, with its own kind.

Evolution
everything in this image is a lie

Each has only its own kinds seed to reproduce.



This is all a lie
Forensic reconstruction does  not  have  the ability to  gather
such information to produce such outcomes as these images

presented to you as evolution.
The technical assignment of a title, nor the agency for which
the reconstruction is done, can change the fact that this type

of reconstruction is impossible.
These are all lies.

Were such accurate reconstructions possible of beings said to
have  died  hundreds  of  thousands  to  millions  of  years  ago.
Including information such as how they lived and how they
died.  The  same  techniques  and  procedures  would  be,  and
could  be,  used  for;  SOLVING  EVERY MURDER  CASE
EVER. Such accuracy would capture criminals within days.

There would be no unsolved crimes. Of any type.
This is all a lie.

No species can reproduce a new kind. Every living thing has
within it the seed of its own kind, and can only reproduce its

own kind, with its own kind.
It is the religion of evolution



The Measure Of TIME Ad-Infinitum

The smallest and least amount of TIME which a person
can recognize is 1 second.

TIME intervals can be measured at less than 1 second in
duration.

Ad-infintum  introduces  a  measure  in  TIME which
expands  the  measure  in  TIME from  one second to its

next or previous second, into infinity.

That  Measure  Of TIME placed into  the  midst  of  the
seconds is  not  a special kind of  TIME,  it  is  the  same

kind of TIME that goes on for longer than a second.

TIME going on for longer  than a  second,  precludes it
from having the ability to exist as  The TIME from one

second to its previous or next.

There is  no such thing as, the  TIME that is less than a
second.

In the SI system.
[SI  =  The  International  System  of  Units.  The
International System of Units is the modern form of the
metric  system.  It  is  the  only  system of  Measurement
with  an  official  status  in  nearly  every  country  in  the

world.
Metric prefixes are used on the second to denote shorter

TIME intervals.
Different systems use different labels.



Metric prefixes on the second to denote shorter TIME
intervals

Decisecond (tenths): 10^-1 second

Centisecond (hundredths): 10^-2 second

Millisecond (thousands): 10^-3 second

Microsecond (millionths): 10^-6 second

Nanosecond (billionths): 10^-9 second

Picosecond (trillioniths: 10^-12 second

Femtosecond (quadrillionth): 10^-15 second

Attosecond (quintillionth): 10^-18 second

Zeptosecond  (sextillionth  or  trillionth  of  a  billionth):
10^-21 second

Yoctosecond (septillionth of a second): 10^-24 second

Planck TIME (believed to be the shortest  theoretically
measurable TIME interval): 10^-44 second



The Metric Prefix of the  TIME Measurement second,
as  well  as  the  Numerical  Value  Present  inside  of  the
parenthesis,  define  the  amount  of  zero's  to  be  used  in
showing  the  value,  of  its  designation,  as  a  length  of

TIME that will be experienced.

    Decisecond     (One tenth of a second)
    Centisecond    (One hundredth of a second)
    Millisecond     (One thousandth of a second)
    Microsecond   (One millionth of a second)
    Nanosecond    (One billionth of a second)
    Picosecond      (One trillionth of a second)
    Femtosecond   (One quadrillionth of a second)
    Attosecond      (One quintilionth of a second)
    Zeptosecond    (One sextillionth of a second)
    Yoctosecond    (One septillionth of a second)
    Planck time     (Shortest theoretically measurable 
time)

This is  division in action.  The more divided something
becomes the weaker it is.

The weaker something is  the less effective its influence
will be.

The evil liar has  presented to you an infinity from  one
second to the next or previous second.

The numbers are real. The application of the numbers is
not real.

Just as the evil liar has added ad-infinitum from second,
to previous,  or  next  second,  the evil liar has  done  the

same for the years.



Ad-Infinitum Years
Common year 365 d 52 Week and 1 day.
Tropical year 365 d 5 h 48 min 45.216 s[6] Average.
Gregorian year 365 d 5 h 49 min 12 s  Average.
Sidereal year 365 d 6 h 9 min 9.7635456 s
Leap year           366 d 52 Week and 2 d
Biennium           2 yr
Triennium           3 yr
Quadrennium 4 yr
Oympiad           4 yr
Lustrum           5 yr
Decade           10 yr
Indiction           15 yr
Gigasecond           109 s 16,666,666.6667 minutes or 
                              31.7 years
Jubilee           50 yr
Century           100 yr
Millennium           1000 yr Also called "kiloannum".
Terasecond           1012 s about 31,700 years.
Megannum           106 yr Also called "Megayear." 
                              1,000 millennia (plural of millennium)
                              or 1 million years.
Petasecond           1015 s About 31,700,000 years
                               or 380,399,583.12 months
Galactic Year 2.3×108 yr[2] The amount of time
                               it takes the Solar System to orbit the 
                               center of the Milky Way Galaxy one 
                               time.
Cosmological Decade  varies 10 times the length of the
Cosmological Decade, with CÐ 1 beginning either 10 
seconds or 10 years after the Big Bang, depending on the 
definition.



Aeon 109 yr           Also spelled "eon". Also refers to an 
                               indefinite period of time.
Exasecond              1018 s           About 31,700,000,000  
                               years or  380,399,583,123.74 months
Zettasecond 1021 s           About 31.7 trillion years 
                               or 3,803,995,983,123,744.56 months
Yottasecond 1024 s About 31.7 quadrillion 
                               years or 380,399,583,123,744,510
                               months.

This is the usurpation of TIME. This is the usurpation of
The Week. This is the usurpation of Creation.

The numbers are real. The application of the numbers is
not real.

The numbers which represent  ad-infinitum both greater
and smaller are not reality. They are imagination.

They  are  imagination  because  there  is  no  infinity.  All
states of existence begin and end. All material measures
begin  and  end.  All  forms  are  specific,  temporary,  and

created with a defined purpose.

These Measures Of TIME ad-infinitum have the defined
purpose  of  assisting  the  evil  liars,  in, to,  and  into,

usurping The Week.

This is  The One World  Religion's  way of guaranteeing
that  everyone  is  included  into  their  Religion first  and
foremost,  and before any of the sub  Religions they are

allowed to participate in.



This is how, and why, you have the Days of the Week.
Days of the Week is an expression, of how they worship

their gods.
Who happen to be your gods too.

Here are their Days. As well as your Days.
This is your first Religion

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday

This is your secondary Religion
Christian
Juadaist
Islamic
Hindu

Budhist
Sikh

The  usurpation of  The  Week by  the  evil  liar and  his
followers was the usurpation of TIME.

 The  entire  purpose  of  stealing  TIME is  to  have  you
work for free. Also, causing so many problems from the
absence of rest, and the denial of reality, an entire system
can be run on the negative fallout from the things that
will  go  wrong,  when  people  cannot  eat,  sleep,  rest,
recover, heal, or get what they are earning while paying
for things they don't want or need. This is the very short

list of things wrong.



The Prerequisite and Criteria for Religion

In order to be in a Religion you have to Forego reality. In
order to Forego reality you have to embrace imagination.
Religions  give  you  images  and  statues.  Idols  and
symbols.  Nothing  substantial.  Only  useless  material
objects  designed  to  allow  the  Religious persons
imagination a focus, a focal, a focal point, for connecting

to the real world.
Because  Religion,  all  Religions,  are  bad.  They all have

the exact same requirement.
Every Religion requires its followers to  believe, to have

faith, and to have hope.
These are the tools and instruments of villainy. Anyone,
in any Religion, knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or
unwillingly, is not capable at this TIME of being able to

discern The Truth.

The  Truth  allows,  permits,  facilitates,  and  enables,
accuracy.  The  truth  allows  the  acknowledgement  of

inaccuracy inclusion.
Truth is reality.

The very nature of Truth denies Hope Faith and Belief.
They are opposites.
Truth is acceptance.

Hope Faith and Belief are Rejections.
Truth ends problems, and  supplies answers.

Religion sustains problems and removes answers.
Truth and peace are attainable.

Religion and peace is unattainable.
All  Religions  are  connected  to  war,  and  all  wars  are

connected to Government.



This war. The war that we are all in together right now. Is
a  war  for  ownership  of  everything.  Which  includes
ownership of you. As with any war, winning a strategic
victory  in  a  battle,  using  a  tactically  advantageous
strategy,  has the  result  of creating favorable conditions

for the side that can accomplish such a feat.

In order that we are not used as fodder for this war, or
made into casualties of this war, it is best to know who is

fighting this war and why.

As we are already in this war, the only way out is going
to  be  through  a  decisive  battle  which  will  guarantee

victory for one side or the other.

There are no noncombatants.  That choice was removed
when  the  war  began.  Everyone  fights.  Anyone  who
doesn't fight has already lost and is already defeated. The
enemy doesn't  take  prisoners.  The  first casualty  in any
war is The Truth. The Truth is the first casualty because
Knowledge Is Power. Hiding The Truth removes Power
from those who will become uncontrollable  when they
have the Power. The only people being controlled are the

slaves.

TIME-KEEPERS have the control.
TIME-KEEPERS have the power.

In order to have control over yourself and have the power
to  do  for  yourself  you  must  know  The  Truth  that  is

hidden from you about TIME.



Chapter 5
The True TIME

Having True TIME
Not Having True TIME

The True TIME is literally made just for you.
The True TIME is The Perfect TIME.

Perfection  is  a  condition  of  work,  completion  of  the
work, rest from the work, each stage of work having with
it  subcategories  attached  that  together  are  a  joy  and
satisfaction for the worker to delight in the work. Thus
Perfection is achieved in the doing, perfection is earned
from  the  process,  the  process  is  resourced  by  nature,
nature is  Seasonal  and  Cyclical and always at the right

TIME.
Seasonal events are the major  Cycles of Nature. Nature

is the supplier of all materials used for living.

Having  True  TIME is  a  lifestyle  that  is  Responsible.
Having True TIME removes being lied to from inclusion

of your Life. Responsibility reveals lies.
True TIME is Responsibility and Accountability

Not  having  True  TIME is  a  lifestyle  that  is
Irresponsible.  Not  having  True  TIME includes  being
lied to as an inclusion of your Life. Irresponsibility hides,

protects, and defends, liars and their lies.
Not  having  True  TIME is  Irresponsibility and  Non-

Accountability



The True TIME

Now. For the First TIME ever, you will see the absolute
order, for, and of;

The Measure Of TIME the way The Creator Created
it. Which, Is; True TIME. Meaning that;

It is Perfect TIME.

Here, is, True Perfect TIME

60 seconds is 1 minute
60 minutes is 1 hour
24 hours is 1 Cycle

1 Cycle is 1 complete Day-1 complete Night
7 Cycles are The Week

28 Cycles are 4 of The Week
4 of The Week are 1 Month

52 of the week are 1 Cyclical Year
1 Cyclical Year is 13 Months

13 Months is 364 Cycles
364 Cycles are 52 of the week

52 of the week are 13 Months of 28 Cycles

All  other  Measures  Of  TIME, are  a  corrupted,
usurpation, of, The Creator's True, and, Perfect TIME.

Every  Religion;  of  which  there  are  hundreds,  Every
Government; of which there are 83 main types, and their
sub  categories,  They  all  have  a  different  form of  this
True  Time,  they  have  a  False  TIME.  They  have  a
corrupted usurpation designed to venerate idols and gods

to whom they worship.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

False Time states that there are 7 Days each Week. And
that those  7 Days account for the  24 hours of each Day

for a total of 168 Hours of The Week.
That is a lie.

The Truth.
True Time: There are 7 Days and 7 Nights. And those 7
days and 7 nights together are  1 Cycle.  The Cycle does
account for 24 hours, each, and 7 Cycles are The Week.

False TIME states  that each Month consist  of a  TIME
which is counted as a grouping of Days which in some
Months are a total of 31 Days, such as; January, March,

May, July, August, October, and December.
With  another  grouping  of  Days,  which  in  those  other
months  are  a  total  of  30  Days,  such  as;  April,  June,

September, and November.
Including  one  Month,  February, which  has  28  Days.

Except during a leap year, it will have 29 Days.
It is all Lies.

The Truth.
True TIME: All Months contain 4 Of the week.

All of the week contain 7 Cycles.
All Months are 28 Cycles.

28 Cycles are 4 Of the week which is 1 Month.
This is a True Month.



False TIME states  that there are  12 Months  each Year.
Adding  an  extra  Day every  four  years  to  keep  The
Heliocentric Gregorian Calendar aligned correctly with
The Astronomical Seasons, since a year according to the
The Heliocentric Gregorian Calendar is 365 Days, and a
year  according  to  Earth’s  orbit  around  the  Sun is
approximately 365.25 Days. They are not the exact same
length of TIME. Without this extra day, The Heliocentric
Gregorian Calendar  and The Seasons  would  gradually

get out of sync.
Because  of  this  extra  Day,  a leap year  has  366 Days

instead of 365 Days. Additionally,  a leap year does not

end and begin on the same Day of The Week, as a non–

leap year does. 

                          This is all a bunch of lies.

           The Truth.

True TIME: There are 13 Months.

                    13 Months are 1 Year.

                     1 Year contains 364 Cycles.

                 This a True Year.

Their System is a lie. The Heliocentric Gregorian

Calendar system is intentionally in place to confuse and

confound.

It is; The system of TIMEKEEPING.

The evil liar is the author of confusion.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

Every  Religion; of which there are hundreds. Celebrate,
venerate, worship,  and pray to  the gods of  The Week.
Some  of  the  people  in  those  Religions  are  in  it
intentionally and knowingly, willfully and with purpose.
Other  people,  of  which,  that  includes  almost  everyone
else  who  does  not  know  The Truth about  TIME,  are
also  in  the  Religion of  The Week,  unintentionally  and
unknowingly, coerced and manipulated into membership.

This  is  how people  are  forced  into  the  Religion  Of
Days

Every  Government;  of  which there  are  83  main types,
and their sub categories. They all have a different form of

the True Time, they have a False TIME. 
Their  False  TIME is  not  only  in  their  use  of  the
corrupted  and  usurped True TIME, which  they  force
everyone into using, it is also in their division of TIME
as a Geo-Local. As a Geo-Local They choose to call it a

Meridian.

The Lie: A Meridian is a line of longitude. Meridians are
imaginary lines that divide the Earth. They are a straight
line  that  extends  from North Pole  to South Pole.  They
measure  the  distance  East  to  West.  They have  set  the
Prime Meridian in Greenwich, England, and it is the Zero

Degree Longitude Line.



TIME Zones as shown here can be very easily graphed.
As this is.

Using a colorcoded partition. Which this has at its base.
From South to  North.  The  color  will  continue  without
any  break  or  change.  The  color  will  pass  through
Geographical  Locations,  inside  of  those  Geographical
Locations The TIME Zone would directly correspond to
the  TIME  Zone at The Southern Base. To its  Northern

limit. Which it does not.
What TIME  Zones do show is  how  Governments and
Religions  ... which are one and the same ... make use of
TIME Zones to maintain confusion. Confusion by hiding
the  True  TIME  from everyone.  Confusion  by  forcing
people to accept a lie as reality. A form of mental abuse
requiring a continued threat of violence and a stress level
that does not release its tension in order to embed the lie
and force people to make use of it. Eventually leading the
people  to  the  point  they  can  no  longer  discern  Days

TIME from Nights TIME.



It  is  of  the  highest  priority  that  you,  as  the  enslaved.
Never be allowed to know Truth.

Because it is True. The Truth will set you free.
With  these  continued  alterations  in  place  to  modify  the
perception  and  use  of TIME by the  enslaved  populations.

People will overwork.
People will be underpaid.

People will be worked to death.
The hiding of True and Real  TIME causes so many health
issues and resource related problems that  the slavery of the

enslaved becomes a self perpetuating event.
The  enslaved  become  habituated  to  routines  that  as  a
consequence of their Religious lies they have faith will  get
better.  They  have  hope  that  things  will  change,  and  they
believe that one day things will happen which will bring the
system which they know is evil and is destroying them to its

end.
Religion has made them deaf dumb and blind while  slavery
has taken everything they have ever earned from them and
made  these  hard  working people  into  poor  sick and  dying
from neglect people, who have not ever, not even once, not
even for one moment, had the fruit of their labor grant them

its full payment.

This.  These. TIME Zones. Are one of the main reasons why.
As well as one of the main methods of how. Hiding TIME is

essential to making 100% profit from slave labor.



TIME Zones are real.
It is their misuse, combined with the abuseful way of using
them as an associated factor of life, which causes the TIME
Zones to effectively be a weapon, which makes TIME Zones
into the dangerous tool, instrument, and weapon, which they

are now.

We live in a world that constantly have people who are out of
synch with reality.

People  who cannot  identify Days  TIME or  Nights  TIME.
Merely by introducing the stimuli from the numbers of any

clock.

People  who  are  exhaustyed  from  overworking,  and  dying
from illness and disease originating from the hidden  TIME
which causes false starts and stops of  Seasonal activity that

are inititated by people.

Waking  and  sleeping  environments  are  traumatized  by
nonstop activity  from people who can  no longer  recognize
Nights  TIME and  Days  TIME.  They  play  their  radio  all
night. They party all night. They dance and sing all night. Not
in secluded out of the way parts of the city. But all on the city
streets  and  sidewalks  in  the  heart  of  communities  where
people who have not yet been brainwashed and conditioned to
no  longer  be  able  to  discern  Dark from Light must  be

terrorized and assaulted by their non-stop activities.
24 Hours of non-stop, unresting, noise and activity.

That is torture.

It  is  a  Government sponsored  and  sanctioned  mercenary
styled domestic terrorism used to keep the slave population in

a condition of maleable suggestion.



Forcing you to recognize this lie
causes you to be more easily open to suggestion from other

lies and conditioning from multiple sources.

Exhausting your mind. Making frail your emotional control.
Forcing your immune system into failure.



Until you are absorbing conditioning

audible conditioning stimuli

This Dogs conditioning.

Is  the  EXACT  same

conditioning  that  you

have  been  trained  to

respond too.



You have been conditioned, and indoctrinated, to respond as
directed to, by, from, and for,  sounds.

To, by, From, and for, Lights.



You have  been  overcome  by  toxic  thoughts  that  are  being
forcefully placed into your brain and mind. Causing you to
feel  and  to  think  un-natural  and  impure  things  that  are
harmful  to  you.  To  your  family  and  friends.  To  your
neighborhood. To your community. To your village. To your
town. To your borough. To your city. To your state. To your

contry. To your nation. To the world.



For decades they did this.
They  used  prisoners.  They  used  patients  who  were
supposed be in mental institutions. They used the elderly.
They used the orphaned. They used anyone of age and
ability  to  resist,  but  for  whatever  reasons  of
circumstance,  they  could  not  resist  at  that  time.  Until

finally they openly got people who would volunteer.
This series of experiments is designed to map the process
of  the  brain and the  subsequent  as  well  as  consequent

reactions from audio visual stimuli.
They were searching for access to The Crerator.

In the early years they used the information they gained
from that testing to do social experiments with this.



After several test runs of experiments in movie theaters
they  moved  on  to  whatever  technology  permitted  the
continued  testing,  which  was  broadcast  network

programs. 

Which was quickly followed up with when the addition
of VHS and VCR became popular home entertainment
items.  Followed  very  closely  by  the  disc  player.  And
culminating in the individual server managed process of

digital streaming in real time.

However.  It  was  unlikely  that  there  was  any  method
available that could get the targeted populations to be in
front of a monitor all at the same TIME. In the theatre,

or at home.



To defeat that problem.
Technologies  were  developed  to  specifically  be
conducive  to  the  results  from  the  experiments  which
proved most useful in acquiring control over the mental
and emotional process of the people who were within the

field of influence of these devices.
Specifically emissions of radaition which severly corrupt

and destroy red bloodcell functions.
Within one minute of exposure:

Clotting begins.
Oxygen transportation slows.
Nutrient transportation slows.

Thinking ability is reduced causing higher accident risk.
Dizziness  and loss of balance occur.

Vision fails.
Hearing is impaired.

These are only the reported and diagnosed corruptions of
the  body  from  the  radiation  emitted  from  these  wifi
devices. These are all taking places in real time.  Within

60 Seconds – 180 Seconds.
Wifi deveices exactly like  the new smart meter from the
utility company and the booster towers for the 5G signal

as well as the 5G devices.

Included with the  5G is the  4K and higher frequencies
which they discovered has the ability to directly interact
with the brain,  bypassing many,  if not all  of the safety
functions  of  the  psyche,  which  maintain  the  sanity  of

everyone.
4k  has  the  ability  to  induce  mild  to  severe  psychosis

immediately and overtime.



The goal was and is simple. Weaken your bodies immune
system.

Weaken your brains safety organisms.
Weaken your will power to resist.

While simultaneously conditioning you with propaganda
to  direct  your  thinking,  when  you  finally  do  get  any
chance  to  think.  While  technology  that  has  physical

control over your body does the rest.



It is such a vital priority that you are under their control
that  they  have  given  these  devices  a  quality  of  life
designation and have  used that  lie  as  a  reason to  give
these  devises  away  for  free.  Insuring  everyone  is

exposed.

While the propaganda encourages gatherings in front of
the  monitor  with  its  Religious  mandatory  service

congregational events.

It doesnt matter which Religious event gets you there as
long as you are there.



In this way there is never no TIME for any of your very
own thoughts to arise.

You are going to be carrying a portable monitor to expose
yourself to the radiation and frequencies. Or you will be
sitting  in  front  of  a  monitor  exposing  yourself  to  the
radiation and frquencies. Or you will place someone else
in front of the monitor to be exposed to the radiation and
frequencies. Or the booster towers will expose you to the
radiation  and  frequencies.  Or  the  utility  company  will
expose  you to  the  radaition and frequencies.  Currently
there are still many ways to avoid most of those things
when you are aware of their threat and are actively taking

the proper precautionary actions.



All of this is done to guarantee that you remain unaware
of The True Time.

That you remain unaware of The Truth.
That  you  never  realize  that  everything  in  existence  is
dependent  upon the  understamding and  comprehension

of The Week.

Slave Staes.
Enslavery.

Slavery.
It all can only exist because you are working for free.

Working for free is the entire point of slavery.
It is insurance that the rich get wealthy and the middlecalss

become the poor.
It  is  insurance  that  the  wealthy  become  the  authoratative
power and that the poor become weak, sickly, diseased, ill,

eventually criminal, depraved, oppressed, homeless.
It insures the security and safety of those who realize money
is useless except to control those who want it and dont have it
and the lack of security and safety by the  people who have
been conditioned to place value in money and money related

objects.
Money is only used to attain power.

Money itself is a useless thing.
However. Power can also be achieved without any money at
all.  Which precludes the need for money to achieve power.
Which  proves  the  success  of  the  conditioning  and  mind
control over the slaves. Slaves who Religiously pursue money.
Religion has got them coming and going. When the slaves say
no to Religion they will already be halfway to their freedom.



To  work  for  free you  cannot  be  made  aware of  The
Week.

You cannot be made aware of The Truth.
The 13th Month must remain hidden from you.

Those 4 Weekends off.
Those 8 Cycles to rest and recover.

That Month of pay for work.
Those 4 of The Week of pay for work.

The Week pay for work.
The  life  altering  events  which  you  suffered  pain  and
damage through as  the  direct  result  of  being told  that
there is no TIME for you to have off from your forced

position and condition of TIME Keeping.
Hiding The 13th Month.

Raping you of your TIME.
Youve been brainwashed.

You believe there are only twelve Months.
You also believe that when it is Dark outside The Lesser
Light To Rule  The  Night is  present  and  Darkness is

everywhere that it is Morning.
Open your eyes. On your own.

Not Like this having them opened for you.

You cannot see: The World.

Until you stop, only, seeing: Their World.



Audio conditioning
Light conditioning

Primary and secondary triggers
Equals a monitor. Equals  a display screen.



Plus Radiation
To make people ill diseased and sick

Plus Frequencies
To take control of the nervous system

Plus Propaganda
To control feelings and emotions

Plus Programming
To control and direct thoughts and thinking

Plus Religion 
Being mandated in their days of The Week

Plus
You choosing a sub Religion

Plus
You dont know what TIME it is

Plus
Rape
Plus

Working for free
EQUALS 

Brainwashed-Programmed-Directed-Savery



 False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

The Truth:
 They  do  not  honor  or  respect  that  imaginary  line  of

Division they have named The Meridian.
A  Map  of  TIME-Zones illustrating  The  Division  Of
TIME they have  instituted depicts  specifically detailed
Government  - Religious exemption  from  inclusion  of
their imaginary line they choose to call The Meridian. It
is detailed meticulously, as The TIME-Zones throughout
the  entire  Map are  no  longer  a  straight  line  extending
from North Pole to South Pole. As soon as that imaginary
line connects to a Geo-Local which is recognized by the
Map Makers as an authority of Government-Religion, or
as it usually is ... both. The imaginary straight line which
they tell everyone is in place for the purpose of  TIME-

Measurement, and Measurement-Division;
 or TIME-Measurment-Division.

Is  immediately  routed  to,  and  merged  with,  the  other
imaginary  lines  they  call  Borders.  Which  proves  the

Meridian is not used for TIME-Measurment-Division.
 

The routeing and merging of the Meridian with Borders
precludes any authority it  is  intended to be empowered
with as an instrument and tool of Dividing the UrÆTh

into TIME-Zones.

The routeing and merging of the Meridian with Borders
proves it is a part of the system of TIME-KEEPERS.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

The Lie: Their division of TIME continues ad-infitum as
they  continue  to  weaponize  the  use  of  TIME with

Daylight Saving TIME.
It  is  impossible  using  any  set  of  conditions  and  or
parameters and or any mehanics and or computers in any
combination  to  action  a  process  which  will  result  in

Daylight Saving TIME.
This is another action of Social Engineering designed to

confuse and confound.
The fact that the action they propose to be causing to take

place is impossible in and of itself.
With  Daylight  Saving  TIME here  is  what  is  really

happening.

The Lie: Daylight Saving TIME is historically directed at
originating from Benjamin Franklin. Who said The main
purpose  of  Daylight  Saving TIME called  "Summer
TIME" in many places in the world. Is to make better use

of Day's Light.
Them,  and  They,  say  that  Daylight  Saving TIME
conserves energy, prevents traffic accidents and reduces
crime.  They  say  that  longer  daylight  hours  promote
safety.  Also, they say, Daylight in the evening makes it
safer  for joggers,  people  walking dogs  after work, and
children playing outside, among others, because drivers
are able to see people more easily, and criminal activity is

lowered.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

Since The Sun sets One Hour later in The Evenings, the
need  to  use  electricity  for  household  lighting  and
appliances is  reduced. The same can be applied for the
morning hours,  as  most people will wake up after  The

Sun has risen.

Everything they, and them, have said about;
DayLight Saving TIME 

is a lie



The Truth: Daylight Saving TIME is a plan from the late
1800s introduced by a person who never  got to see its
use. It was decided to use Daylight Saving TIME durring
one  of  the  biggest  genocides  and  cultural  destruction
events  the  world  has  ever  experienced.  It  was  used
durring The Big Lie which is  World War 2. A time when
every  technology  type  weapon,  chemical  weapon,
biological  weapon,  and  psychological  weapon,  was
permitted for use. Which proves with great accuracy the

fact that Daylight Saving TIME is a weapon.

The Lie: They and them say that Daylight Saving TIME
will conserve electricity overall by causing people to use

Sunlight instead of Electric Lighting of any type.

The Truth: Saving electricity in the context they present it
literally means not placing an increased demand on the
ability  to  supply  electricity  from  the  state  and  city
companines and agencies responsible for facilitating that

utility to its users.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

The Lie: They say that you can save your earned income
from reducing  your  electrical  usage,   by not  using  as
much  electricity  for  your  appliances,  computerized
hardware,  and  basic  necesseities.  With  actions  such as
cutting off lights in areas as you exit or absent yourself

from its location. And  unplugging what is not in use. 

The Truth: There are no systemic utility actions, passive
or that can be  activated,  which  will  result  in electrical
utility bills being reduced as a monthly expense. In fact,
their reccomendations have been designed to increase the
amount  of  your  monthly  electrical  utility  bill.  On  an
individual  per  household  basis,  saving electricity is  an
impossibile feat, as the system is designed to always have

access to your resources from earned income.
You cannot legally disconnect your home from the state
and city electrical utility infrastructure. You are forced to
pay a utility bill monthly even when your lifestyle  has
zero requirements for a state - city grid based electrical

input system.
There is nothing you can do that will decrease, or end,
the  monthly  electrical  utility  bill  from the  state  –  city
socialy  engineered  format  designed  to  force  your

inclusion.

The ability to distribute technology that  establishes the
use of electricity without billing has existed for decades

now in various forms.



There  is  no  reason  to  pay
Monthly  utility  bills  for  Water

and Electricity.



The  Island  Sky Companies  machine  uses  atmospheric
water vapor condensation processing.

Air is sucked in through the vents, filters purify the water
the  condensed  moisture  drips  into  the  collection  tank
where  it  is  treated  with  ozone  and  filtered  again.  to

literally make water from out of the air.

The cost in this machine is linked to the cost of its parts.
However cost of the parts will be linked to usage.

In every way that counts you control the amount you will
pay for its continued usgae.

The result is you will no longer be required to pay water
bills  for  state,  city,  or  private  state  and  city  partnered

agencies, to supply you with water through the grid.

The small machine produces 20 liters a day.
The larger industrial machine produces 40-100 liters of

water a day.



Veiga invented a drinking water extractor in the 1990s to
combat droughts in southern Spain but, at that time, the
device  couldn't  withstand  temperatures  of  40ºC  and  it

could only work with humidity below 8%.

Another NonGrid no monthly bill water provider.

Atmospheric Water Generator Contracting LLC, also
brings clean, affordable drinking water 

through nongrid technology.



All of these technologies are non grid. You own the water
making  device  and  are  responsible  for  your  own

waterusage treatment and storage.

If  for  any  reason  any  of  these  companies  have  been
forced  to  align  themselves  with  the  monthly  billing
system,  in  any  way,  they  have  been  severely,  and
critically, compromised, in which case, they are no longer

a trustworthy source.

That  would  be  the  bad.  However.  This  technology  is
incredibly easy to design and build yourself.

Meaning that using their machines is only a convenience,
not a neccessity. You can build your own.

Either choice. Build your own or use a premade machine
gets you off of the grid.

You have to begin with water. Because everything begins
with water.

The first thing the Creator did when he began to make
The UrÆTh was to Gather The Water.

So always begin with the water no matter what it is you
are doing.

There is no reason to pay Monthly utility bills for water
and electricity.



The Mercury vortex in a magnetic field

Here you have the material MERCURY. Its Kinetic, the
VORTEX. And its containment, the MAGNETIC FIELD.

            MERCURY

 MAGNETIC FIELD



The Mercury when placed inside of a Magnetic Field will
move at incredibly fast  speeds in a Vortex.  The Vortex
ionizes and static charges particles exciting them into a

state that we call electricity.

Which happens to already be everywhere in an unexcited
state.

After  these  three  initial  stages  of  action  are  done  to
produce  electricity  your  own  needs  and  specific
requirements  will  be  the  framework  from  which  you
design  the  storage  for  the  electricity,  and  the  AC  DC

voltage outlets system which you will plug things into.

As a basic rule. You build one battery per plugged in item
with circuit breakers throughout.



Compressed Air.
Simply place compressed air in tanks. Using the natural
air.  The  differentail  pressure  it  creates  is  used  as  the

power source.
The proven safety of this goes to Submarines and scuba
diving. There are no safety issues with compressed air.
As with all things you have to care for and maintain the

integrity of the Tanks.
The only operating cost is to refill the air tanks.

Which  is  something  that  can  be  reconfigurred  to  suit
anybody's needs and done in any many types of ways.



A Stirling engine is a heat engine that is operated by the
cyclic compression and expansion of air or other gas the
working fluid  between different temperatures, resulting
in a net conversion of heat energy to mechanical work. 

This  extremely  simplistic  design  and  incredibly  easy
manufacture only requires heat to produce electricity.

Because it does require heat to function as a generator it
must  be considered as a secondary power  source at  all
times.  However  that  said.  The  source  of  the  heat  can
cause its functionability to be a primary source of power

electricity generation.

Stirling generator Patent Design Plans.



Stirling Generator modified as needed by its users

The original Sterling Generator with only the absence of
a heat source beneath it



Steorn  technologies produced  a  form  of  energy  that
works by constructing magnetic fields which produce a
net  gain of energy when the magnetic field is  traveled
around with other objects. It has been peer reviewed for

years and no fault has ever been found.



Two  australlian  inventors  using  only  magnetic
repulsion,  magnetic  attraction,  and  a  battery,  created  a
new generator  which produces  5  times  more power  as
output than it requires as input. Also peer reviewed and
passed all inspections.  With that  much output  you can
rechannel One Fifths of its  energy back into itself then
use three other portions of that fifth as outgoing power to
use for anything else and place one fifth of the generators
output into a safety feedback reserve to protect itself and
anything  recieveing  power  from  it.  Using  breakers,
capacitors  and  other  required  directing  material  for

electricity.
Generating 24 kilowatts of power per day in the original

design.
Meaning its starting power was 4.8 kilowatts.

You  can  make  your  own  battery  using  water  and
capacitors.



The Jtech, similar to The Sterling engine, converts heat
to electricity by pushing hydrogen through a membraine.
Has  the  ability  to  power  entire  cities  as  several  small

power stations or as large power stations.
People can also bypass the power stations completely and
simply use the technology themselves in their homes and

vehicles.

Electricity



Hydrogen filter



DePalma Generator
Machines like the depalma engine which also has a 5 to 1
output, and was also peer reviewed is capable of taking
over  the  duties  of  any  form  of  electricity  supplying
facilities, that are supplying electricity, for a monthly fee.
As  well  as  replacing  any  types  of  vehicles  electricity

power generators, storage, and suppliers.

Zero Point Energy
converting  zero  point  energy  to  electricity.  Levitation
machines  which  function  by  using  translational
movement which means objects become lighter using self
resonation through a power amplifier of using broad and
narrow bands of electrical energy going through a crystal,
or  a  grouping  of  common  crystals  that  are  found
everywhere. Each palmful amount of crystal will produce
half a volt of electricity while also creating a levitation
effect. Uses of the levitation are propulsion and research.
Merely  by  collecting  crystals  and  placing  them  in

groupings they become generators of electricity.

Thomas  Henry  Moray (August  28,  1892  -  May  18,
1974)  was  an  inventor  from Salt  Lake  City,  Utah.  He
received application for US patent 2.460.707 in February

1949.

Having created the first Zero Point Energy device of this
era . He stands alone in a very unique position of meeting
the most resistance, as he was denied his  patents, even
though they personally oversaw the  testing,  along with

hundreds of other highly qualified observers.



Zero Point energy 

from

 Thomas Moray and The Moray Valve

The primary component of the Zero Point Energy device
designed by Thomas Moray  was a non-heated vacuum

tube.
At the time most vacuum tubes had heaters built inside.

He  developed  a  power  source  which  produced  50,000
watts of a cold form of electricity.

They  use  the  term  claim  as  a  legal  clause  to  give
themselves the ability to disclaim any type of association
with Thomas Moray or his technology, whenever it suits

their needs to do so.

However. The same people also paid Thomas Moray 25
dollars each cycle, in 1944.  In 1944 the average  Horly
payrate was 0.30 cents per hour which for an 8 hour shift

was 2 dolars and 40 cents.

Thomas Moray was getting more than 10 times the 1944
daily earnings to produce electricity, making a profit, that

means he was still being underpaid. 

To  produce  electricity  on  their  behalf,  using  his
inventions  and  technologies,  there  had  to  be  a  profit
margin. Meaning it produced even more electricity than

even he was aware of, and he was underpaid.



Thomas Moray Patent

Use  this  information  to  design  your  own  Zero  Point
Energy device. Like the one that uses crystals. Which are

literally rocks from off the ground.



ELECTROSTATIC Engine Generators
They  generate  electricity  by  running  water  flowing
through metal cans and into a collection can with diagnol
attached  wires  forming  an  X  from  the  two  cans  of
passage to the two cans of collection. The method used to
store or use the power thereafter will determine the next

phase of mechanical development by its user.
This description is only one of many variety types.

Electricity From The Air
and or

 The Air Humidity
A carbon rod

A wired connection attached to the carbon rod
A layer of cotton placed atop and all around the carbon

rod
A wrapping  of  magnesium goes  over  the  wrapping  of

cotton
Finished with a wrapping of masking tape

Producing a steady output of electricity
This  inventor  also  created  a  series  set  of  air  batteries
which ran through a collector which was used to power a

compact flourescent lightbulb



Electricity From The UrÆTh Its

known as

The UrÆTh Battery
The UrÆTh Battery is made by running the negative wire
fully extended for a distance of 12 feet, placed firmly into
the ground with a magnesium ribbon,  2-3 inches under

the soil.
The  positive  line  also  runs  12  feet  in  the  oppositte
direction for a total distance of 24 feet. Which mean that
each grounded connection is 24 feet from the other. With
the  meeting position being in  the  middle.  Meaning the
connecting end of the wire is on the inside of the total 24
feet running length of the Two wires. Using copper wire
increases  the  miliamp  output.  producing  from  20-50

miliamps depending on the varaibles.

There is no time limit on this method for use. The power
will  continue  for  as  long  as  the  wires  the  magnesium
ribbon  and  the  copper  survive  the  elements  and  the
exposure to nature. Sereis  and parallel connections will
increase  the  power.  Be  sure  to  include  breakers  per
section  to  save  the  system  from  a  total  collapse  or

complete breakdown by isolating their failure.

These  are  all  ways  of  owning  your  own  water  and
electricity devices so that you never needs pay a monthly
utility  bill  again  As  well  as  to  assist  in  a  better

environemnt through nontoxic nonpolluting actions.



VEHICLES
Cars



Busses

Trucks



Motorbikes

Motorcycles



Boats of all sizes and shapes
Watercraft of any knid

Airplanes of any type kind size shape and purpose



None of them need ever use fossil fuel again.
They can literally use the air they are flying through. The
Water  vapor  which  forms  on  the  planes  body.  The
existing  Water  in  Airplanes  used  for  many  of  its
functions. Sea water, which is conveniently located at or

near every airport that exist.
The savings in airfare for the planecrews passengers, for
any type  of reason,  are  passed  on as  a  cut in price  of
more than 70% of current rates. Although they will most
certainly  lie  and  bring that  savings  number  to  50% in
order  to  skim  the  25%  more  savings  off  the  top  as

embezzlement funds or something similar to that.
Its easy to see the savings because the prices are already
posted for everything. It would be 70% for the customer

at the least.
For other passenger vehicles the savings easily rises to 80

and 90%.

Fossil fuel is  the  reason for nearly all inflation and all
environmental poisoning.

Everything  from  the  way  it  is  extracted  for  use  to
refinemnet for use to the use itself is extremely harmful
to the environment and via that harm to the environment

it is harmful to all of life.
For everyone else there would be virtually no expense to
owning their vehicle outside of maintenance which you
can do yourself and the extortion rape of insurance.  If
you were  smart  enough to  not  buy  a  vehicle  that  you
cannot actaully afford because you hear the word credit
and  are  such an  easy mark.  Some  people  are  not  that

smart.



There  exist  technology
developed  by  inventors  which
is  specifically  designed  to  be
placed  in  vehicles  and  never

need maintenance.
There  is  no  planned
obsolescence  in  these  devices
because  they  are  not  being
manufactured  for  retail  by  the
existing  liars  and  thieves  who
are  the  major  suppliers  of
everything you have right now.
Devices  that  completely
remove  the  need  for  oil  and
gasoline  from  the  vehicles
design and use. As well as parts
and  devices  for  other  parts  of
the  vehicles  which  vastly
improve  the  vehicles  quality,
durability,  and  reliability.
Making  it  safer,  more  secure,

and longer lasting.



No Oil. No Gasoline. Perfect.

Several  vehicles  since  the  early  1920s  have  been
invented which do not run on oil or gasoline of anykind. 
Those  invented  that  do  run  on  oils  and  gasolines  are
getting as much as 150 miles per gallon, and others are

getting as much as 400 miles per gallon.
Those designs are defined in their  system as disruptive

technology, and dangerous mechanics.
To counter the not at all disruptive technologies and the
in absolutely no way dangerous mechanics they included 

Planned Obsolesence
Because  of  the  included  Planned  Obsolesence.  Which
exist to serve their idols and gods. It exist to drain your
resources. It exist to be the intentional cause of stress and
mysery.  It  exist  to  supply  you  with  uncertainty  and
confusion. It exist because all of those negative things it
does consumes all of your TIME and makes your actions
Predictable.  Predictable  equals  Controllable.
Controllable equals No Opportunities. No Opportunities

equals enslavement.



Planned Obsolesence
Planned  Obsolesence  means  it  was  broken before  you

ever purchased it.
Planned Obsolesence is another way of saying sabotage.
Sabotage  is  the  act  of   doing  deliberate  damage  to
equipment  ,  transport,  machines,  etc.  To  prevent  an
enemy from using them. It is also the act of delibertely
spoiling  something  in  order  to  prevent  it  from  being

successful.
Sabotage is a crime.

Whoever,  with intent  that  his  or  her  act  shall,  or  with
reason  to  believe  that  it  may,  injure,  interfere  with,
interrupt, supplant, nullify, impair, or obstruct the owner's
or operator's  management,  operation,  or  control of  any
agricultural, stockraising,  lumbering,  mining,  quarrying,
fishing,  manufacturing,  transportation,  mercantile,  or
building  enterprise,  or  any  other  public  or  private
business or commercial enterprise, wherein any person is
employed for wage, shall willfully damage or destroy, or
attempt or  threaten to  damage or destroy,  any property
whatsoever, or shall unlawfully take or retain, or attempt
or  threaten  unlawfully  to  take  or  retain,  possession  or
control  of  any  property,  instrumentality,  machine,
mechanism,  or  appliance  used  in  such  business  or

enterprise, shall be guilty of criminal sabotage. 
Planned Obsolesence is Sabotage.

The  main  goal  of  Planned  Obsolesence is  to  always
cause you injury harm and death. At no TIME are you to
be afforded the peace you have earned and the rest you
deserve. That is why the extortion of insurance exist and
the known amount of mechanical failures are prerecorded

as a quarterly estimate. It is all Sabotage.



Sabotage is when your activity is interupted intentionally
in a way to cause you harm.



Sabotage is so common and permitted that it is used as a
part of the indoctrination brainwashing conditioning and

programming process.

The system allows them to harm you and then allows you
to complain.

Meanwhile.  They  are  causing  mass  destruction  in
contained areas resulkting in death and injury throughout

the entire state.

With zero arrest.
With zero charges filed.

There  is  always  a  class  action  lawsuit  and  some  later
date.



The  class  action  lawsuit  does  not  exist  to  remedy  the
problem  or  secure  the  injured  peoples  lives  with  a
payment that can compensate them for what was done to

them.

The class action lawsuit exist  so that the enslavers can
gather the data to see how effective their  sabotage was
and  how to  get  better  results  the  next  TIME they are

ready to sabotage again.

It is all part of the enslavement process.





Sabotage exist in every area of the system.
It is not an accident.
It is not a mistake.

It is not an oversight.

It is the intent to do you harm.

When  any  of  these  acts  of  Sabotage  are  done  by  an
individual it is a crime that they are immediately arrested

and charged for.
The individuals have all said it was an accident.

It was a mistake.
It was an oversight.

The system still pressed ahead to arrest  and charge the
individual for a crime. As well they should. Because it is

a crime.
A crime that is systemically permitted.



Planned Obsolesence
is required

In  order  to  do  away  with  the  incredibly,  efficiently,
economic,  amazingly  satisfying  psychological,  and  the
spectacular physical satisfaction, all of which would have
been  the  standard  for  everyone  in  those  well  made

vehicles and using those well made artifacts of society.
 The decision was made at the highest levels to introduce
and to maintain the lowest levels of quality artifacts and

vehicles, with the highest levels of lies. 
The  combination of low level  quality material  objects,
and  high  level  quality  written,  and  spoken  lies,
guaranteed confusion would be the normal condition for

everyone who was affected by the two part deception.
 Those who believe will defend the liars and thier faulty
material objects. Those who have faith will support with
repeating patronage.  Those who have  hope will  spread
the liars message hoping that it will be true for someone,
anyone.  The  experience  itself  a  Religious one.  The

Religion of economy The Religion of Money.
One of the Major Religions

It is because of the success of the Religion of money that
Planned Obsolesence has so far managed to stay around.
Those who worship money harbor greed in their hearts

and glutony in their minds. Always wanting more.
Never having enough. The greedy will accept anything as
long  as  it  will  end  with  the  greedy  having  more  of
whatever their greed is interested in having at that time.

Being a partner to the crime of sabotage is not the least
bit discouraging to that Religious lot.



No Oil. No Gasoline. Perfect

True inventors have overcome the  Planned Obsolesence
and  have  introduced  into  society  mechanical  devices
which work  for  a  lifetime,  and increase  the  quality  of
ownership. The most important inventions in that regard
are the ones that remove the requirement for fuel from

gasoline and oil.

An independent inventor created water
powered blowtorches and motors

Using water and electricity. 
They  brake  the  water  down  using  a  very  unique

electrolysis process.
The electrolysis  process  makes HHO gas,  which,  when
its used, immediately turns from fire and flame back into

water again.
The  HHO  Engines  are  capable  of  accomplishing  108

miles of driving for every 4 ounces of water.
The HHO Engines have passed all safety inspections and

all testing analysis inspections.



The Water Fuel Cell
Another local inventor also used water as fuel and called

it the water fuel cell.
The  process  used  is  to  break  down  the  water  into  its

hydrogen and oxygen components.
Any  water  is  capable  of  being  used  with  no  adverse

effects to the fuel cells.

Their test dunebuggy was calculated to be able to drive
from Los  Angeles  California  to  Manhattan  New  York

using a mere 22 gallons of water.

20 Gallons of Water

That is 126.8 miles of travel for every 1 gallon of water.



A 42 hr  drive  on
the  I-80  E  for
2,789.4  miles.
That  is  a  drive
across  the  entire

United States.
From end to end. 
Using  ZERO

GASOLINE.



Nikola Tesla 

It has been almost 100 Years since Nikola Tesla invented
a wireless electricity transmitter that would send power
into the air  which would be recieved by the electricity
collectors wherever they were set up to recieve the sent

power. 
This invention worked PERFECTLY.

Zero Danger. Zero emissions.

The  only  existing  cost  for  the  end  user  would  be
installtion  of  the  electricity  reciever.  Nothing  required

any actual maintenance.
Unless it was intentionally destroyed.

Nothing  is  100%  free.  Most  things  require  a  basic
installation fee and that would be the only cost for life.

That said.

No  monthly  utility  bills  would  exist  because,  to
recieve electricity does not require any
actual maintenance. Or special service.

Electricity is an abundant and plentiful self regenerating
resource. Only an intentional attack to the electric field

could ever deplete it. 



Politricians are liars.
Government-Religion is staffed with Politricians.

The Politricians tell you that there is GlobalWarming.
The  Politricians  tell  you  that  there  is  a  fossil  fuel

shortage.
The Politricians tell you that there is an oil shortage.

Presented in this book is 17 methods that exist right now
which can literally overnight  end Global Warming if  it

were real.
Which could also end the fossil fuel shortage if it were

real.
Which would also end the oil shortage if it were real.

Among these many wonderful ionventions  that  remove
grid  reliance  for  electricity  and  water  there  have  been
discoveries  which  have  been able  to  repeatedly  create
coal,  oil,  and  fossils  which  can  be  manufactured  into

fossil fuel.
Those discoveries  began in  the  1970's  They were  peer
reviewed  and  to  this  TIME remain  a  repeatable

experiment with the same results.
Oil can be manufactured in 30 Cycles.

Coal can be mass produced in 60 Cycles.
Fossil Fuels can be mass produced in 120 Cycles.

There is also the fact that drained oil wells have refilled
themselves  after  depletion.  Within  varrying

TIMEframes.
Even without all of these discoveries and inventions there
is no reason for such high cost for oil and gasoline were

they the only sources available.



No Monthly utility bills

Water  and  Electricity  require  only

the  cost  of  the  machine  or  the

device  .  A  one  TIME purchase.

That  same  energy is  also  used for

vehicles.  No  Gasoline  or  Oil

required. By Hiding The 13th Month

they hid the truth of many things,



You are told that Daylight Saving TIME will make those
electricity and water bills lesser because of the way that
they are again rescheduling your  Hours and structuring

your access to Days TIME and Nights TIME.
Another lie.
Obviously.

You now know the truth about electriciy and water and
oil and gasoline.

Therefore  you also  now know that  every warning you
have ever gotten that originates as a threat of impending
danger from the scarcity or lack of water and electricity
is a lie the Politricians are telling to introduce to you a
new  Hegelian  Dialectic and  to  enforce  existing
Conditioning from the  primary and seconday initiators

and triggers.

All of which are in place to weaken and sicken you.
All of which results from The 13th Month being hidden

from you.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

The Lie: They, and them, say that Daylight saving TIME
will prevent traffic accidents and reduce crime.

The Truth: Studies link the lack of sleep at  the start of
Daylight  saving TIME to  car  accidents,  workplace
injuries,  suicide,  and  miscarriages.  The  early  Evening
Darkness  after  the  end  of  the  Daylight  saving TIME
period  is  linked  to  depression.  The  risk  of  suffering a
heart  attack  is  also  increased  when  Daylight  saving

TIME begins.

Daylight  saving TIME has  the  effect  of  reducing  a
persons physical and mental state to a level that weakens
the  person  enough  to  make  the  person  compliant  to

suggestion.
Daylight  saving TIME causes  physiological  and
psychological illness profound enough to remove the will

for people to fight in their own defense.
Daylight saving TIME is responsible for the condition of
having  a  weak  mind,  a  weak  body,  weak  emotional
control,  and  overall  being  a  weaker  person  who  is
capable of less, the longer and more repeatedly that you

are exposed to the process of  Daylight saving TIME.



False TIME
Not Having True TIME

The Lies of The False Time

In their use of The Measure Of TIME
The  83  Government types  have  divided  TIME into
Meridians.  Meridians  which  they do not  acknowledge.
They  have  taken  the  Sexagesimal  TIME and  the

Duodecimal TIME system, and altered their use.
They have infested The Septenary as a vile parasite.

They  have  taken  Literal;  Seconds,  Minutes,  Hours,
Cycles, the week, Months, and Years, away from you.

They have a corrupted usurpation of TIME designed to
venerate idols  and gods to whom they worship,  whom
they have forced you to worship, as their Week of Days.

They have used TIME-KEEPERS and TIME-KEEPING
to  enslave  you.  Your lack of information about  TIME
and their denial of your access to  The Truth aout TIME

has ruined your life.

Their lies have now been exposed.
The Truth is now yours to know.

Now that  you  have  been informed  of  the  way  TIME
works, what TIME  means, how TIME has been used as
a weapon against you, In which way TIME  as a weapon
affects you, and who is responsible for doing such things

to you.
You can begin to make better decisions when  TIME is

involved.



Chapter 6

An overview of what is being stolen from you

The Lie:  Is that  Summer is  The First Season.  That is
simply not the case. Which is why it is a lie.

The Truth: Every Year The  Governments-Religions steal
1 Month from you, 1 Cycle from you, and more. Here is

how it is done.
Starting at the beginning to show you their deception.

After  The  Creator  gathered  The  Waters  and  formed
Meres,  then from Meres  he  raised  The Country,  The
Creator then sowed The Countries fertile soil and from

The Country of fertile soil came forth all Plants.

From within The Week is  The Creation of each Cycle.
From  The Cycle we know exactly  when  The Creator
began.  The Creator Began in  The Season that is  The

Spring.
Therefore Spring is The First Season. 
What temperature is considered spring?

Spring temperature averages range from a high of 69.9
degrees Fahrenheit (21.1 degrees Celsius) in Florida to a
low of 24.7 °F (-4.1 °C) in Alaska. For the entire United
States,  excluding  Hawaii  and  Alaska,  The  Season

averages 52.0 °F (11.1 °C).
From this  temperature definition we can determine that
The First Week, in,  The First Season, was  The Week
of  temperatures  all  stable  and  ranging  above  52.0  °F
(11.1 °C). Not reaching any higher in temperature than

69.9 degrees Fahrenheit (21.1 degrees Celsius)



An overview of what is being stolen from you

A Season is 84 Cycles.
84 Cycles are 3 Months.

3 Months are 12 of The week.
The week is 7 Cycles.

1 Month is 4 of The week.
4 of The week are 28 Cycles.

28 Cycles are 1 Month.
This is true of every Season.

Seasons are Septenary base-basic.
The  Septenary base-basic  is  designed  from  the
Sexagesimal base-basic. As such, the Sexagesimal base-
basic  will  emerge  in  the  pattern that  Measures TIME
most  often  as  the  numbers  4 and  3 being  divisors  or
multipliers. As well as the 4 and 3 themselves forming
The  First  Septenary  TIME.  The  Week Which  is  7

Cycles
Such as; There are 52 of The Week.

52 of The Week is divided into 4 Seaons.

Each of the 4 Seasons is 3 Months.

4 plus 3 is equal to 7.
While 4 multiplied by 3 is equal to 12.

Thereby 4 and 3 are the multipliers and divisors of; Both
The Sexagesimal and The DuoDecimal, which together

are the entirety of The Measurement Of TIME.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
The Hidden Month

The  method  used  by  Government -  Religion in  their
assignment  and arrangement  of  The Month effectively
has hidden  1 Month from you for every  Year of your

life, and for hundreds of Years prior to that.
Using a  subtle  technique.  Which has  allowed  them to
hide The 13th Month by dividing it unevenly among the

remaining 12 Months.
The Hidden Month

Heliocentric Gregorian Calendar Date System

January  1st begins  mid-Winter.  With  Winter  itself
beginning  on  November  1st which  has  been  given
veneartion as All Saints Day. Having the date of Winter

ending on January 31st. 

The beginning  Season is  wrong.  The  entry position of
their  First  Month as  the  beginning  of  their  Year is
wrong.  The starting Month is wrong. The number of 24

Hour periods contained in their Month is wrong.
This pattern of being wrong continues uninterrupted and

is the base-basic of their system.

All Heliocentric Calendar Systems will be wrong in this
way.

All Gregorian Systems of  TIME will be wrong in this
way.

All  Heliocentric  Gregorian  Calendar  Systems  will  be
wrong together in these ways.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
The Hidden Month

Using a  subtle  technique.  Which  has  allowed  them to
hide The 13th Month by dividing it unevenly among the

remaining 12 Months.

The Hidden Month
January has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours

February has been given a 28 and 29 period of 24 Hours 
March has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours
April has been given an extra 2 period of 24 Hours
May has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours
June has been given an extra 2 period of 24 Hours
July has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours

August has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours
September has been given an extra 2 period of 24 Hours

October has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours
November has been given an extra 2 period of 24 Hours
December has been given an extra 3 period of 24 Hours
The extra Cycles: 3+3+2+3+2+3+3+2+3+2+3=29 Cycles

A True Month contains exactly 28 Cycles.
They have hidden from you 29 Cycles.

They have stolen 1 Month of the year. And 1 Cycle from
the next year from you. For every Year of your life.

In this way they remain wealthy and you remain enslaved

Information; the facts and or details about somebody or
something,  is Knowledge.  Knowledge; the information,
understanding and skills that you gain through education

and or experience, is Power.
Power is the ability to control people and or things.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

Here is the intended way  The Year is designed by  The
Creator to be lived.

The  Month they  have  been  hiding  from you.  Is  The
Month in its 4 parts as The Week you are meant to use

for the purpose of study.

The 13th Month is not made to be a continuous Month of
28 Cycles like every other Month.

The  13th Month is  made to be a Designated  TIME to
experience  The  Week.  It  is  a  TIME used  to  become

stronger in your comprehension of The Week.

To  that  end.  The  13th Month is  experienced  as  an
individual  7  Cycles.  The  Week.  At  the  end  of  each
Season.  Prior to the next  Season.  After each  84 Cycle
Season A period of 7 Cycles. The Week is set aside from
the inclusion of any other activities and the person uses
that time to learn and grow in the wisdom of reflection
from  memories  and  from  practice  of  activities.  The
TIME is  used  to  compare  your  decisions  to  the  laws
rules  and  guidance  from  The  Creator and  make
corrections  to  adjust  any  actions  so  that  they  will  be

within the parameters of The Cretaors design.
It is a TIME for alignment of your mind with your brain.
Of your  emotions  with  your  feelings.  Of your  actions
with results. Of your words with your deeds. It is a time
for  internal  introspective  judgement  as  The  Creators
Laws,  Rules,  and  Guidance,  have  made  way  to  be

accomplished.
It is The Week of Study.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

The Week of Study is not an event.

The Week of Study is not a holy day.

The Week of study is not a holiday.

The Week of study is not for parades.

The week of study is not for parties.

The Week of study is not for  celebratory gatherings in
its honor.

The Week of study is not for anthropormphic veneration
of The Week.

The Week of study is not for crafting The Week of study
idols.

The Week of study is  not for  promoting  The Week of
study.

The  Week of  study  is  not  for  anything  political,  or
related  to  politics, on  any  level,  in  any  form,  in  any

setting, for any reason, ever.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

The Week of  study is  not  a transitional phase  of  The
Seasons.

The Week of study is not a middle position that merges
The Season  which has ended and  The Season which is

yet to begin.

The Week of study is a TIME without The Season.

The  Week of  study  is  outside  of  the  TIME used for
Seasonal accounting.

The 84th Cycle ends  The Season and  The 92nd Cycle
begins the next Season.

Among the 84th and the 92nd Cycles there is no Season.

Among the  84th  and the 92nd  Cycles there is  only  The
Week.

The Week of study has only one function.

The Week of study is for The Week of study.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

The Year Begins
When The Week has been a stable 55 - 70 degrees. It is 

 The First Season Spring
Spring  has 3 Months.

The First Month. Cycle 1-28 -Year Counter
The Second Month. Cycle 29-56 -Year Counter
The Third Month. Cycle 57-84 -Year Counter

Each Month has 28 Cycles.
The total amount of Cycles for The Season of Spring is

84 Cycles.
Cycle 1 – Cycle 84

The conclusion of the  84 Cycles of  The First  Season
Spring, begins The Week of  Study.

The Week of Study will begin on the 85th Cycle and will
end on the 91st Cycle.

Cycles 85-91 are Cycles 1-7 of The First Week of study.
Which is also The First Week of The 13th Month.

Cycle 84 The Season of Spring Ends
Cycle 85 The First Week of study Begins

Cycle 85 is also Cycle 1 of The 13th Month
Cycle 86 is also Cycle 2 of The 13th Month
Cycle 87 is also Cycle 3 of The 13th Month
Cycle 88 is also Cycle 4 of The 13th Month
Cycle 89 is also Cycle 5 of The 13th Month
Cycle 90 is also Cycle 6 of The 13th Month
Cycle 91 is also Cycle 7 of The 13th Month

Cycle 91 The First Week of study ends
Cycle 92 The Season of Summer Begins

Cycle 92 is The 1st Cycle of the 84 Cycles of Summer.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

When The Week has been a stable 56 - 120 degrees. It is 
 The Second Season Summer

Summer has 3 Months.
The Fourth Month. Cycle 92-119 -Year Counter
The Fifth Month. Cycle 120-147 -Year Counter
The Sixth Month. Cycle 148-175 -Year Counter

Each Month has 28 Cycles.
The total amount of Cycles for The Season of Summer

is 84 Cycles.
Cycle 92 – Cycle 175

The conclusion of the 84 Cycles of The Second Season
Summer, begins The Week of  Study.

The Week of Study will begin on the 85th Cycle and will
end on the 91st Cycle.

Cycles 176-182 are Cycles 8-14 of The Second Week of
study.

Which is also The Second Week of The 13th Month.

Cycle 175 The Season of Summer Ends
Cycle 176 The Second Week of study Begins
Cycle 176 is also  Cycle 8  of The 13th Month
Cycle 177 is also  Cycle 9  of The 13th Month
Cycle 178 is also Cycle 10 of The 13th Month
Cycle 179 is also Cycle 11 of The 13th Month
Cycle 180 is also Cycle 12 of The 13th Month
Cycle 181 is also Cycle 13 of The 13th Month
Cycle 182 is also Cycle 14 of The 13th Month

Cycle 182 The Second Week of study ends
Cycle 183 The Season of Autumn Begins

Cycle 183 is The 1st Cycle of the 84 Cycles of Autumn.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

When The Week has been a stable 69 - 54 degrees. It is 
 The Third Season Autumn

Autumn has 3 Months.
The Seventh Month. Cycle 183-210 -Year Counter
The Eighth Month. Cycle 211-238 -Year Counter
The Ninth Month. Cycle 239-266 -Year Counter

Each Month has 28 Cycles.
The total amount of Cycles for The Season of Summer

is 84 Cycles.
Cycle 183 – Cycle 266

The conclusion of the  84 Cycles of  The Third Season
Autumn, begins The Week of  Study.

The Week of Study will begin on the 85th Cycle and will
end on the 91st Cycle.

Cycles 267-273 are Cycles 15-21 of The Third Week of
study.

Which is also The Third Week of The 13th Month.

Cycle 266 The Season of Autumn Ends
Cycle 267 The Third Week of study Begins

Cycle 267 is also Cycle 15 of The 13th Month
Cycle 268 is also Cycle 16 of The 13th Month
Cycle 269 is also Cycle 17 of The 13th Month
Cycle 270 is also Cycle 18 of The 13th Month
Cycle 271 is also Cycle 19 of The 13th Month
Cycle 272 is also Cycle 20 of The 13th Month
Cycle 273 is also Cycle 21 of The 13th Month

Cycle 273 The Third Week of study ends
Cycle 274 The Season of Winter Begins

Cycle 274 is The 1st Cycle of the 84 Cycles of Winter.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

When The Week has been a stable 53 - 0 degrees. It is 
 The Fourth Season Winter

Winter has 3 Months.
The Tenth Month. Cycle 274-301 -Year Counter

The Eleventh Month. Cycle 303-329 -Year Counter
The Twelfth Month. Cycle 331-357 -Year Counter

Each Month has 28 Cycles.
The total amount of Cycles for The Season of Summer

is 84 Cycles.
Cycle 274 – Cycle 357

The conclusion of the 84 Cycles of The Fourth Season
Winter, begins The Week of  Study.

The Week of Study will begin on the 85th Cycle and will
end on the 91st Cycle.

Cycles 358-364 are  Cycles 22-28 of The Fourth Week
of study.

Which is also The Fourth Week of The 13th Month.

Cycle 357 The Season of Autumn Ends
Cycle 358 The Third Week of study Begins

Cycle 358 is also Cycle 22 of The 13th Month
Cycle 359 is also Cycle 23 of The 13th Month
Cycle 360 is also Cycle 24 of The 13th Month
Cycle 361 is also Cycle 25 of The 13th Month
Cycle 362 is also Cycle 26 of The 13th Month
Cycle 363 is also Cycle 27 of The 13th Month
Cycle 364 is also Cycle 28 of The 13th Month

Cycle 364 The Fourth Week of study ends
The Year Ends



An overview of what is being stolen from you

Now  you  know  how  a  True  Year is  formatted  and
arranged.

Now you have  seen  The Month that  has  been hidden
from you and how it was hidden.

This information places you closer to understanding your
enslavement  and  powerlessness  and  the  enslavers  vast

wealth and far reaching power.
It is no secret that in order for someone to be enslaved
the enslaved must be working for free and the enslavers
must be gaining the reward, profit, and gain for and from
the work of their slaves. That is  how a slave system is

organized.
TIME is  what  you  must  respect,  understand,
comprehend, and never, ever, under any conditions, take

lightly, or for granted.
To respect, understand, comprehend, and never ever take
TIME for  granted.  You  absolutely  must  acknowledge

The Creator.
You must know and live your life in direct measure to the
laws rules and guidance  The Creator has given to The

Chosen.
The Creators Laws Rules and Guidance are all  TIME
base-basic. Because all of The Creators Laws Rules and
Guidance originate from within his greatest of Creations,

The Week.



The Hidden 13th Month Syndrome

The  Hidden  13th Month is  responsible  for  every  un-
naturally occurring negative condition people experience
in  life.  Directly.  Indirectly.  From  every  direction.
Affecting  the  psychology.  Affecting  the  physical.
Affecting the emotional. Affecting the thinking. Affecting
the  feeling.  Affecting  the  soul.  Affecting  the  spirit.

Affecting every part and portion that is your being.
Such a condition requires treatment.

Information that has analyzed and detailed  The Hidden
13th Month Syndrome such as  what  is  shared  in  this

book form, is the first step to treatment, and the cure.
For  the  purpose  of  treatment  of  the  syndrome  The
Hidden  13th Month  Syndrome  can  be  catalogued  as

TH13MS.
When people  are  raped of  their  TIME they are  being

raped of life itself.
As  your  life  is  being  taken  from  you  all  manner  of

susceptibility becomes your kinetic immediate now.
RAPE is a forever crime. Its effects continue through the
life of the victim and continues onward for generations.
That is the truth the judicial system chooses to ignore.

The consequences of the rape are immediate and do not
lessen with age.

Rape  is  the  only true  and real crime taking place,  the
rape is  hidden,  protected,  behind  the  mask  of  other
names,  to  not  allow  the  reality  that  all  crimes  are  the
consequence of the victim of a crime having said NO and
the criminal doing the crime anyway. Sexual rape is only

one of the many rapes occuring during a crime.



To enslave a society Rape must happen.
To have a slave state Rape must happen.

To own people Rape must happen.
For people to not be able to have things in life Rape must

happen.
That is why Rape is permitted.

That is why Rape is encouraged.
That is why Rape is rewarded.

When the  people  have  reached  an  explosive  condition
from the  all  of  the  Rape.  A  SATISFADISTRA is  then
scapegoated to appease the Religious mob. The Religious
mob  will  accept  the  scapegoat  as  attonement  for  the
crimes  allowing the  masterminds the kingpins and even
in many cases the order follower who did the raping to
not face any form of punishment, judicial, civil, personal,
financial,  nothing  consequential  for  the  crime,  and
nothing to compenstae the victim for their loss, plus, no
actions  taken  to  protect  others  from  the  criminals
involved continuing their raping spree.  The punishment
if any punishment  is deliverd at all, is given to the wrong
person and the correct person is set free, or not punished

in a way that is precedent to the crime.

All  of  the  Rape endured,  has  produced  many  medical
conditions, as the resulting consequence.

The Usurpation of The Week is another Rape.

TH13MS
Is the resulting Consequence.



An overview of what is being stolen from you

When The Governments and The Religions hid The True
Year from you and stole your TIME they were not only
enslaving you,  and controling you for  their  own ends,
other things happen durring your enslavement which are
equally  as  horrible  and  terrible.  All  resulting  as  a

consequence of the TIME stolen from you.

What You Earned And Are Owed

A definition of what is happening now and has been happening all along

Slave  State:  Any  Government that  maintains  slaves
within the imaginary borders of their real plantation

Hostage: A person who is captured and held prisoner by a
person  or  group  and  who  may  be  injured  or  killed  if

people do not do what the person or group is asking
Thief:  A  person  who  steals  something  from  another

person and or place.
Enslavement: To make somebody a slave.

Slave Trade: The buying and selling of people as slaves.
Slaver: A person who bought and sold slaves.

Slavery: The act of having slaves.
Slavery: The state of being a slave.

Slave: A person who is owned by another person and is
forced to work for them.

Robbery: The crime of stealing money and or goods.
Steal:  To  take  something  from a  person,  a  shop,  or  a
store,  without  permission,  without  paying  for  it,  and

without intending to pay for it.



TH13MS
When an entire Month, and more, of your TIME, is
hidden from you,  stolen from you,  and during that
TIME,  you  are  doing  forced  labor.  Many  things

happen.

People  are  creatures  of  habit,  and  having  a  good
routine offers a way to promote health.

Having a bad routine offers ways to promote being
unhealthy.

Having  a  good  routine  creates  an  environment  of
wellness.

Having a bad routine creates an environment of not
being well.

Having  a  good  routine  through  structure  and
organization greatly improves your health.

Having  a  bad  routine  through  structure  and
organization greatly worsens your health.

28 Cycles. 1 Month. 4 of The Week. 
Are being stolen from you every Year.

It is established that you have a bad routine, in a bad
environment, that worsens your health.

You also  now know,  that  your  bad  routine, is  the
consequence of having an entire  Month stolen from

you.



TH13MS
PHYSICAL RESPONSE

Having 28 Cycles stolen from you.
You are not properly rested.

That is a fact.
The absence of proper rest

as a consequence, of the TIMES for rest. 
That TIME for rest being The Weekends.

Being hidden from you. As well as, you, being forced
to work during those Weekends, which were hidden

from you. 



And work through The Hidden Week as well

The Weekends, which  is  hidden  from you,  is  designed to
faciliate for your full recovery.

Enslavement has caused you many chronic health conditions.



All of which are made manifest because you are not
getting enough sleep,  nor are you being allowed to
become rested, on a regular basis, as part of a good

routine.

This absence of a good routine, as well as the absence
of  The Weekends for rest and recovery. Along with
the absence of The Week Of Study. And the fact that
when  you  are  intended  to  be  resting,  recovering,
studying, and living well,  you are instead forced to

work.

Has caused you to have:
high blood pressure,

 



diabetes, 

heart failure,



coronary heart disease,

and certain cancers.



Being  overworked,  undernourished,  fatigued,
malnutritioned,  diseased,  and  with  several  illness.

You are more likely to have a stroke.

A Stroke, is  an expected,  and predicted,  outcome,  from
the bad routine you are forced into. As a consequence of

The 13th  Month being Hidden from you.

As opposed to having and using a routine aligned with
The True  TIME.  True  TIME is  the  good routine  The
Creator himself  designed  just  for  his  chosen.  The
Creator made  The Week specifically so that  The Year
would have  52 of  The Week specifically so  that there
would be 13 Months to each Year. With the design being
to insure that you have TIME enough to accomplish your
task  in  their  Seasonal  and  Cyclical respects.  The
Creator knows  our  TIME is  finite  and  precious.

Therefore our health and life depend on how we use it.



Researchers  have  found  links  between  family
routines and children's social skills and academic
success.  Also,  routines  are  valuable  for  families
during times of crisis. If a parent is ill, for example,

children with routines are better able to cope.

You were given a routine  in  order  to force you to
work,  mandate  a  religion  for  you,  instill  disease
within  your  being and throught  your  lifestyle,  hide
The Truth from you, hide The Week from you, hide
The 13th Month from you, steal your  TIME,  Rape
you, Rape your children, enslave you, make the rich
wealthy, make the poor homeless,  have you working
for free,  dumb you, deafen you, isolate you, divide
you, lower your  intelligence level,  miseducate you,
condition  you,  indoctrinate  you,  program  you,
control  you,  redirect  you,  confuse  you,  overwhelm
you,  misplace you,  keep you  uncomfortable,  crowd
you, these are the things the routine you are given by
the people who have  Hidden The 13th Month and
intentionally,  knowingly,  willfully,  strategically,
tactically,  deployed these consequences to, and for,

their benefit.
The 13th Hidden Month is the basis for everything
wrong  in  the  entire  world  happening  to  every
individual  that  is  not  the  result  of  Nature  and

Natural environmental Seasonal Cycles.



Family  Routines
Family Routines reduces the impulse and reduces the
curiosity of a child to pursue thoughts and engage in
emotional  actions  and  reactions  which  allow
behaviour such as hyperactivity,  impulsiveness,  and
other  behavior  disorders.  Routines  provide
TRUTHFUL and HONEST  explanations for actions,
and answers for questions,  No manipulation or  lies
are required to get the results of having a good child.
A good routine is required to get the results of having
a  good  child.  Years and  Decades of  study  and
research have revealed  low levels  of  family routine
are  tied  to  oppositional  defiant  disorder,  in  which
children are hostile and resentful. The same research
has  also  revealed  that  problem  behavior  is  more
common among children who don't have  consistent
morning  routines,  mealtimes,  bedtime,  and

homework time.
When Good Routine Is Especially Important



Good Routines

Good Routines



Good Routines

Good Routines



When The Creator made The Week. Routines were
designed into each and every aspect of its Creation.

TIME is Created to facilitate the ability to properly
make  use  of  The  Week from  its  smallest
Measurement of Divide to its largest Measurement
of  Completion.  The  Creator explains  how  these
routines  function,  what  they  are,  and  how  to  live
cooperatively with  their  mechanisms.  The Creator
has  made  natural  divisions  of  Days  TIME and
Nights  TIME.  Of  The Cycle.  Of  The Week.  The

Month, The Season and The Year.
Within those natural divisions he made subdivisions
of  Septanry,  Duodecimal,  Sexagesimil whole
numbers.  From  Ordinal  interactive  dynamic
Fractions with the multiplication, division, addition,
and subtraction, of the 3 and the 4. Because 3 and 4
are the only numbers The Creator made manifest to

make everything.
This is The Routine from The Creator.

Natural Process of Life.
The Rotuine from The Creator has its Measurement

of Completion in The 13th Month.
The 13th Month is what brings balance to all life, and
all of  Creation.  As  The 13th Month is  The Week.
And  The Week is  everything.  When They hid The

13th Month all of the world became ill.
TH13MS began.



Every  illness in  every  society  in  any  of  the  83
Government types in all of The Religions is traceable
back to its origin as TH13MS. Directly and indirectly.

Circadian Rhythms 

Circadian  Rhythms are  the  periods  of  rest  and
activity  that  you  go  through  in  a  typical  Cycle.

Disruptions of these Cycles trigger depression,



 mood disorders,

and other problems.
Researchers also found that people with  Disturbed

Circadian Rhythms were more likely to be lonely,

 and less likely to be happy.



PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE
Sleep  deprivation,  exacerbates  pre-existing  mood

disturbances

such as anger



anxiety





 leading to confusion,

fatigue

 and lack of vigor.
vig·or

/ˈviɡər/
noun: vigour; noun: vigor

physical  strength  and  good  health,  effort,  energy,  and
enthusiasm.



The lack of  vigour
is the lack of physical strength, effort and energy

The lack of vigor
is the lack of good health, and enthusiasm.

Even  just  one  sleepless  night  correlates  with  these
changes in function.

DayLight Saving  TIME produces sleeplesness and is  a
cause of these changes in function.

The  Hidden 13th Month is  directly  responsible  and
indirectly  responsible  for  every  un-natural  sickness,

illness and disease in existence.



The Creator planned The Country design for the finite
life  we  will  live.  The  Creator insured  that  we would
have  a  good  routine  through  limiting  all  things  to  a
Season.  These  limits  are  rules.  Those  rules  provide
stability,  safety,  security,  variety,  and enough for  all  to

live comfortably.
After  Gathering The Waters The Creator raised  The
Country  from  Meres.  After raising  The Country.  The
Creator sowed  the  fertile  soils  of  The  Country to
introduce  all  manner  of  plants  from  every  seed   for
every need. After  sowing  The Country.  The Creator
made  The  Greater Light  To Rule  The Day and  The
Lesser  Light  To  Rule  The  Night.  This  was  the
beginning  of  TIME.  Only  after  the  introduction  of
TIME into  the  world  he  designed for  us,  did  he  then

Create animals and The Humane.
We.  Us.  All.  Are  designed  to  function  on  a  7  Cycle
TIME.  A Septenary.  A base-basic 7.  Not  more than 7
Cycles.  Not  less  than 7  Cycles.  Always,  exactly,  7
Cycles.   Within  the  7  Cycles  The  Creator also
specifically  designated  a  TIME for  reflection,
remembrance, family, friends, and judgement. Judgement
would be the purpose of reflection and remebering of The
Week.  To judge yourself.  To also  be  judges  by others.
The  goal  of  the  judgment  being to  achieve  balance  of
your actions and your words so that their outcomes are a
testimony  of your acceptance and use of  The Creators

Laws. Rules. And Guidance.
First among those is his system of  TIME.  7 Cycles are
The Week. 4 of The Week are 28 Cycles. 28 Cycles are
1  Month.  Not  29 Cycles.  Not  27 Cycles.  Specifically.

Always. And Exactly. 28 Cycles.



All  of  the  illness  sickness  and  disease that  are  called
chronic,  epidemic,  and  pandemic are  but  a  symptom.
This why they are  uncurable and ongoing.  This is  why
they return and people relapse.  It is  because the actual
and real cause  of the illness  sickness  and disease was

never, ever, addressed.

TH13MS

The Hidden 13th Month Syndrome

This is the origin. This is the source. This is the root. This
is  where every,  un-natural problem, in every society,  is

coming from.

It  is  also  a  very simple  and  easy problem to  identify.
Because it is hidden, and masked by lies, does not truly
conceal it. As the mask itself is telling. It is only a matter
of you seeing the mask, to know that you must identify

what is behind it.
Dont make idols. When you make an idol, you become an
idol. When you become an idol, the masks, telling, will

be unknowable to you.
In order to keep The Truth a hidden feature of reality, you
are  inundated  with  icons  and  symbols  and  statues  as

idols.
Social media turns you into a cliched idol.

Which is the improper use of such a format.
Idols are always destroyed. Anything you truly care about
must never become an idol. Idolization is wrong because
it originates from  veneration of icons and symbols and

statues. It is a misplaced love. It is greed, and glottony.



The Creator knows the problems.
The Creator has given the solution.

The Creator knows the disease.
The Creator has given the remedy.

Never blame  The Creator for the failures in your life when you
are not acknowledging his position as The Creator. When you are

not accepting The Laws he has provided.
When you are not making use of The Rules he has given you for
how to do things. When you are not using The Guidance he has

given to support you, as the proper instruction it is.
YOU must STOP doing the wrong things as a routine.

The right things, as a routine, are available for YOU to do.
DO you truly expect to get the right outcome from doing the wrong

things?



The right thing to do is to acknowledge reality.
Reality is that there are only 7 Cycles which are The

Week.
Reality is that there are only 4 of The Week which is

28 Cycles that are The Month.

Acknowledging  reality and  adhering to  that  reality
will  remove much of  the conditioning progrmming

and indoctrination inside of you.

Living your life according to that routine of reality
will  remedy  every  un-natural  illness  sickness  and
disease in  your  body,  in  your  home,  in  your
neighborhood, in your community, in your village, in
your  town,  in  your  borough,  in  your  city,  in  your

nation, in the world.

The more people who acknowledge and accept  the
laws the rules and the guidance of The Creator the
more  impactful  the  outcome  will  be.  Proximity  to
each other does  not  matter to achieve the effect of

The Creator. It will not weaken or enhance it.

Removing  yourself  from  the  surroundings  of  the
statue  venerating,  icon  following,  symbol
worshipping,  idolizers, in  your  home,  in  your
neighborhood, in your community, in your village, in
your  town,  in  your  borough,  in  your  city,  in  your

nation, in the world, does make a differnece.



There are things The Creator has in his design to do for you,
and to you. Those in their mandated religions knowingly and
unknowingly,  intentionally  and  unintyentionally  will  be
awaiting on those things from The Creators design using the
techniques they have been conditioned as a trigger response
to go to. They will have their activation of the conditioned
response  to  Faith  Hope  and  Belief  as  their  foundation for
waiting  for  The  Creator to  do  those  things  he  has  in  his
design to do for you and to you.  The conditioned Religious
believers with their faith and their hope have been properly
trained, to call this design, by its false name, its mask, they

call it a blessing.

It is not.

The Creator does not do blessings.
Everything is already present in the design itself.

Those who follow the designs laws rules and guidance get the
outcome from their  dedication and comitment to respecting
the  design,  and  being responsibe  for  their  own actions,  in
respect to all else throughoiut the process. What the Religious

call a blessing The Creator has designed as joyous work.
The Religious clasp their hands, close their eyes, and kneel
on prayer mats, and in pews, or do chants, and make symbols

for ritual, while venerating statues.
The Creators chosen get their work clothes on, bring their
tools and instruments and begin their task, working together
respectfully,  helping  each  other,  caring  for  each  other,
supporting each other.  When the task is  complete and they
reap the rewards of what they have sown  The Religious see
this and say it is a miracle. It is a blessing. When in reality
there are no such things. There are only people who have a

good routine and people who have a bad routine.
People who acknowledge and respect The Creator.

Then there is everyone else.



Everyone Else will have TH13MS.

The  primary  signs  and  symptoms  of  sleep  deprivation
include  excessive  daytime  sleepiness  and  daytime
impairment  such  as  reduced  concentration,  slower
thinking,  and  mood  changes.  Feeling  extremely  tired
during  the  day  is  one  of  the  hallmark  signs  of  sleep

deprivation
Sleep deprivation causes permanent damage.

Sleep deprivation over-stimulates parts of the brain and
leads to permanent brain damage. This is because of the
brain's  'neural  plasticity'  –  which  means  its  ability  to

adapt to new situations.
In order for you to survive The Hidden Month you are

forced into a condition of permanent brain damage.
The lack of sleep destroys brain cells.

The  brain  relies  on  connectivity  and  neuronal
responsiveness to function well. For these reasons, sleep
loss injures, and even kills, select populations of neurons

in the brain, impair functionality and/or connectivity.
Those  8  Cycles  The  Creator  made  for  you  to  rest,
recover,  and  regain  your  health,  which  are  the  4
Weekends of  The  Hidden  13th Month, make  all  the
differnece in you getting, or not getting, an aneurysm, a
stroke,  a  heart  attack,  and  many  other  failures  of  the
bodies systems.  The Week Of Study exist to strengthen

you, for everything, that is life.

TH13MS
Is  what  happens  when  you  are  not  on  The  Creators

schedule.



People  who  slept  six  hours  or  less per night,  aged  50
through  60.  Develop  dementia.  Beginning  then,  and
compound  escalating  later  in  life.  Inadequate  sleep
duration  increases  dementia and  emphasizes  the

importance of good sleep habits.

DayLight Saving TIME and The Hidden 13th Month are
both responsible for  people experiencing these losses of
sleep,  denial of  rest,  forbidden recovery,  and a host  of
systemic process, designed with the intent of magnifying
the systemic originated problems, from all social aspects.
These  are  the  physical  and psychological  responses  of

TH13MS
The Hidden 13th Month Syndrome



SYNDROME
Syndrome definition:

Together, we will be a sign of, an immoral act considered
to be a transgression of divine law, through circuits, we
will  be  united  in  our  characteristic  combination  of
opinions.  Our  actions  will  cause  an  act  regarded  as  a
serious  regrettable  fault,  it  will  be  an   offense  to  The
Creator. Our omission of The Truth will  indicate how,
when, where, and why, we shall go forth, and proceed in
a  certain  way.  SYNDROME  stands  as  a  name  and
symbol  for  a  group  of  symptoms  which  consistently
occur together, resulting from our omission of The Truth.
Conditions characterized by a set of associated symptoms

will  control their emotions and behaviour.
syndrome

TH13MS
The       Hidden                  13th           Month     Syndrome

100% Responsible  for  every  illness,  disease,  sickness,
and  social  negativity,  that  exist,  outside  of  Natural

Causes.



In order  to  counteract The enslavement  and be healthy
you cannot  simply make up a routine.  Not any routine
will undo the damage from TH13MS and promote health

and wellness.
Only The Routine set forth from the beginning, a routine
which is  designed into reality itself,  will heal you,  and

free you.
Only The Routine that is of, for, witihin, and from, The 7
Cycles will  have  the  intended  effect  of  rejuvenating,
healing,  caring and restoring your being to  its  original
form.  A form  you  have  never  had  the  opportunity  to
experience.  The  transition  from  being  one  of  The

Humans, to one of The Humane.

Most  beings who have  TH13MS become inhuman and
inhumane That  is  part  of  the  reason the  nations  of the
world are in such a condition they cannot recognize The

Truth.
As  TH13MS is a direct attack against  The Creator and
all beings are the weapons being used. The main change
that  occurs,  no matter which symptoms are present,  is
that the person starts to become partial to the evil liar.
Meaning that  their  being is  partitioned again,  separate
from their  temple,  and a place that  recognizes  the evil
liar is made within their being, allowing his influence to
have its way. This is easily noticeable as their language
becomes  unrealistic  and  their  conclusions  become
exagerated.  Their  emotions  become  bipolar  and  their

extremes become easily triggered. 
The evil liar within them must be removed as part of the

treatment and recovery process.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
What you have earned and what you are owed

Enslavement  requires  confusion,  confusion requires
liars  and  their  lies,  slavery  results  in  the  slaver
becoming  wealthy  and  powerful,  while  physically
mentally and emotionally the slaver is doing no work
at all. It is the hidden truth which causes the slaver to

have the ability to do so little and gain so much.
The hidden truth is TIME.

KNOWLEDGE   IS    POWER
In order for you  to be enslaved the slavers have to

KNOW something that you do not know.
TIME is something that you do not know anything at

all about, and everything you do know is wrong.
The slavers then have to use the information you do
not  have in  such a  crafty way that  you  will  never

become aware of it.
Your wrong information about  TIME and your lack
of information about TIME is what the slavers have

used in a crafty way to have you working for free.
The slavers also have to make the information you do
not have complicated and systemically out of sync,
disjointed, and never used for the same reasons in a
pattern  that  can  be  readily  or  easily  discerned.
Changing  the  use  of  the  clock  and  its  definition

frequently as well as TIME-Zones.
In  this  way  the  slavers will  profit  greatly  and  the

slaves will never see where the profit came from. 



This map shows the locations of places that are still using
slavery the old way. With chains and whips. The areas in
red have the highest population of slavery still using the

more ancient methods
The areas in yellow and orange have highly concetrated
areas spread throughout their entire  location of  slavery
still being carried out the old way with chains and guns

and whips.
The areas in green have upgraded their technology which
has upgraded their methodology of slavery. The areas in
green  are  what  is  known  as  a  free  roaming  farm
plantation. It is a condition of slavery that uses herding.
Free roaming farms and plantations have a much higher
output because the slaves dont know they are slaves until

they seek freedom.



By  the  TIME you realize  that  you  are  in  a  cage  and
working your life away  for a slaver.  It is  generally too
late. Most people march. Hold rallys. Yell. Scream. Fight.

Protest. Riot. 
Those are exactly the responses they are waiting  for and

want.
Those responses to being a slave are built into the system
and  it  is  called  venting.  Throwing  a  tantrum.  It  is
allowed. You can vent and throw a tantrum for as long as

you want. Because you are still in the system.
You get hurt and go to the hospital you are in the system.
You go to far they place you in a prison, you are in the

system.
You wage a war of any kind. Civil. Domestic. Local. You
increase the value of the slave labor and make them even

richer. You are fueling the system.





You take any action that requires a systemic response and
you are helping the enslavers to enslave you further.

Making them billions  more in  wealth by doing so and
condemning other slaves to harder work and longer work

hours.

Slaves.  No matter  where they are.  No matter  what the
conditions are. Only have one way out.

The one way out is  to abandon the  system. To stop
working.

The slavers have no remedy for a work stoppage. If they
choose to  murder  everyone you win.  If they choose to
release everyone you win. If they choose to attack you,

you win.



You are the workforce. They want you to work.
So the answer to the question of what are you, the slaves,

to do. Is that you are to continue working hard.
You are to continue doing what you are good at doing.

The difference is  that  you will  no longer  do it  for  the
slavers.

You will use your skills and trades for yourselves.

You are only to do business with each other.
That is the rule to live and die by.

Any other action you take will only increase the strength
of the slaver.

As  soon  as  you  begin  doing  business  only  with  each
other  you will  very  quickly  notice  an improvement  in

your lifestyle and lives.
The turnover for this action is immediate and the benefits

grow with TIME in your favor.



This is usually when the slavers will send in their jackals
to force a deal using threatening language and violence.

They will send in their  merceanries to destroy property
and end lives as a show of force to scare people back to

working for them again as a slave.

They will use  assassains to  murder whoever they have
concluded would be most influential as a death to let the
slavers again have their way and enslave everyone once

again.

They do not do this for the income. The income usually
means  nothing to them.  That  is  why it  has  the  title of
being  disposable,  or  extra,  because  to  the  slavers  the
income is  not  the  true  source of  their  wealth.  It  is  the
ability to  own  another  human  being  and  force  that
human being to do whatever they can think up that they

want done.

For the slavers it is all about wealth. Income is only one
fifth of wealth.

Slaves have none of the five wealths that exist because
they do not have the one wealth which is the foundation

for having any of the wealth.
That one foundation for having any wealth of any kind is

TIME

All  wealth  is  built  upon  the  foundation  of  TIME.
Because TIME is Freedom. No other wealth can supply

freedom
TIME is everything.



The Creator has already paved a road for slavery to end.

That road is TIME. 

The only way to have the  5 types of wealth is  to first
acknowledge The Creator. Then accept his Creation.

Accepting  his  Creation is  to  be  in  reality,  using  real
TIME.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
What you have earned and what you are owed

Anyone  who  is  an  employee  is  being  robbed.  Anyone
who is an employee is  having their earnings stolen and
losing  the  opportunity  to  have  tangible  property.  The
slavers are also thieves. The slavers are thieves that have

stolen your TIME and have you working for free.
Their  lie has  caused  you  to  become  hostage  to  their

system.

The 13th Month means that there are  4 Weekends you
did not have the TIME off to use to recover from illness.
Recover from fatigue. Recover from being overworked.

Recover from a lack of TIME to recover.
Those  4 Weekends are  8 Cycles  which you could have
used to attend funerals  and gain closure.  Spend  TIME
with  children,  grandchildren,  parents,  brothers  and
sisters. To visit  other family you have missed and who
miss  you as  well,  such as  Aunts,  Uncles,  and  cousins.
TIME you did not have to get to know your inlaws, or to

prevent someone from becoming an inlaw.
TIME you could have, and definitely would have, used
to be with friends, and friends who are so close they are

the same as being family.
The  13th Month being hidden from you and used as a
weapon against you has made you financially destitute.
There is actually such a thing as the working homeless.
Along with the vast majority of people who are 1 earned
income away from being homeless as well. These are all
also the working poor. People who are working, and are

still living in poverty.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
What you have earned and what you are owed

TIME is  a  very  finite  resource.  There  is  a  preciously
small alotment for each individual being. It is a crime of
the  highest  order  to  usurp  TIME because  the
consequences of usurpation of TIME are immediate and
far reaching, with overlapping, stacking, negative effects
and results in the  Cycles,  The Week,  the  Months,  and

Years, that will follow.

Employeeslaves have  had  the  most  stolen  and  robbed
from  them,  because  they  were,  and  are,  in  a
compounding  dynamic  of  slavery  with  multifaceted
interactions.  Causing  damage  resulting  directly  from
work  related  negligent  behaviour  originating  from the
company policy,  which has employeeslaves being forced
to  work  in  a  dangerous  and  careless  way  as  TIME-
keeping is used to Measure their TIME, they are forced
into  a  particular  condition  or  position,  which  makes
somebody and or something do, right now, the task they
are assigned because there is a  recording of the  TIME
that  somebody,  or  something,  takes,  to  measure  the
amount of TIME taken to complete the forced condition,

of being positioned, in an assigned task.
Now find the value of all those situations, and add those values

together. That is a part of what you are owed.
It is a payout for Damages caused by work, work conditions, and is
work related. It is payment for the Suffering you were caused then,
and the Suffering you are still experiencing as a consequence of the
work you were forced to do. Work you are still being forced to do.
Work which is multiplying the Damage to you and increasing the

Suffering they are causing you.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
What you have earned and what you are owed

You are also owed 
Financially

what you have earned
which is being stolen from you during your enslavement.
With  compounding interest,  and  adjusted  for  inflation.
You are owed  1 Month and  1 Cycle for every  Year of
your life you have worked. A total of 29 Cycles per their

year.
However.

The  amount  owed is  not  a  direct  translation of  hourly
wages.

The amount owed is all OverTIME.
TIME and a half

Holiday pay.
Vacation TIME.

Sick TIME.
Sick leave.

401K for those who use it.
Credit  from credit  accounts  linked  to  the  company  of

your employment.
Increased  share  percentages  for  those  employees  who

have shares.
Retroactive  refunding  on  all  late  fees  and  surcharges
related to missed due dates and other TIME relative fees.
Fees which were commensurate to earned income being

issued on certain dates and at a certain TIME. 

Add that all up.
Now add these values with your previous values.

You are now looking at the amount of owed income you are due.





An overview of what is being stolen from you
What you have earned and what you are owed

As a slave those values you have added up went directly
into the family wealth of the person who is stealing your

TIME.
To put  that  in  perspective.  That  is  only  what  your  slavery
generated as wealth for the slaver who owns you. For the next
step,  Simply  take  an  estimate  of  the  amount  of
employeeslaves that you can verify were also  employeslaved
with you, as free roaming slaves. Now, multiply the total you
are owed, times the amount of employeeslaves you can verify
were also being forced to do work with you in that place of

enslavement.

Now; You are looking at how the rich get richer, and also
at how the poor get poorer.

It is all achieved from The Slave State's policy of slavery.

It is all by design. Specifically Social Engineering.
Social Engineering is systemic manipulation of the senses to
produce  the  desired  outcome  in  the  targeted  groups  or

individual person, insidiously, and maliciously.
Manipulation  of  your  senses  is  what  lets  your  owners
guarantee that you cannot see what is directly in front of you
to see. That you cannot hear what is being said clearly and

precisely, even when there is no audible interfernce.

It is with Social Engineering that TIME has been hidden
from  you  so  well,  even  though  you  are  living  every

moment of your life in tandem, with, TIME.



An overview of what is being stolen from you
What you have earned and what you are owed

Judgement Proclaimed

‘Hear  this  now,  O  foolish  people,  Without
understanding, Who have eyes and see not, And who

have ears and hear not.

You are being judged for allowing yourself to be in this
situation.  You  are  wrong  for  being  in  this  situation

because it is preventable.

Your  slavers  are  being  judged  for  placing  you  in  this
situation.  Your slavers are wrong for placing you in this
situation  because  The  Creator has  made  available  so
many other ways for them to achieve their goals without
taking any action that will destroy the life of even one

indivdual.

For both; those who incorporated slavery, and those who
the  incorporated  slavery  has  placed  into  slavery,  the

solution is the same.

The Creators Laws Rules and Guidance is the only way
to  exit  from  the  system of  lies and  to  enter  into  the

lifestyle of truth.



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

The  side  effects  of  stolen  TIME are  known  and
documented. The side effects of stolen TIME are spoken
of in anthology form, and shared as vignettes. The side
effects  of  stolen  TIME are  most  often  known  from
cliche.  Cliche  is  the  worst  way of knowing about  The
side effects of stolen TIME because a cliche is a way of
expressive communication that has been used so often it

no longer has much meaning and is not interesting.

Social  Engineers  have  designed  Cliche  into  your
communication now.

Social Engineers have made your voice lose its meaning,
social  Engineers  has  casused  your  involvement  to

become something that is not interetsing.
Social  Engineers  have  designed  a  system which  strips
power and authority away from you each TIME you are

in its system.
Social Engineers have designed a system from which the
highest possible outcome of achievement is to be a trend
at best. Which literally means that  they are herding the
free roaming slaves on their plantation in the direction
that the trend is directing them to go for the purpose of
changing a  dynamic  to  their  favor  while  developing a
dynamic  which  further  weakens  the  position  of  their
slaves. The next outcome is to be a fad.  Something that
will  distract the  slaves  and hold their  attention for  an

undetermined short period  of TIME.
The system, designed to do this by Social Engineers, is,

for now, known as Social Media.



Social Media
Social media Defined:

Connected through television, radio, newspapers, and the
internet,  to  people  in  general  with  the  sole  purpose  of
meeting each other,  because  you are  alone,  lonely,  not
part of a group, or club, not part of an organized party,
which  is  an  un-natural  way  of  living.  The  connection
through  media  connects  people  who  share  the  same
customs,  laws,  and overall culture,  as  well as allowing
for mixed cultures to meet for a particular purpose, very
similar to being with other people for real, in real life.
The  connection allows  you to  be  entertained  and seek
information  as  well.  This  activity  is  an  assist  in  you
finding your position,  lobbying for a position, or being
given  a  position,  in  an  organization,  group,  or  party,
which already exist, and is accepting new members, as it
uses  television,  radio,  newspapers,  and  the  internet,  to

expand its influence and reach.



Social Media is used incorrectly, by the great, and vast,
majority, of its variety, of users.

Social  Media  is  the  public.  There  is  no  privacy  in  a
public domain.

Social  Media's  correct  use  is  to  not  place  private,
confidential,  or  personal,  information,  within  its

parameters.
Using  Social  Media  to  share  information  about  useful
public  information  is  its  main  true  purpose.  Anything

else, any other activity, is a conartist trick.
There are many people who have been so indoctrinated
they  beleive  they  are  incapable  of  being  conned  and
tricked.  Especially those who cast the illusion of being

rich and having wealth.
Their  actions  betray  their  level  of  intelligence,  their
words betray their emotions and eduaction. As they invite
people  into  their  bedrooms where  they are undressing,
allowing millions of people to view them, but close their
curtains and doors. Where they tell those who they have
an  obligation  to  a  lie,  while  posting  online  the  truth.
Conversely.  Those  who  they  are  closest  to  know  the
truth, while they go online and lie to everyone else. This
type, and kind, of problem, only exist because the sharing
being  done  is  of  a  nature  which  was  never  intended,

designed, or meant, to be shared publicly.
People  posting  what  they are  cooking,  and eating,  and
wearing,  and  buying.  People  posting  where  they  are
going to go,  where they have already gone,  and where

they are.
Then call for protection from family and friends and city and
state  agencies  when  they  are  being  stalked.  Followed.

Shadowed. Or other very dangerous and creepy situations.







Studies have shown that it is impossible to be in a relationship
as friends with more than 150 people. 

The  studies  also  revealed  that  it  requires  having  a  shared
history and physically being there together as you grow.

ONLINE  IT  IS  IMPOSSIBLE  TO  BE  FRIENDS  WITH
MORE THAN 5 PEOPLE.

Your network is a lie. The network is not there for you. It is
there for those who are gathering the data.



Everything  is  geared  through  systemic  design  to  ba  a
TIME-keeper

The fact that it  is a  TIME-Keeper, is masked, and thus
concealed  behind  a  differnet  name  and  appearance.
However,  its  function  is  specific,  and  so  its  function

reveals the truth.
Datamining.  Keylogging.  They  both  exist  to  gather
information about  you far  beyond what you have  been

programmed to share on Social Media.
They  do  this  because  money  is  useless  debt.  But
information  ...  information  leads  to  knowledge.
Knowledge leads to power. Power gives you the ability to

be in control.



Most  people  will  not  be  able  to  comprehend  why  so
much  effort  is  designated  to  the  gathering  of  their
personal  information,  and  they  are  contented  to  tell
themselves it is for the sake of selling them something, as
if  this  information  gathering  was,  and  is,  a  matter  of
money. Rather than search dilligently for the truth, they

make up a conclusion.

The information they require for their apps to operate and
function  on your  tracking  and  recording  device  is  the
same information that you would not readily share with
anyone.  Those  few  who  you  would  share  such
information with are the people close enough to you that
there  is  a  bond  of  trust  and  an  understanding that  the
information  is  not  to  go  any  further.  Information  so
personal  and  so  specific  that  it  raises  the  question
immediately of, Why do you want to know That? As well

as, What are you going to do with That information?
Because  as  far  as  you  are  aware  of.  Such  specific

information is useless outside of your inner circle.



Accept its not.
That  is  why  you  place  so  much  effort  in  keeping  the
information as  an internal  dynamic  active  only among
those close to you. Because it does have an affect outside
of your inner circle beyond the breach of privacy. We all

know this.

Their goal is to create the perfect prison for you. A prison
of such specific  design that  even once  you are  finally
made  fully  aware  that  you  are  imprisoned  you  will

choose peacefully to continue within its confines.

As  Rape is  a  proven  conditioner  and  programming
technique  they  are  aware  that  as  long  as  they  keep

ignoring your resistance you will accept it.



The more your internet searches reveal your dislikes and
fears the more accurately they can devise a system which

will turn your NO! Into a YES!
This is the end goal of datamining and keylogging.

Internet tracking is an analysis of online users' behaviors,
generally  for  the  purpose  of  delivering  a  more
personalized  browsing  experience.  Personalized  to
exploit and control you.  It's  also referred to as browser
tracking,  BROWSER  HISTORY  CACHE.  Digital
tracking,  KEYLOGING  and  DATAMINING.  Data
tracking, TIME SPENT ON THE WEB PAGE AND THE
SUBJECT. Web tracking, OVERALL INTERNET USE.

Since  your  IP address  indicates  your  general  physical
location, websites use IP tracking to keep tabs on where
their  visitors  are  coming  from.  They  can  also  use  IP
addresses to identify  behavior  patterns and  determine
whether  or  not  repeat  visits  originate  from  the  same

individual 

A tracker in browser. Browser Trackers.  These are  tags
on web pages that collect information on a user's online
habits and preferences. Tags write out scripts, and these
scripts develop cookies that are stored in web browsers.
These are tracked by websites to better understand user

behaviors.
Data tracking is the process of selecting specific metrics
and  events  to  track,  then  collecting,  organizing,  and
analyzing the  resulting data.  Once  you've  analyzed the
data,  you can  apply your  insights  to  improve  business

performance, customer experience, and more.







All of these services.
All of these apps.

All of the information being collected.
The end result.

The service is as terrible now as it was when it first came
out.

It is now terrible and faster.
As  well  as  terrible  with  a  higher  quality  of  video

streaming.
Those are literally the only two differences from the first

service until now.
Over twenty years of collecting information saying that it

was going to improve the service and the device.
From their  end  and for  their  purposes  the  statement  is
100% true  and  accurate.  The  devices  now collect  and
gather  more  data  than  ever  before.  It  has  metrics  on

everything you do at all times.
They have even trained you to talk to the device. They
are training you to place listening devices and cameras in

your most private of locations. 
All they needed to do was give them a name. Anything

other than what it is.
Instead of recording microphone technology. RMT. They

call it Alexus and Siri.
Instead  of  Digital  Wireless  Cameras  To  Watch  You.
DWCTWY.  They  call  it  Security  Cameras  and  Home

Protection.
They have  trained  you to  supply them with  all  of  the
information  about  you  at  all  TIMES.  You  have  been

programmed and conditioned. 



Whenever they are ready to share the information they
have been given by you which they swear is being well
secured  and  kept  private,  there  will  conveniently  be  a
hacker that has managed to bypass all  of their security

protocols and security measures to steal all of the data.

No hacker can do that ,unless the hacker is a millionaire.
The  equipment  required  to  break  those  firewalls  and
bypass those security codes alone will costs millions. The
team experienced enough to do that job will require pay

in the millions.
The equipment capable of housing the stolen data would
have to be equal to the companies server banks and that

would cost millions.
The payout for such a crime would also be in millions.

The payout would not be enough to cover the cost of the
heist itself.

No hacker. No group of hackers, can steal data on that
level.

They sell it themselves then blame the boogeyman of the
computerworld. The hacker.

They sell it and share it with people who you would not
associate  with under  any set  of circumstance  were  the

choice yours.
People  who  you  do  not  want  to  know  you,  or  know

anything about you.
So as quickly as possible they create a new trend and fad

to take peoples attention away from the event.





The crimes against you while being on the internet, and
being carried out by the people who give you the apps, is
only one group, of a host of other group problems, that

arise from being online.
And from being online the wrong way.

For the wrong reasons.
Doing the wrong things.

The  internet  itself  has  conditioned  indoctrinated  and
programmed  you  to  the  point  that  you  can no  longer

discern reality without assistance.
The internet access you have, is programmed, to program
you. This is the reason it is called programming. It is the
same reason that television, is known by those who know
better, and know best, as; Telling Lies Visually, has, as its
instituted  format  for  disseminating,  BROADCAST
PROGRAMMING.  They  know  exactly  what  they  are
doing it  and how they are accomplishing that goal. You
do not know. Which allows them to communicate their
actions  openly.  Your lack of education and intelligence
combined  with  your  cognitive  dissonance  interacting
with the Hegellian Dialectics. While in your perpetually
induced state of fatigue resulting from TH13MS and all
of its un-natural conditions and states of unhealth. While
involved in  your Religious routines. There is much you
will  miss  taking  place  directly  within  the  influence  of
your senses. Their lies are designed to mask and disguise
their obvious wicked actions and bad intent. Those things
which cannot be hidden otherwise and in any other way.

Everything they are doing to you is being told to you.
This actually helps them because of how you will accept

it as its misrepresented self.
It is; The Authoritative First Impression Lie. TAFIL



dis • sem • in • ate
BrE/dɪsemɪneɪt/

NAmE/dɪsemɪneɪt/
verb

 ~ something (formal) To spread information, knowledge,
etc. so that it reaches many people.

dis  •  sem  •  in  •  ation  /BrE  dɪsemɪneɪʃn;  NAmE
dɪsemɪneɪʃn/noun [uncountable]

BroadCast
broad • cast
verb, noun 

BrE/brɔdkɑst/ 
NAmE/brɔdkæst/ 

verb 
broad • cast, broad • casted)

01.  [transitive,  intransitive]  ~ (something)  To  send out
programmes on television or radio.

02. [transitive] ~ something To tell a lot of people about
something.

noun 
A radio or television programme.
(BrE) A party political broadcast.

Disseminate. Is what They are doing.
Broadcast. Is how they are doing it.



Definitions  are  always  the  correct  way  to  expose
anything. Definitions testify against themselves.

dis 
(also diss)
BrE/dɪs/

NAmE/dɪs/
verb 

(-ss-) ~ somebody (informal, especially NAmE)
To show a lack of respect for somebody,  especially by

saying insulting things to them.

em • an • ate 
BrE/eməneɪt/

NAmE/eməneɪt/
verb

verb forms 
 ~ sth (formal)

To produce or show something.

em •  an  •  ation /BrE eməneɪʃn;  NAmE eməneɪʃn/noun
[countable, uncountable]

emanate  from something  To  come  from something  or
somewhere.

There is no reason to dis. In order to emanate.
However. When what you are doing is a dis. A dis which
you are doing through your emanation.  Then the 100%
truth is that you are doing a dis • sem • in • ation. You are

dissing all of the nation you are emanating to.



A nation is a group of people. Not a country.
A country is a geographical location. Not a culture.

A  Government  is  not  a  country  or  a  nation.  A
Government is potential and kinetic force which is used
to manage internal and external procedures and process
according to its Government type. Within the influence of
Government  force there are  more than one nation type
present which define themselves as cultures. The division
of the types of nations and cultures is  a house divided.

Thus they have house representatives in name only.

Therefore  all  cultures  within  the  influence  of
Government  potential  and  kinetic  force  are  SEMI  IN

NATION.
Those who are conditioned and programmed are SIN.

 Those who are not conditioned and programmed yet still
participate are SYN.

Those who are not  conditioned or programmed and do
not participate are not SIN or SYN.

They cannot receive and do not receive the dis • sem • in
• ation. 

They  are  self  sustained.  Self  reliant.  Legally  they  are
called a majority.

Legally  all  other  nations  are  called  animals,  retarded,
minority, pro -se.

It  is  to  them  that  the  BROADCAST  is  delivered.  A
BROADCAST they  willingly  receive  and  accept.  It  is

their on air programming.



Those  who  receive  their  programming  from
BROADCASTING are part of its network.

Thus  they  are  inundated  with  harmful  signals,
frequencies,  radiation,  propaganda,  volumes,  lights,
information, education, sounds, and images, all designed
to induce, influence, control, and weaken The End User

who receives it.

 Making  The  End  User  dumber,  stupider,  and  sicker,
through dis-ease.



No amount of money is too much when the goal and end
result is to own you.
Your TIME is finite.

There  is  a  limit  to  what  you can accomplish  during  a
Cycle.

Broadcasting in and of itself is a tool, an instrument, and
is  neutral.  It  has  the  ability  to  be  used  for  good
broadcasting as easily as it is used for bad broadcasting.



As a matter of fact. The method devised in the early half
of the 1940s requires that the truth be told in order for the
lie  to  work.  Especially  when it  is  being done  through

broadcasting.

Therefore it can be truthfully and accurately called bait.
Which leads to Bait and Switch.

Which is a part of the definition of Broad Casting.

Definitions  are  always  the  correct  way  to  expose
anything. Definitions testify against themselves.

Cast
cast verb, noun 

BrE   / kɑst / 
NAmE   / kæst / 

verb 
verb forms 
(cast, cast)  

a look/glance/smile   
01. [transitive] ~ (somebody) something To look, smile,

etc. in a particular direction. 

light/a shadow   
02.  [transitive]  ~ something (over  something) To make

light, a shadow, etc. appear in a particular place
 

doubt   
03. [transitive] ~ doubt/aspersions (on/upon sth) To say,
do  or  suggest  something  that  makes  people  doubt
something or think that somebody is  less honest, good,

etc. 



 
fishing line   

04. [intransitive, transitive] ~ (something) To throw one
end of a  fishing line  into a river, etc.

throw   
05.  [transitive]  ~  somebody/something  (literary)  To
throw somebody/something somewhere, especially using

force
 

skin   
06.  [transitive] ~ something   when a snake  casts  its

skin, the skin comes off as part of a natural process 
                    synonym: shed

  
shoe   

07. [transitive] ~ something If a horse casts a shoe, the
shoe comes off by accident

  
actors   

08.  [transitive]  To  choose  actors  to  play  the  different
parts in a film/movie, play, etc; to choose an actor to play

a particular role
  

describe   
09.  [transitive]  To  describe or  present  sb/yourself  in  a

particular way.
 

vote   
10.  [transitive]  ~  a/your  vote/ballot  (for
somebody/something) To vote for somebody/something

  



shape metal   
11. [transitive] ~ something (in something) To shape hot
liquid metal,  etc. by pouring it into a hollow container

(called a mould)

cast your mind back (to sth) 
To make yourself think about something that happened in

the past.

cast your net wide 
To  consider  a  lot  of  different  people,  activities,

possibilities, etc. when you are looking for something. 

cast a spell (on somebody/something) To use words that
are thought to be magic and have the power to change or

influence somebody/something.

cast about/around for something To try hard to think of or
find something, especially when this is difficult.

cast  somebody/something  aside  (formal)  To  get  rid  of
somebody/something  because  you  no  longer  want  or

need them.
                    synonym: discard

 
be cast away To be left somewhere after a shipwreck. 

  
be  cast  down  (by  something)  (literary)  To  be  sad  or

unhappy about something.

cast off| cast something off



01. To undo the ropes that are holding a boat in a fixed
position, in order to sail away   

02. (in knitting) To remove stitches from the needles in a
way that forms an edge that will not come undone.

cast  something  off  (formal)  To  get  rid  of  something
because you no longer want or need it.

cast on| cast something on (in knitting) To put the first
row of  stitches  on a needle.

   
cast  somebody/something  out  (literary)  To  get  rid  of

somebody/something, especially by using force.

noun 
actors   

01. [countable + singular or plural verb] All the people
who act in a play or film/movie.

in shaping metal   
02.  [countable]  An object  that  is  made by pouring hot
liquid metal, etc. into a  mould   (= a specially shaped

container)

03.  [countable]  A shaped  container  used  to  make  an
object

appearance   
4. [singular] (BrE, formal) the way that a person or

thing is or appears.



throw   
05. [countable] An act of throwing something, especially

a fishing line.

on arm/leg   
[countable] = plaster cast

Every  one  of  these  definitions  is  accurate  in  the
compound  word  Broad  Cast  and  is  used  to  describe

accurately what is taking place.

Broad
broad adjective, noun 

BrE/brɔd/
NAmE/brɔd/

adjective
(broad • er, broad • est)

01. Wide
                    opposite:narrow

02. Used after a measurement of distance to show how
wide something is.

wide range   
03. Including a great variety of people or things 

                    opposite:narrow

general   
04. [only before noun] General; not detailed.

 
land/water   

05. Covering a wide area



accent
06. If somebody has a broad accent, you can hear very

easily which area they come from 
                    synonym: strong

hint   
07.  If somebody gives  a broad hint,  they make it  very

clear what they are thinking or what they want   .

humour   
08. (NAmE) Dealing with sex in an amusing way. 

a broad church  ( BrE )  an organization that accepts a
wide range of opinions 

                    synonym big tent
 

(in) broad daylight 
(in) the clear light of day, when it is easy to see 

it's as broad as it's long (BrE, informal) It makes no real
difference which of two possible choices you make

noun
(old-fashioned, NAmE, slang)

An offensive way of referring to a woman

The word BroadCast, as with all words, is very accurate
and very literal in its  self descriptive testimony against

itself.
No  translation  is  required.  Its  context  provides  the

parameters for its defined use.



The True Definition of BroadCast:

 A wide measurement is taken to accurately determine the
variety of people in an area, where they come from, what
they are  thinking and  what  they want,  matters  dealing
with sex will be handled in a way to make them smile,
laugh, and or pleasantly pass the  TIME by themselves.
The  network  organization will  accept  a  wide  range  of

opinions.
The  Network  Broadcasting  will  initiate  the  connection
with a look, a smile,  in a particular direction. To make
light;  goodness,  colors,  form,  and  objects,  appear  and
shadow;  wickedness,  darkness,  shapelessness,  and
nothingness,  appear  in  a  particular  place,  starting  the
connection by causing them to be smiling and laughing,
and  pleasantly  passing  the  TIME by  themselves.  The
Broadcast  network will then say,  do and suggest  some
things that make people doubt, thinking that somebody is
less  honest,  less  good.  The  confusion  of  doubt  being
pointed  will cast  the  line.  At something old becoming
new again, through trickery lies and deceit the broadcast
network  will  use  words  images  and  sound  to  make
something un-natural and unreal, a lie, appear as part of a
natural  process.  This  will  make  the  people  who  the
network has influenced begin to run the circuit as they
seek to see how they now fit in. To guide them during the
confusion as they run the circuit we will use Thespians to
play the different parts in  films and movies and plays,
who represent the people running the circuit and the thing
they are running from, the thespians will play a role as
their avatar. The people will vote for the thespian as they
form into the mould of the people.  Making the  people



think  about  something  that  happened  in  the  past.  This
acting will include the wide range of opinions considered
from the variety of people in an area, where they come
from,  what  they  are  thinking,  and  what  they  want,
including the activities and  possibilities which will arise
as  they are  looking for  something  that  was  pointed  at
from the doubt.  The  broadcast  network will use words
that  are  magic,  and  having  the  power  to  change  and
influence some bodies and some things. As they finally
are used to think hard, now that they have something that
is  difficult to  get  rid  of,  somebody and something,  the

broadcast network no longer wants or needs.
It  will be left  somewhere,  alone and abandoned.  To be
sad, unhappy about whatever it is we directed them to be
unhappy about. It will be unable to undo the ropes that
are holding it in a fixed position, unable to sail away until
we  give  it  a  destination  and  a  port.  The  network
broadcasters will remove community bindings in a way
that  forms an edge that  will not  come undone.  As that
communities  cultural  influence  is  no  longer  wanted  or
needed. Binding carefully the edges to seamlessly get rid
of somebody and or something, especially by using force.
The force generated will be the direct result of; All the
people  who  act  in  a  play  or  film  and  or  movie.  The
greater  their  performance,  the  more  closely  the  people
can see themselves portrayed in that role, the further the
lines  from the  script  are  BroadCasted,  the  greater  the
force of the various communities whose opinion we have
considered  can  be  used  for  the  violence  that  the
BroadCast  Network  requires.  Whatever  is  broken as  a
consequence of the actions we motivate to occur shall be

held in place with a temporary superficial replacement.



The BroadCast Network will  do all  of  these things  by
sending  out  Programmes  on  television  and  radio.
Through  the  Networks.  Through  the  air.  Into  the
receiving monitors everywhere that can be reached. We
will tell a lot of people only what we want them to know
to  get  them to  respond  only  how we  require  them to

behave, feel, and  think.
The  radio  and  television  programming  of  the  people

through the broadcast networks.

This is the True definition of BroadCast.

As presented by the dictionary and in context to reality.



This image depicts the entire process at work.

While this image depicts the programming, the triggers,
the conditioning, the indoctrination, and the control.



Some  of  the  implementation  currently  afflicting
BroadCast Network End Users are dis-ease, illness, and
sickness, derived from receiving programming which has
altered their body chemistry and over-ridden many of the
involuntary,  unconscious,  nervous  system,  biological,
genetic,  imperatives. Resulting in states of dementia and
forgetfulness with rapidly increasing deterioration when
sustained  proximity  near  the  receivers  of  BroadCast

Network devices occurs.

These afflictions are biological in origin, and are revealed
as  a  psychological,  emotional,  mental,  prevailing,

deficiency.

FOMO
Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO) is an emotional response
to  the  belief  that  other  people  are  living  better,  more
satisfying lives, or that important opportunities are being
missed.  FOMO  often  leads  to  feelings  of  unease,

dissatisfaction, depression and stress.



FOMO

FOMO



It is true that the entire system is designed to enslave you
and hold you hostage.

It is true that the entire system is raping you in every way
the word applies when it sees fit to do so.

You are not paranoid, nor are you over-reacting,  to the
threat of imminent danger being systemically geared at

you.

However.

Even with all of those things being the reality.
It is not the whole of the reality.

Do not paraphrase this as hope faith or belief, because
none of those things are real ergo none of those things are

good and none of those things are useful.
Hope faith and belief are the tools and instrumenst of the
evil liar, the only  place they have among these words is
to reveal them for what they truly are. Do not excerpt this
as a clip and use it for religious example. All religions

are fake, wicked, and evil, by design.
The truth is the truth. Nothing more nothing less.

The whole of reality contains the laws rules and guidance
from  The Creator.  The Creator always has a way for
his chosen to prosper and succeed. Those ways are in his
laws rules and guidance. Study that ye may be approved.

Divide the words to know the truth.
Know the Truth to live The Truth.

That is how you resist an entire system.
That is how you thrive in an environment of toxicicity.

That is how you live life until its end is met.



Ghost Vibration
Phantom Vibration Syndrome. This is the perception that
one's mobile is vibrating or ringing when it is not. It is
characterised  as  a  tactile  hallucination  since  the  brain

perceives a sensation that is not present.

Phantom ring ghost vibration



Phantom Ring Ghost Vibration

These devices are making real connections to the brain
via the bodies life field.

The life field goes by many names. Depending on the era
and the culture you have most likely come across the life
field remarked upon as one of its many adjectives being

used as a noun.
Descriptive Accuracy of The Life Field requires a book
unto  itself.  A  summary  of  the  lifefield  is  an  unfair

presentation and or representation.
The Broadcast Networks are hijacking your genetic code
and  holding  it  hostage.  They  are  manipulating  your
cognitive  input,  dangerously  so.  Phantom Ring  Ghost
Vibration is only one of many alterations to your being.



Cell phones are constantly being improved in their ability
to  cause  you  harm.  By  expanding  upon  their
functionalities,  which  in  turn  increases  overuse,  and

addiction
 According to the PEW Research Center: ...

Pew is a family name, not an acronym. The four children
of  Joseph  Newton  Pew,  who  founded  the  Sun  Oil
company,  created,  and  funded,  The  Pew  Charitable
Trusts, in the late 1940s. The Pew Charitable Trusts is a
large  public  charity  with  headquarters  in  both
Philadelphia  and  Washington.  Members  of  the  Pew
family, primarily from the fourth generation, continue to
comprise half of its board. The Pew Research Center is a
subsidiary  of  The  Pew  Charitable  Trusts  and  receives

nearly all its funding from the parent organization. 

... 67% of smartphone owners have admitted to checking
their phone for calls or messages when their phone didn’t
vibrate  or  ring. This  is  one  major  sign  of  cell  phone
dependence and should serve as a warning to cell phone

owners.

That  warning being that  the  technology is  designed to
intentionally  cause  you  to  become  a  nonfunctional,
demented, obsessed, enslaved, easy to control, incapable
of  thinking,  emotionally  starved,  isolated,  almost
completely useless,  addicted,  failing autonomic  system,
dis-eased, willing servant, who will do as you are told to
do as  long as  you are linked to the systems BroadCast
Network.  These  designed afflictions  are  a  precursor  to

surgically implanted individual networking bioservers.



The  dangers  associated  with  The  Broadcast  Networks
will  be  permitted  to  continue  and  recieve  whatever

assistance it requires to achieve its goal.
These  are  all  Slave  States  with  Governments  that  are
Religions and Borders that are fake with real plantation

limits for its free roaming enslaved.
Expect no saviour to appear and make it all stop and go

away.
The only way this ends is  when you acknowledge  The
Creator accept  his  laws,  follow his  rules,  and  use  his

guidance.
The  Creators people  are  all  people  of  peace.  They
achieve  that  peace  by  being  defnsive  warriors  of  the
highest  claibre.  They are no-ones  doormat.  Puppet.  Or
slave.  They are The Chosen.  They are The Chosen not
because  The  Creator Chose  them,  but,  becuase  they

chose The Creator.
The Creator gave us all free will. For that reason above
all others the evil liar hates us the most and is constantly

working to prove that our free will is our downfall.
That  is  only true  for  those  people  who choose  to  live

outside of The Creators ways which he has set for us.
Having his guidance, following his rules, adhering to his
laws.  None  of  those  things  will  ever  strip  us  of  our

individuality and free will.
It will however save us from the evil liar.

Protect us from his trickery. Revealing his deceptions.
The Creator values our free will above all else and will
not usurp your path in life. He will instead be awaiting
your arival.  His  light is  always  on.  The way to him is
available  from  any  starting  position.  There  exist  no

obstacles between you and him.



All of these internal organs are affected from BroadCast
Network  Transmitting  Signal  Frequency  Radiated
Emission.  In all  ranges,  levels and tiers,  above,  below,
and  at,  the  human  ability  to  recognize  the  signal,

frequency, radiation, and emission



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

Social  media  is  designed to  make you worthless.  Each
TIME you participate in Social Media in a personal or

private way, your personal value is decreased.

On Socila Media.
You are a Cliche.

It is the design it is made to facilitate.
Nothing is free in a slave society.

Nothing in a slave society is in place to promote being
free.

To that end they freely give you devices free of charge
which  will  occupy  your  TIME with  meaningless
wasteful useless propaganda. Which makes it  useless to
and for you. But for  the slavers your involvement with
that  propaganda  is  worth  billions  in  finance  and  is
priceless in relation to insuring that you will remain their

slave.

Among the many Side Effects Of Stolen Time.
Most  are  recognized,  and  often  spoken  of,  by  those
experiencing the loss of their TIME as it is being stolen

from them.

People recognize that there does not seem to be enough
TIME in a Day to get things done.

Ofcourse,  that  is  because  they  do  not  recognize  the
brainwashing of calling  a  Cycle a  Day.  As well  as not
recognizing that their TIME is being stolen from them.

Afterall.  They  are  not  even aware  that  every  Year an
entire  Month is  stolen  from them and  an  offset  extra

Cycle from the next Year is stolen as well.



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

Meaning they are  100% correct.  When they recognize
that they are missing TIME.

They, you, are missing 28 Cycles.
you are missing 4 Weekends.

you are missing a Month of earned income.
you are missing 8 Cycles of rest and relaxation.

you are missing 1 Cycle stolen from the next Year.
It is impossible to not recognize the missing TIME.

Another side effect of Stolen TIME is; The Haste.
The  Haste is  an  epidemic  pandemic  caused  by  The

Missing Time and is a more virulent strain.
All  major  incidents  of  violence,  misunderstanding,
miscommunication,  rage,  anger,  depression,  regret,

sorrow, and despair, are originated in The Haste.
The  Haste began  in  society  as  TIMEKEEPERS  and
TIMEKEEPING were given authority by and from the
Slavers, with authority to do so from the Government of

the Slave State.

The  Haste begins  as  a  psychological  implant  and  is
increased using operant and classical conditioning. After
which it  becomes  a  self perpetuating action of muscle
memory, and habit, requiring only intermediate boosters
from  exterior  secondary  enforcers  which  do  so  using

positive and negative enforcement techniques.

Once The Haste is activated in a person, medical care or
prison, will be the end result  for themself and or those

who they are interacting with.



The Haste
The  reason The  Haste  was  included  in  the  system,  is
because when people are placed under TIME constraints
required  responses  are  immediate.  There  is  a  shift  in
thinking which occurs, and actually causes all thinking to

stop.
The Haste  is  more commonly known as  Hurry up and

wait.

Hurry up and wait was implemented as a precautionary
measure to cause people to worry over TIME instead of

thinking about TIME.
This method is employed so that TIME is the last thing a

person wants to even begin to consider in any way.
The Haste. Or Hurry Up and Wait.

Is meant to bitter your thinking and emotions whenever it
relates  to  TIME.  The  Haste  is  a  way to  program you
through conditioning to not think about TIME. But when
and if you do. The Trigger of bitter negative enforcement,
when strong enough, will quickly change your thoughts

from TIME to anything else.



This is real sign placement

These sign placements are done this way to reinforce and
re-enforce  pre-existing  conditioning,  using  triggered
secondary  negative  enforcement  stimuli.  Confusion
based  emotional  reactions  embed  the  indoctrinated
programming deeper into the psyche until it reaches the
unconcious layers  of the mind and becomes a habitual

characteristic and behaviour.

You have hurried up. Then you waited. Now What?



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

Another  side  effect  of  Stolen  TIME is  that  you  are
always in the wrong place at the wrong TIME.

You are never on TIME for your own life.
You are never in TIME for anything.

Something is always late to arrive.
Not just outside of you, but inside of you as well.

You  notice  that  all  of  yourself  is  not  present  and
accounted for.

You check  your  memory and there  are gaps,  TIME is
missing from your  memory and you cannot  remember
when where or why it occurred. Whats worse is that the
demands  being  placed  upon you  do  not  allow  you  to
focus on such important details, and for the sake of safety
and  quality,  you  are  forced  to  use  your  focus  for  a  a
particular condition or position, which somebody and or
something is making you do, right now, the task you are
assigned,  because  a  recording  of  the  TIME that  you
take,  to  complete  the  forced  condition,  of  being

positioned, in the assigned task is being Measured.
Enslavement.

Slavery.
Living in a Slave State.

Being a Free Roaming Slave on a Plantation.
It is not easy to recognize when being a slave is all you know.

What is missing is your soul.
Your spirit.

Your passion.
Your enthusiasm.

Your mind.



You recognize you are not all there

You know that parts of you are missing



You know that you are present and constrained

You know that there is a way to be free.

We unravel and untie the bindings as best as we can,

We do so whenever we realize we can.

There is a way to be free.



You know that you are present
Just not all of you is there.

You search.
Inside of yourself.

Outside of yourself.
You search.

Where is the rest of your being?

It was stolen from you.
We all recognize its loss.
We all recognize the loss.



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

You have been robbed of your spirit and you have been
robbed of your location.

That is not by accident. It is by design.
You were  robbed of your spirit,  and your location,  on

purpose, and with purpose.

It was done to prime you for accepting their One World
Religion of Days, and to accept any location you are in as

where you are supposed to be.

To manage those other awareness details you will have,
they also let you choose a Religion for yourself, as well
as a subset of religious dedication. Making you easier to

manage and control.

The subsets of religious dedication have many names.
They have many names because they have been divided

into many categories.
They  have  been divided  into  many  categories  because
then,  it  is easier to hide their true intent,  and their true
nature, when you cannot identify them for what the truly

are.
The major categories  of subset religious dedication are

politics, sports, money, scientism, and Religion.
Because they actually give  one of the subReligions the
name  Religion the other equal  Religions are not viewed

for what they truly are.
However all Religions have a common quality.

All Religions require the use of Faith. Hope And Belief.



The mandatory One World Religion 

People who think and believe they are in no religion are
in this religion.

One of The Major and Main Religions

Scientism has  many  dedicated  followers.  It  is  a  major
Religion.  Especially being populated by those who are
tricked into believing that scientism is science ,and not a
religion. As well as being tricked into believing that it is

a counter, anti, oppositte, to Religion.



Money preaches from a podium that imitates competition
Money  is  another  of  the  Main  Major  religion's  which

people who think they are in no religion are a part of

The Stock Market Graph is itself a realTIME podium 

This is The Main Major Religion of Money



Sports is another Main Major Religion's

Sports has people shouting all types of false prayers and
worshipping  all  types  and  kinds  of  statues,  and
medallions,  and  rings,  and  cups,  Venerating
interchangeable uniforms and making unholy places, Sin,

to gather, Syn, together.

 Pick a sport. Any sport. And you have picked a Religion.
Any Religion. Sports is a Main Major Religion.



Politricians
The most liaringest liars of all lie tellers.

Politricians  are  responsible  for  introducing  so  many
types, kinds, and varieties, of lies, to the public, that the
lies  from politicians  alone  have  been  given  their  own

category.

That category is itself a name that is a lie to protect the
liars from the full impact of their  lies and cushion the

acceptance of the lies they tell.
The categories name is Eu·phe·mism

eu·phe·mism
/ˈyoo͞fəˌmizəm/

noun: euphemism; plural noun: euphemisms
A mild or indirect word or expression substituted for one
considered  to  be  too harsh  or  blunt  when referring  to

something unpleasant or embarrassing.
Even the given definition is a lie.

True Definition - Eu·phe·mism: The person is not saying
what they mean. Nor do they mean what they say. Every

word they communicate, writing, or speaking, is a lie.



The Religion of Politics

Politricians  require  a  higher  standard  of  religious
conviction than many of the other Main Major Religions.
Politricians  immediately  polarize  your  convictions  and
isolate you from any information that will infrom you of

anything they do not want you to know.
Politricians  pretend  they  are  on  opposing  sides  and
pretend  they  are  in  different  parties,  groups  and
organizations,  when  in  fact  they  are  the  most  unified

force that exist.
The United Nations existence proves this and disproves
any illusionism based delusion, of internal fighting and

internal disagreement.
The biggest tell all is the fact that the resources exist right
now, as you read this  information,  to remove all crime
from  every  community.  Remove  all  utility  bills  from
every  community.  Remove  all  vehicle  fuel  cost  from
every  community.  The  ability  to  Feed,  provide  shelter
and a home, and provide proper medical care is available
for every community right  now. It exist.  The  resources
are here. It is easily doable. I can personally oversee it in

5 Years with what is available right now.



Therefore you have to ask. Why are they forcing you to
live in such conditions? Why are they forcing you to pay
for those things? What is  The  True purpose of what is

happenning?
The answer is enslavement.

The answer is slavery.
They are sick people.

They have evil in their gut and disease in their being.
Sick people have no place in such positions of authority.

They need to be getting medical care and treatment. Not
making decisions that interfere with everyones lives.

Were it a physical sickness alone their care and treatment
would be easily acknowledged and diagnosed.

However,  there is  the  spiritual  component.  Which they
themselves have legislated cannot be assessed.

They have written laws to protect themselves from being
found out and identified.

That  was  only true  up  until  this  bookformat  with  this
information was made available.

Now  the  known  conditions  and  their  biological
components  have been named and the  locations of  the
viral disease have been identified along with the bacteria

fungi and virus themselves.
Now  the  spiritual  and  biological  are  identified  and
known. No amount of self legislature can protect them

anymore.
Now they can  be  removed  and  your  freedom and  life
quality  can  be  accessed  for  you  to  finally  use  and

improve upon.
Politics is a Main Major Religion and one of the worst of
the  religions  because  of  how  it  demands  the  most

religious convictions and sacrifices.



Religion
There was great trickery involved when the naming of the
final Main Major Religion was itself named as Religion.

The thing is, that, every Religion, is a Sub Main Religion.
Not a Major Main Religion.

As a result.
Your first mandated Religion is The One World Religion

of Days.
Your second Religion is one or more of the Main Major

Religions.
Any Religion that you choose thereafter from The Main
Major Religion as a Religion for yourself is actually your

Third or more Religion.
The Major Sub Religions:

These are what  people have been convinced, are alone, the only
things that are Religions. Making it easy to hide the first Two.



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

Faith. Hope. Belief.
These are things that are only required to use a lie.

Faith. Hope. Belief.
These are things that are only needed to be a liar.

The Creator has absolutely no need of Faith, Hope, and
Belief, because The Creator is Truth.

Everything The Creator does and sais is True.
Truth equals reality.  Reality equals existence. Existence

equals, it is.
The Creator, is.

Everything from, and of, The Creator, is.

Faith. Hope. Belief. Are only required for what is not.
What is not. Is not real. What is not, does not exist. What

is not, is a lie. What is not, is from, and of, the liars.

“Study to shew thyself approved unto The Creator, a workman
that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of

truth.” 
This  statement  means  you  have  studied  enough to  have  the

information, to not be, capable, of being lied to.

The etymological definition of this statement is  defined
as  meaning;  The  Creator wants  you  to  be  intelligent
enough to  know his  works,  and  his  ways,  so that  you
have experience in life, and wisdom from living, which
proves his greatness, through your joy, and that there is
no place for faith, hope, and belief, because his works do
not  require  faith,  hope,  and  belief.  Everything  The
Creator does  is  verifiable.  Your  duty  is  that  you  are

obligated and mandated to become able to verify.



The Side Effects Of Stolen Time

The Creator does not want you to waste your TIME in
pursuit of a liars lies.

This is why The Creator did not make Religion. This is
why  The  Creator did  provide  for  querry  with  Laws

Rules and Guidance.
The  Creator gave  you  all  the  tools  and  instruments

required to live life to its fullest and at its best.
The Creator did so knowing that you only have a very

finite TIME to accomplish your goals.

The side effects  of stolen TIME require that you waste
your TIME with Faith Hope and Belief.

All  of  which  faith,  hope,  and  belief, are  present  and
accounted  for,  in  any,  and  every,  Religion.  Which  by

definition, reveals all Religions to be bad, and wrong.

The Creator has set forth 623 laws.
The  Creator has  set  forth  rules  as  precednet  from

example.
The Creator has set forth guidance in the way's of facts

and truth.

None of what The Creator has done is inclusive of faith,
hope, and beleif.

Faith Hope and Beleif equal Stolen TIME.

Everything The Creator has done and is doing are things
that you can, through study, and experience, Know.





Chapter 7
The Light and The Dark

The Creator has designed reality to always insure that
you are in The Light.

The Creator made The First Light, which reaches The
UrEaTh plane, and sustains plant life,  providing  Light
for  The Water,  Meres,  and for  The Country land and

fertile soil.

Then The Creator Made a place for all of the Lights in
the sky, who he knows each of by name. Those  Lights
which sing thanks and praise to  The Creator which by
doing  so,  brings  The  Light to  us  as  well  from  The

Firmament.

The Creator  next made  The Greater Light To Rule
The Day, which was made during the Fourth Cycle,
this Greater Light made To Rule The Day is at this

time known as the Sun.
Then The Creator made The Lesser Light To Rule
The Night, it too, was also made during the Fourth
Cycle. This  Lesser Light made To Rule The Night

is at this time known as the Moon.

There is also your own personal  Inner Light. Your
Inner Light originates from The Spark Of Life. The
Spark Of  Life is  responsible  for  you  being alive.
The Spark Of Life requires The Breath Of Life to

be, and remain, active.



The Light and The Dark

The Creator himself has stated that he is The Light and
The way.

The full understanding of  LIGHT reveals the statement
to be of literal fact, not metaphor, nor symbolic.

Although, the fact that words from The Creator have the
ability  to  resonate  the  same  information  on  multiple
spectrums  of  experience,  across  great  divides  of
intelligence,  past the  limitations  of education,  and still,
understanding  remains  the  same,  with  the  veracity  of
definition  not  even  the  slightest  bit  askew,  is  of  no

surprise.
Yet.  When  feedback  from  The  Creators statement  is
requested, it will come in a mix of levels so far removed
from  each  and  the  next  or  previous  other  that  the
paraphrasing  may  seem unrelated.  Yet.  All  are  giving
exactly the same description. Each has recieved the same

understanding.

When punishment for the wages of sin are paid, removal
from The Light is part of that punishment.

The price of sin is death.
Death is the extinguishing of the Spark Of Life.
The Spark Of Life is the personal Inner Light.

Death is the end of the personal Inner Light.
Without The Personal Inner Light you are alone and in

darkness.
Even when among  The Light those who have paid the

price for sin are in The Dark.



The Light and The Dark

Your Inner Light is connected to every other Light.

This connection to every other Light is the basis for your
Internal Clock.

Your  Internal Clock is what aligns you with  The True
Time.

The True Time is in sync with The Creators Lights.

The Creators Lights are, in order of manifestation:
The Creator.

The First Light.
The Lights Of The Firmamnet.

The Greater Light To Rule The Day.
The Lesser Light To Rule The Night.

The Inner Lights of people around you.
Nature.

When  you  are  in  The  Light these  are  your
connections.

In The Light you are never alone.
The Light has no secrets.

Nothing esoteric, or  otherwise hidden, exist in  The
Light.

With patience, education, experience, study, wisdom,
and  intelligence,  all  that  is  in  The  Light will  be

known to you.





The Light and The Dark

TIME-Keepers. TIME-Measuring. TIME-Zones.
Daylight  Saving  TIME.  Holidays.  Holy  Days.  Sports.

Scientism. Religion. Politics. Economy.

These are all designed to keep you in The dark.

They all use the judicial system to maintain the liars lies.
They  all  use  police  officers  of  every  designation,  to

maintain the operant and classical conditioning.
Which  is  installed,  instiled,  and  indoctrinated,  through
embedding, from schools and colleges, in Tandem with

jobs and careers.

The entire system is designed through its use of lies, and
liars, as well as through physical hindrance, with mental

and emotional obstacles, to keep you in The Dark. 

The Dark, which is isolation from:
 The Creator.

The First Light.
The Lights Of The Firmamnet.

The Greater Light To Rule The Day.
The Lesser Light To Rule The Night.

The Inner Lights of people around you.
Nature.

These  are  all  connections  that  were  you  to
respectfully and dutifully maintain, You could never
be enslaved, and  The 13th Month could never have

been hidden from you.



The Light  permits  you to enjoy the details.  Things
that are impossible to see unless they are well lit.



The Light and The Dark

The Creator The Light

Again The Other who was there at The Beginning of all Creation,

spoke to them, saying, “The Creator The Light of the world. 

Whoever follows The Other who was there at The Beginning of 

all Creation, will not walk in Darkness, but will have the Light 

Of Life.”  

“You are The Light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be 

hidden. Nor do people light a lamp and put it under a basket, but 

on a stand, and it gives Light to all in the house. In the same way, 

let your Light shine before others, so that they may see your good 

works and give glory to The Creator who is in heaven. 

I have come into the world as Light, so that whoever has studied 

that they may be approved, and lived life using The laws Rules and

Guidance from The Light may not remain in Darkness. 

The Other who was there at The Beginning of all Creation, said 

to him, “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to 

the The Creator except through me. 

As long as I am in the world, I am The Light of the world.” 

And this is the judgment: The Light has come into the world, and 

people loved The Darkness rather than The Light because their 

works were evil. 

This is the message we have heard from him and proclaim to you, 

that, The Creator is Light, and in him is no Darkness at all. If we 

say we have fellowship with The Creator while we walk in 

Darkness, we lie, and do not practice the truth. But if we walk in 

The Light, as The Creator is The Light, we have fellowship with

one another, and the blood of, The Other who was there at The 

Beginning of all Creation, cleanses us from all sin. 



Places without The Light are truly terrifying. All people

know this.  Because of the terror of Darkness everyone

seeks to be in The Light. There are no connections in The

Darkness. The things that are in The Dark are not wanted.



The Light and The Dark

The Darkness The Evil

To open their eyes, so that they may turn from Darkness to Light

and from the power of the evil liar to The Creator, that they may

receive  forgiveness  of  sins and  a  place  among  those  who  are

sanctified through study to be approved by The Other who was

there at The Beginning of all Creation.

Even The Darkness is not Dark to you;  The Night is  Bright as

The Day, for Darkness is as Light with you. 

But if anyone walks in The Night, he stumbles, because The Light

is not in him.” 

To give Light to those who sit in Darkness and in the shadow of 

death, to guide our feet into the way of peace.” 

And this is the judgment: The Light has come into the world, and 

people loved the Darkness rather than The Light because their 

works were evil. For everyone who does wicked things hates The 

Light and does not come to The Light, lest his works should be 

exposed. But whoever does what is true comes to The Light, so 

that it may be clearly seen that his works have been carried out in 

The Creator The Light.” 

For you are all children of Light, children of The Day. We are not 

of the Night or of The Darkness. 

Take no part in the unfruitful works of Darkness, but instead 

expose them. 

Do not be equally yoked with those who do not study that they 

may be approved, but rather they are believers, hopeful and have 

faith. For what partnership has righteousness with lawlessness? Or 

what fellowship has Light with Darkness? 
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The obviousness of some things are blatant.
Such as how they have renamed The Greater Light To
Rule  The  Day as  The  Sun.  Then  continued  with  that
form of veneration by giving The Sun a position of idol
anthropomorphic  elevation.  Thereby  through  their
reckoning  they  have  determined  The  Sun  to  be  First
among their gods and so The Sun as their god is given

Their First day.
Thusly so was SunDay proclaimed.

SunDay has a long rich history of their gods associated
with it. So many,  that you can pick an era, and choose
which of their gods it will be that you choose to associate
with SunDay.  This includes many international cultures

and their SunDay gods as well.

The One World Religion

But,  As  this  is  a  Heliocentric  calendar  system.  And  a
Heliocentric  Religious  system.  Filtered  through  a
financially  designed  Gregorian  principled  Calendar
system.  With  SunDay being their  First  day.  No matter
which sub  Religion you choose. You are living life as a

Sun Worshipper  first and foremost.

Having  a  specific  and  categorized  reference  of  TIME
event  such  as  SunDay  requires  a  large  amount  of
delusion. A large amount of illusion. Incredible amounts
of  TIME dedicated to rewriting a persons senses to get

them to accept a thing like SunDay. 
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Every Day requires the presence of  The Greater Light
To Rule The Day. No Greater Light To Rule The Day
will always have an outcome of there  being no Light.

Specifically No DayLight.

Not every  24 Hour Cycle includes  The Greater Light
To Rule  The  Day  and  not  every  24  Hour  Cycle  will
include The Lesser Light To Rule The Night. The Geo-
Local you are in and  The Season you are experiencing
will  determine  the positions  of  The Greater Light To
Rule  The  Day and  The  Lesser  Light  To  Rule  The

Night as being absent or present in your Geo-Local.

Therefore.  Certain  Geo-Local's  will  experience  the
presence of  The Greater Light To Rule The Day for
the entire  24 Hour Cycle or longer. While other places
will experience The Lesser Light To Rule The Night for
24 hour Cycles or  longer.  Certain  Geo-Local's  during
certain Seasons will experience both  The Greater Light
To Rule The Day and  The Lesser Light To Rule The
Night in The Firmamnet together, not during an eclipse,
at exactly the same TIME for 24 Hour Cycles or longer.
Reality such as this means that there can be no SunDays.
There  can  also  be  Mutiple  SunDays.  Or  what  is  most
often the  occurrence,  every  Day is  a  SunDay,  because

The Sun is the prerequisite to there being a Day.



The daylight moon

The Moon and the Sun together in The Sky. No eclipse.



 The Day Moon is not often discussed or taught because
it  subtracts  from the  lies  told  about  The  Sun and  The
Moon.  Such  as  the  speeds  they  are  moving.  Their

distance from The UrÆTh and each other.
And  what  is  happening  on  the  oppositte  hemisphere

which must be in TOTAL DARKNESS.



The DayMoon being present is quite common.
To see The Sun and The Moon at The same  TIME is a
normal  occurrence.  The  bottom of  a  globe  must  be  in
absolute darkness when this occurrs. With only The lights
from The Firmament to guide them and give them any

natural Light to see.

Its constant height shifts and distance shifting shows that
it is really not at all what anyone is being told that it is.
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All of that information about The Sun had to be hidden
from you in order for you to accept the lie.

There  is  no  such  thing  as  a  specific  event  of  an
occurrence happening only once during The Week which

is a SunDay.

No Sun equals No Day.
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MoonDay. Or MonDay. 
Equally as obvious, and equally as blatant.

Is how they have  renamed  The Lesser Light To Rule
The Night as The Moon. Also continuing with that form
of  veneration  by  giving  The  Moon  a  position  of  idol
anthropomorphic elevation as well. Thereby through their
reckoning they  have  determined The Moon,  too,  to  be
First among their gods and so The Moon, as their god, is

also given Their First day.
Thusly so was MoonDay proclaimed.

The Moon has an incredibly long list of associated gods.
But  in  the  One  World  Religion,  which is  the  Religion
everyone is a member of. The Moon is Equal to The Sun
as  being  First  but  not  equal  to  The  Sun  in  terms  of

worship.
To that end. The workweek begins on MoonDay.

That is to say. Your Worship begins on MoonDay.
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Tyr'sDay
also known as TuesDay

their god of war justice and treaties

WodensDay
also known as WednesDay

their god of gods
their god of the dead
their god of politics

ThorsDay
aslo known as ThursDay

their god of lightning thunder storms and agriculture

FreyasDay
also known as FriDay

their goddes of beauty, and love

Satyr'sDay
also known as SaturDay

their god of sex and lust and parties

This is  an overview of their  Religion.  Their  Religion is
The One World Religion. Making this your Religion too.

The Weekend is where this worship, of these gods, in the
One  World  Religion,  is  recognized  most  by  the  vast
majority  of  the  people,  in  every  Government,  and  sub

Religion, of the world.
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The Weekend
The  beginning,  and  definitions,  are  always  the  most

accurate and specific place to introduce the facts.
For  that  purpose,  A more detailed introduction of their
gods will be given, to show how people worship them,
and  by  doing  so,  are  members  of,  and  are  in,  the

congregation, of, The One World Religion.

What people do for The Weekend and why they do it.

What  is  the  reason  people  make  the  choices  and  the
decisions they make for The Weekend? 

People  prepare  for  The  Weekend,  people  get  their  hair
prepared in certain styles.

People buy new clothing to wear.
People  practice  dancing,  walking,  talking,  all  to  be

impresseive and make a powerful First Impression.
People do all  of this so that they can meet a person to
accompany them in activities such as conversation, sex,
dating, living together, someone to maybe even spend the

rest of their life with.

Even when people do not meet on Weekend conditions,
people  will  still  make  plans  to  spend  TIME together

during The Weekend and with Weekend conditions.

The reason for those conditions are worship of the gods
Freya, Pan, Satyr, Dyonysus, Frigg, Saturn, and Shiva.

The Weekend gods.



Getting ready for The Weekend

Have things dome to your hair.

Buy New Clothing

As couples



Single Men



Single Woman



Practice talking



Practice Dancing

All part of the One World Religion of Days.
A ritual of sex. Violence. Guilt. Pain. Trauma.

Self  destruction.  But.  Because  its  a  Religious  Ritual.
People are conditioned to call it fun.
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Venus's Day
In most languages with Latin Origins, FriDay is named

after the fertility goddess and planet Venus, like:
italian – venerdi

french – vendredi
middle english – Fridai

latin - dies Veneris - Day of Venus
old english - frigedaeg - Frigg's day

old norse – frjadagr
ancient greek - hemera Aphrodittes - Day of Aphrodite

In Hinduism, special observances are practiced for their
goddesses, mainly Durga/Parvati/Gowri, on Friday.

In Christianity, Good Friday is the Friday before Easter
that commemorates [commemorate: to remind people of
an important person or event from the past, sometimes
inclusive  of,  or  with,  a  special  action  or  object]  the

crucifixiaon of Jesus.

In Islam, Friday is a day of general peace for Muslims. It
is also a special prayer day called Salat AlJumu'ah.

The Eastern Orthodx Church.  Every Friday is  a fasting
day,  when people abstain from meat,  poultry,  and dairy

products, although fish is permitted.
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The international standard ISO 8601. Friday is the Fifth
Day of The Week, in Slavic languages, they call Friday
"Fifth Day", while the Portuguese use the word "sexta-
feira", meaning the "Sixth Day of a liturgical [liturgy: a
fixed  form  of  public  worship  used  in  churches]

celebration". 

These  are  all  different  uses  of  FreyasDay.  Used  by  a
variety of the SubReligions that do not know they are the
Sub  Religion.  Because  they  have  yet  to  gain  the
information  which  will  supply  the  knowledge  that
becomes  the  power.  Power  with  which  they  can  first
acknowledge  Freyasday  as  being  the  core  of  their
worship, then continue to   gain the information which
will  supply  the  knowledge  that  becomes  the  power,
which will inevitably lead them to this information being

shared here in this book.

No matter what they do and who they are doing it for, the
first dedication will go to Freya. The second dedication
will go to The Sun. Only the third portion of the whole of
their  worship  will  be  directed  where  they  intended  to

send it.

That is bad, that is wrong, yet, the worst part of the entire
situation is the part when they learn that all Religions are
a lie, and that their worship isnt being properly done, nor

is it going to the proper source.
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   Friday comes after Thursday and before Saturday in
The Heliocentric Gregorian Calendar. As well as in many

Heliocentric non Gregorian Calendar's

Friday is  The Fifth Day of The Week according to the
international standard ISO 8601 and is considered the last
working Day of  The  Week  in  most  western  countries.

Along with a great many nonwestern countries.

As The WorkWeek ends and people ready themselves for
Their Weekend Worship.

Instead of the proper source, being worshipped the proper
way. The Weekend is what is being focused on.

Freya, Pan, Satyr, Dyonysus, Frigg, Saturn, and Shiva.
The Weekend gods.

To  worship  these  gods  people  will  ritualize  their
activities and invite posession as an avatar of those gods.

All rituals require the people to appear as the entity they
are  representing  to  make  their  body  a  vessel  for  that

posession.

This is always done.
It is most often done at clubs and bars.

Places such as that are designed to promote worship of
The Weekend  gods.  Those  types  of  places  have  many

other names as well.
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Venues: The  Club,  The  bar,  DanceHall,  Pub,  there  are
many names for these places. All of them serve the same
function.  They are  all  a  place  where  you can  do your

ritual dedication to the gods of The Weekend.

They all have the mirrors which are the doorways to the
realm of afterlife, as well as a barrier, depending on its
use.  They  sell  spirits.  Spirits  is  the  other  name  for
alcoholic  drinks.  They  have  loud  music,  and  dancing
sections, for people to conduct themselves in their ritual.
There are a multitude of lights being used to provide the
atmospheric conditions that will open the gates between
dimensions for the afterlife beings to pass in and out of

this realm, and the bodies of the people in the venue.

 While the people themselves have dedicated their TIME
energy  and  resources  to  the  event  of  this  One  World

Religion.

The Weekend gods veneration
For some The Weekend  begins  on ThorsDay,  meaning
ThursDay.  ThorsDay,  is  often  called  FreyasDay

Freyaday, meaning Fridays Friday.
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Thor's-Day:
The English  word  ThursDay is  named after  the  Norse
god of thunder, Thor. ThursDay means Thor's Day in Old

English. 
Thor is represented riding a chariot drawn by goats and

wielding his hammer.
In most languages with Latin origins, the Day is named

after the god and planet Jupiter.
In  most  Romance  languages,  the  ThorsDay  is  named
after the Roman god Jupiter, who was the god of sky and
thunder. In Latin,  ThorsDay was known as  Iovis  Dies,

"Jupiter'sDay"
Jupiter represents abundance, prosperity and the principle
of expansion.  As  the ruler  of Sagittarius,  Jupiter  is  the
planet that helps with reaching high ideals and principles.
Thor is  reminiscent  of  Jupiter,  as  they  both  deal  with
lightning and thunder. So this Day of The Week became
ThursDay.  Thor  is  in  Nordic  mythology  Sif's  husband
and  was  the  god  of  thunder.  The  name  Þórr  (Thor)  is

related to the word 'thunder'. 

Many people  actively follow this  god.  These  gods.  As
they ready themselves  for  ThorsDay by checking their
abundance  and making plans  to  expand  their  property.
Which,  as  a standard,  they will  do on FreyasDay,  and

SatyrsDay.
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Freya's-Day:
FriDay was derived from Frigg's-Day, Frigg, the wife of
Odin, representing love and beauty, in Norse mythology
Frigg, the Norse goddess of Motherhood and Fertility, is
the wife of Odin, the main god in Norse mythology. As
goddess  of  Motherhood,  she  represents  motherly  love,
and she is the goddess who was invoked during births.
The goddess Frigg was best known for her dedication to

her children.

This is the reason why woman will present themselves as
beautifully  as  they  know  how  to  do  when  they  are
presenting themselves for review in a venue. The woman
is  doing  so  to  find  love,  to  find  a  man  who  will
impregnate  her,  because  she  wants  to  be  a  dedicated
mother and she wants be a wife queen. As a part of the
ritual to the goddesses Frigg and Freya the woman will
be extremely fertile and her sexual desires will be at their
peak, she will use little self restraint and allow herself to
be taken in almost every way.  On FreyasDay, a woman

will often go home with the man.

She knows that in this  way she will most likely have a
man fall in love with her, and she will become pregnant.



Pregnant Woman of all races

Within all 83 Government – Religions

From all nations

In  every  case,  a  cultural  ritual, originating  with  The
Weekend Religions, is what functioned as the mechanism
which leads to the sexual actions that developed into the

pregnancy.
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However,  since she was partailly or fully possessed, as
well  as  being filled with  spirits,  her  real and  true  self
cannot  maintain  the  energy  she  displayed  while
possessed,  and  with  spirits,  so  the  relationship  she
formed  will  fail,  and  the  bonds  she  was  building  will

break. 

Even her drive to be a mother will be lessened once she
ends participation in the rituals.

She will also find it to be impossible, for her to maintain,
the  level  of  ritualisic  beauty,  she  assumed  when   she
allowed her  body to  be  possessed,  and  used,  to  be  an

avatar, during the rituals, at the venues, at that TIME.
Possession  is  a  rape  that  occurs  spiritually.  This
information  is  the  genesis  of  what  rapist  use  as  a
justification for raping the body. Raping the land. Raping
the assets. Raping the earnings.  Raping the wealth. Of
people who they meet.  They will constantly remind you
of the truth that this is all a passing phase of existence.
They use that truth to distract you from the fact that they
are currently raping you of life in every way the word

can be applied.
To console you that will also require that you have faith
that things will get better. To have  hope that things will

change. To beleive that it will not always be this way.
The  Hope Faith belief  triad of lies is  designed to stop

you from stopping the rapist.
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Satyr's-Day: SaturDay
BathDay-PoolDay

After  everything done  during the  rituals  for  Freya  and
Frigg it comes as no surprise that the very first definition

for Satyr's-day: Saturday; is BathDay-PoolDay.
But, apparently, the bath and the pool are not only meant
to cleanse the men and woman of their previous Day and
Night  of  debauchery,  it  is  also  meant  and  designed  to
relax them in  preparation for  the  events  to  come.  For
Satyr's-day: Saturday- SaturnsDay is also a major event.

Involving the worship of Dionysus and Pan as well.
Satyr's-day-Saturday-Dionysus-Pan

Their  worship  will  require  marathon  and  athletic  level
prowess. Thus. On SatyrsDay people will once again put
on their best avatar outfits  of clothing and accessories.
Except on SatyrsDay The woman are not on review. It is
the  men  who  will  be  judged  for  their  potential  as  a
husband,  a father,  a protector, and a provider. It begins

with appearance. But it will not end there.

Noun. satyr (plural satyrs) (Greek mythology) A sylvan
deity or demigod, male companion of Pan or Dionysus,
represented as part man and part goat, and characterized
by  riotous  merriment  and  lasciviousness,  sometimes

pictured with a perpetual erection.
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These men must radiate sexuality and testosterone. They
must exude masculinity.

To  honor  the  god  Pan  they  must  prove  their  virility,
When a man and woman meet on Satyr'sday more likely
than not a woman who is pleased with the man who she
has found will take him to her home and from the very
beginning allow him to  behave  as a husband with  her,
knowing full well she will shortly become pregnant with

his child.

But, since he was partailly or fully possessed, as well as
being  filled  with  spirits,  his  real  and  true  self  cannot
maintain  the  energy he  displayed while  possessed,  and
with spirits, so the relationship he formed will fail, and

the bonds he was building will break. 

Even his  drive to be a father will be lessened once he
ends participation in the rituals.

he will also find it to be impossible, for him to maintain,
the  level of ritualisic  handsomeness,  he  used,  to  be an

avatar, during the rituals, at the venues, at that TIME.

For the man it is much worse.
When the ritual he was a participant in, with the woman,

ends for her. It is not yet over for him.
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SatyrsDay: SaturnsDay-Saturday
It comes from the Middle English Saturdai, from the Old
English Saternesdæg, which is a partial translation of the
Latin Sāturnī diēs, meaning “Saturn's Day.” The ancient
Romans  named the  Day now called SaturDay after  the
planet  Saturn,  which  was  named  for  their  god  of
agriculture.  Originally  Dionysus  was  the  Greek  god  of
fertility. Later, he came to be known chiefly as the god of

wine and pleasure. The Romans called him Bacchus.

For the men. A continued scheduling of debauchery will
be the way they spend their TIME for quite a while.

Woman do not know why the men behave this way and
do these things.

The men do not know why they behave this way and do
these things.

The answer to why men behave that way and do those
things is because of the One World Religion that you are

both conducting the ritual within.

For thousands of years people have wanted the answer to
the question of why men behave in such a way.

Now you have the definitive answer. Now you know
exactly and specifically why.



For Both Men and Woman who want a lifestyle free of
exterior toxicity from religions.  All you need do is  not
participate.  You  will  experience  that  no  rituals  places
more  of  your  income  back  into  your  life  As  official
holidays  and  holy days  have  no  impact  on your  good
ROUTINE. Nor will any of the HIDDEN RELIGIONS
such as The Heliocentric Gregorian Calendar System. Or
The  Main  Major  Religions  activities  such  as

POLITRICS. SPORTS. ECONOMY. SCIENTISM. 

Without these exterior attacks constantly demanding that
you give  of yourself  to  their  cause  being permitted  by
you to succeed through the word and the action of you
saying YES. Then your life will not include these rituals
which they demand. Your life will be a Real Life. Having
a Real Life is not something that many people can ever
honestly say they have achieved. Therefore you may find
that  in  your  Geo-Local  you are in  a  class  to  yourself.
That is  only one part of what to do.  The other  part of
what  to  do  is  that  you  must  Study  That  Ye  May  Be
approved.  Study and know The Truth so  That  no-ones
lies can have their way with you. This all begins through
the  action  of  first  and  foremost  acknowledging  The
Creator and with that acknowledgement accepting reality
which begins with TIME. The Creator only wants for you
to learn. To be intelligent. To be able to understand. From
these  things  comes  Peace  Responsibility  Respect
Appreciation and Love.  The  Creator has nothing to do
with Religion. Religion is a concept and invention of the
evil liar. Religion is a Human fault and flaw.



When  you  move  your  level  of  existence  to  a  way  of
living that is  beyond the ways of Religion you become
what  The  Creator  intended when he  used his words to
define  you  into  existence.  You  become  one  of  The
Humane.

Say No to all forms of Religion.
Not only these obvious ones that are used as a decoy and

a distraction by giving them the umbrella name of
Religion. But absolutely anything that requires hope faith

and belief from you. For those are the Religions in
Hiding. Stay away from them as well.





Government is Religion
Its called politrics

The Religion is pulpitted by The Politricians

The Politiricians have one language setting. LIE.
The politricians have one use. LIARS.

The LIE the LIARS use are a constant and of great
variety. So many in fact that it requires its own dictionary

and definitionary.
The end result of all of their lies in every category is to

produce and maintain slaves.



For a man and a woman to be free from the rituals you
must be aware of the rituals.
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For the men. It is still not over yet.
The ancient Romans named the Day now called Saturday
after the planet Saturn, which was named for their god of

agriculture1. 
After the men indulge in food1, Originally Dionysus was
the  Greek  god  of  fertility2 and  competition2 among
themselves,  to  prove  their  masculinity,  ranking,  and to
establish  their  hiearchy.  Later,  he  came  to  be  known
chiefly  as  the  god  of  wine3 and  pleasure4.  Their
testosterone levels  are once again peaked and they will
seek out more woman to present  spirits3 to, and  to lay

with4 in order to make babies for her as well.

 Dionysus . The Romans called him Bacchus.

Its not over for the men yet.
This ritual can take years to complete.

Much of the judicial system has been built up around it.
The inherent problem with Religion and rituals is the way

it ruins the lives of everyone involved.
The  One  World  Religion has  always  been  destructive
from the very beginning. That is all it does. It builds up

things specifically so that it can tear them down.
It will raise things. So that it can raze things.

The One World Religion.
Raise to Raze.



An Introduction To The Religions Of TIME-KEEPERS And Their Enslaved
Part-3

The One World Religion's
The Weekend

The mens ritual continues.
Dionysus  was  the  son  of  the  supreme  god  Zeus  and
Semele,  the  daughter  of  a  king.  He  journeyed  far  and
wide. Dionysus had the power to  inspire1 and to create
ecstasy2, and his cult had special importance for art3 and
literature4.  Performances  of  tragedy5 and  comedy6 in
Athens  were  part  of  two  festivals  of  Dionysus,  the
Lenaea and the Great (or City) Dionysia. Dionysus was
also  honoured  in  lyric poems called  dithyrambs6.
Dionysus was the god not only of  wine and  fertility but
also  of  theater7,  madness8, festivity9,  pleasure10,
vegetation11, and  wild frenzy12.  He's often depicted as a
god  with  duality13 –  on  the  one  hand,  he  symbolizes
merrymaking,  joy, and  religious  ecstasy14,  but  on  the
other hand, he would demonstrate brutality, and wrath15.



An Introduction To The Religions Of TIME-KEEPERS And Their Enslaved
Part-3

The One World Religion's
The Weekend

These men will search for inspiration1 to be passionate2.
Often  feeling  empty  and  aimless  when  they  are  not
engaged in the  search or the  passion.  Which will have
detrimental  effects  on  their  natural  skills  in  art3 and
literature4  which they will suddenly cease all activity in.
Even they themselves will be at a loss to explain why a
thing they are good at and enjoyed doing is a thing they
can no longer bring themselves to do on any level. The
answer to that riddle is in the ceremony ritual they have
dedicated themselves to. They have become an avatar of
a  drama-king,  who  drinks  too  much,  and  whines  too
often, while accomplishing nothing himself, and seeks to

inspire others at the same time.

However, he is still not himself yet. He is legion. In him
are the spirits he consumed and the spirits he allowed to
possess  him at  the  venues  as  well  as  the  god who he

became an avatar for.

All of those afterlife beings must vacate from his body
before he can recalim his own purpose and sense of self

again.

Anyone  who  does  not  know  this  ritual  will  conclude
wrongly and falsely about what is occurring and why.



An Introduction To The Religions Of TIME-KEEPERS And Their Enslaved
Part-3

The One World Religion's
The Weekend

Performances of Tragedy5 and Comedy6 will be acted out
in the life of the man involved in this ritual.

dith·y·ramb6

/ˈdiTHəˌram/ a wild choral hymn of ancient Greece, 
especially one dedicated to Dionysus.
a passionate or inflated speech, poem, or other writing.

The man will find himself embedded in music consisting

of inflated speech for public display, he will also have a

preoccupation with the lyrics of others and the poetry of

the world.

He will participate in theater7, revel in madness8, pine for

festivity9, and exhaust himself in pleasure10. He will seek

out  the peace and serenity of vegetation11 without even

recognizing he needs to spend TIME in the park.

While  exhibiting  strong  emotion  that  is  often  violent,

frightening, and not under control12.

During the ritual his duality will be made manifest and he

will know his behaviour is polarized at the extremes13.

One part of the duality will find some happiness in life
and draw inner  passion from their  subReligion14,  while
the other part of his  duality will be openly violent and

cruel whenever he has extreme anger15.
So ends the ritual for the man.

So ends his SatyrDay. So ends The Week of their gods.



An Introduction To The Religions Of TIME-KEEPERS And Their Enslaved
Part-3

The One World Religion's
The Weekend

 Now you know of their gods.
Now you know thier rituals.

Now you know how you are included in their Religion.
Now you know how you are worshipping the same gods

they do.
Now you know why men and woman behave the  way

they do.
Now you know the Religion of Their Week.



Chapter 8

An Overview Summary

Duodecimal  base-basic  and  Sexagesimal base-basic  is
the foundation of how  The 24 Hour Cycle  is  Divided

into its Measurements.
The Measurements begin with:

Duodecimal (base 12) and Sexagesimal (base 60)
Duodecimal base 12 times 5 equals Sexagesinal base 60

The first base 60 is 60 Seconds.
60 Seconds is 1 base-basic Sexagesimal.

60 seconds is 1 Minute

The second base 60 is 60 Minutes.
60 Minutes is 1 base-basic Sexagesimal

composed of 60 parts of 60=1 parts
60 Minutes is 1 hour.

The Measure of Day and The Measure of Night are of
uneven Measurement therefore the assignment of  ante-
and  post- are  inappropriate,  and  the  corresponding
Duodecimal connection of 12 Hours ante- and 12 Hours

post- does not belong.
This  does  not  present  itself  as  a  problem for  accurate

TIME Measurement.

True  TIME  Measurement  Machines already  exist
which include the mechanisms required for such precise
variation detailing of changes in  Season and the related
Seasonal uneven  distribution  of  Day and  Night as  it

occurs in any Geo-Local.



An Overview Summary

The  TIME  Measurement  Machine capable  of  such
precise and detailed  Measuring of  TIME including the
Seasonal  Changes  of  Day and  Night length  is  a  2000

year old machine named for where it was found.
The Antikythera machine.

The Antikythera machine was created with gears that are
calibrated to include adjustments for variations of natural
occurrence, this means that it has precise Measurements
for Day, and for Night. The Antikythera machine did not
use  an  ante- and  post- Dudodecimal  base  12 as  its
predertimined  presets  fot  Measuring  The  Division of

The 24 Hour Cycle during any Season.

The Antikythera machine only Measured Day and Night
exactly as it is, from each of their beginning, to each of

their end.

This is the True way to Measure TIME contained within
the 24 Hour Cycle that is The Day,  The Night, and all

of their inner parts of Division.

The Measure of Day and The Measure of Night are of
uneven Measurement therefore the assignment of  ante-
and  post- are  inappropriate,  and  the  corresponding
Duodecimal connection of 12 Hours ante- and 12 Hours

post- does not belong.
This  does  not  present  itself  as  a  problem for  accurate

TIME Measurement.



Antikythera mechanism

Known Gear Schematic

There  have  been  many  proposals  submitted  to  claim
authority for defining the Antikythera Mechanism based

on its known gear schematic. 
Those submissions are all a posturing clamour for fame
and recognition among their peers. It is  a way to stand
out, stand apart, and be given an individual honor. Which
in  turn  is  a  recognition  of  their  ability  and  skills.  A
preposterous display for a people who are active in the

pursuit of information.
The fact is The Antikiythera Mechanism is a computer. It
can be manipulated to perform any task that its End User
requires. Such variety is its core design. Therefore. Any
proposal which makes use of the Known Gear Schematic
is correct and accurate. The fact that they are allowed to
quibble over  such minor details  only serves to  confuse

those of lesser understanding and divide consensus.



Being  a  computer.  The  Antikythera  Mechanism  is
anything  that  the  End  User  wants  it  to  be,  which can

originate from its core design.

Children would  use  these  devices  with  great  accuracy
and ease.  These are not complicated machines.  In fact,
they  were  incredibly  simple  to  use,  and  simple  to
understand. Often with directions and functions inscribed

on it in many languages.



Front of the Antikythera mechanism

Rear of The AntiKythera Mechanism

A most accurate Machine for True TIME Measurements.
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The  Duodecimal  and  Sexagesimal  base-basics  do  not
change.  The  removal  of  the  names  where  they do not
belong changes.  The consequential and related systemic
enslavement changes.  The informing people using truth
will  replace  the  misinforming  people  using  lies,  is  a
change that will also occur. There will be many changes
that are going to happen as the result of telling people the
Truth  about  TIME.  The  changes  are  all  caused  by
honesty  replacing  lies,  not  the  base-basic  system  for

Measuring The Divisions of TIME. 

The second base 12 is The 24 Hour Cycle.
The 24 Hour Cycle is the base-basic Duodecimal times 2

composed of 24 parts of 60=1 times 60=1 parts
24 Hours is 1 Cycle

1 Cycle times 7 is The Week

The Week is itself composed of 2 parts. The first part of
The Week is in existence before TIME. The second part
of  The  Week exist  including  TIME.  The  Week is  1

whole, made by the 2 parts.
 The first part of The Week, in existence before TIME.
Cannot be solved with t = d/s which means TIME equals

distance divided by speed.
Because the first part of The Week had no quantitative

parameters for the Measurement of TIME.
Thus.  X=3+4=7=1 is  a  correlated  mathematical  fact
containing  The  Sum Total  of  ALL of  existence.  This
equation is equal to everything that was, is, and will be.



X=3+4=7=1 is  a  portion  of  The  Language  of  The
Creator. A Language which is far beyond the ability of

The Humane or The Humans to comprehend.
The Creator designed all of existence using only 3 and

4.
When The Creator was done with  Creating and was a

participant in his works he called it resting.
He called the place of his rest UrÆTh.

This  name  cannot  be  correctly  said  by  any  being  in
existence  because  it  is  a  mathematical  elemental
grammatical  multi-volume  sustained  oscillating
reverberating harmonious word. No being or device can
ever achieve the required dialect nor the accent. Plus the
level of intelligence and emotional input  that goes into

each portion of the word.
As a result The word  UrÆTh has remained constant. It
has  been  subjected  to  the  same  translations  and
inflections and cultural appropriations as any other word.
Its current use is as the word Earth. The word Earth is a
corrupted form as is all of the other uses and like all other

corruptions it still retains the truth within its definition.
Each form of corruption has a lie attached to its meaning
to suit the 83 Government-Religious types that are using

it.
This  X=3+4=7=1  is  the  expression of  everything.  It  is
perfection.  This  UrÆTh,  is  located  within  this
X=3+4=7=1 as  is  everything  that  exist  in,  on,  under,

over, and round,  UrÆTh.
The expression of everything is conveyed equally in The

Week.
Thus.  X=3+4=7=1=The  Week.  The  Week is  The

Creators greatest Creation and gift to us all.
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The unknown amount of TIME for the First 3 Cycles is
called  a variable.  In order  to  solve  for  a variable,  you
need to isolate the variable. You can isolate the variable
by using  inverse  operations,  addition  is  the  inverse  of
subtraction, and multiplication is the inverse of division.
The inverse procedure will expose other ways of seeing
the  equation,  which  will  increase  the  amount  of  parts
available to complete the piecing together, in their proper
place  and  order,  the  numbers  required  to  answer  the

question. 

However. The answer in this instance is only capable of
being recovered from the beginning of Creation, before
TIME.  This  means  that  all  mathematical  formula  and
equations of any type, of any kind, at any level, will not
be able to do the work. The math required to do this work
must be capable of completing its procedure to perfection

repeatedly to the final finite result in every procedure.
 

This  means  that  all  theory,  hypothesis,  and  any  other
form  of  a  guess,  an  idea,  or  whatever  name  for
imagination will be used. It must be regarded exactly for

what it is. Imagination. Not math.

The  Creator did  not  make  reality  to  be  beyond  our
ability  to  understand  and  comprehend.  The  Creator
made reality so that our hard work and dedication will
have  a  joyous  conclusion.  Therefore  The  Creator has
given us  good work to  do so  that  we  may  be  able  to

follow his lead and do as he has instructed us to do.



An Overview Summary

The Week is the epitome of Creation.
The components which are The Week are literally all of

existence.
As a consequence of the reality that  The Week is all of

existence, The Week is a perpetual loop.
The Creator Created The Week.

The Week is the most important creation of all.
You, exist in,

The True Definition of TIME; experiencing:
Quantum - Fractal - Geo - Temporal - Spirit Origin - Soul

Sensory - Brain Process; 
Responsible  for  the  practical  applications  of  all

mechanical process originating from its source.
Because.

The Truth About How TIME Works
is.

A very small  quantity  of  electromagnetic  energy -  [is]
moving in a curve or pattern, including a smaller curve or
pattern, with exactly the same shape - from geo-local to
geo-local continuously - as sensed by a person - through
every aspect of their being – the mechanical function of

these things together achieves the result of TIME.
This  mechanical  function's  patterned  process  is

responsible for all of reality.

But most importantly is  the fact that this process in its
entirety is what we all know as, The Week.



An Overview Summary

That is why everything is always different and new, That
is  why we age differently each from the  other.  That  is
why we have shared experiences which are occuring no
matter where we are.  The reason we are all  capable of

coexistence is TIME.
TIME is the cohesive element which bonds and unites all

of reality.

That is why to enslave you, ... make you work for free, ...
they hid one Month, and one Cycle from the next Year,

which they force you to labor away during.
10% of the people alive own 50% of all the wealth in the
world. Wealth they did not earn.  It is wealth they stole
from you  by  enslaving  you to  a  system in  which  The
TIME is so usurped  there was no way you would ever

realize The Truth.
If those 10% had earned that 50% of the wealth it would

be honest and good.
But they stole that 50%.

From you.
The 13th Month is very important to  The Creator.  The
Creator made The 13th Month for everyone to have The

Week to study after each Season.
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The  way  The  Creator has  made  Laws  Rules  and
guidance available is where the answer to how the True

TIME is made to be used.

Everyone  is  supposed  to  work  their  first  week  and
recieve no pay, it is held back. The first Pay is recieved

on finishing The Week 2.
This pattern continues for 84 Cycles.

84 Cycles is 3 Months.
1 Month is 28 Cycles.

28 Cycles is 4 of The Week.
The Week is 7 Cycles.
3 Months is 1 Season.

The completion of each Season is the beginning of The
Week OF study.

During The Week OF Study you are not to do any work
for anyone.

This  is  The  Week  for  which  your  First  Pay was  held
back. At the conclusion of each of The Week OF Study
you are to recieve a paycheck for the work you did The

week prior.

You are not to do overTIME to prepare for  The Week
Of Study.

You are not to do extra shifts to prepare for  The Week
OF Study.

You are not to do any work that is extra in order to be
prepared for The Week OF Study.

This  is  to  prevent  the  wicked  and  greedy  from taking
advantage of you. Enslaving you.
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The Septenary base-basic

Septenary is Base 7

Base 7 is The Week.
Base 7 is The Month.

The Month is a Septenary system.
364 Cycles is base 7

364 Cycles is 1 Year. The Year is base 7
364 Cycles divided by 7 equals 52 of The week.

52 Of The week is 1 Year.
The Year is 13 Months.

13 Months is 52 of The Week is 364 Cycles is 1 Year.

In their use of The Measure Of TIME
The  83  Government types  have  divided  TIME into
Meridians.  Meridians  which  they do not  acknowledge.
They  have  taken  the  Sexagesimal  TIME and  the

Duodecimal TIME system, and altered their use.
They have infested The Septenary as a vile parasite.

They  have  taken  Literal;  Seconds,  Minutes,  Hours,
Cycles,  The  Week,  Months,  and  Years,  away  from

you.

With  this  information  being  shared  for  your  life
improvement,  you may yet  be  freed  from enslavement
and able to live as The Creator has made way for you to

do so.
 He Freed you once already. You have been recaptured.

Now you must become free again.
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Every Religion is a lie.
Politics is all lies.
Sports are a lie.

Economy is a lie.
Wars are a lie.

Governments are a lie.

These are your sworn enemies.
They have all hidden The Truth from you with the intent

to do you harm. And harm you they have done.

Together  they form societies  based on secrets and they
call  those  shared  secrets  esoteric.  They  call  their
societies  secret.  What  they  make  public  is  only  a

distraction. It is not The truth.
No  matter  how  open  they  become  with  their  rituals
visually, and openly display their worship in magazines,
videos, and other images, no matter how clearly the lyrics
are used in their audible  Broadcasted  weapons they call
music.  Promoting  and  propagndizing  their  secret
societies.  What they have never done is reveal that  you

are enslaved. That these are all Slave States.
That they are actively in the process of slavery. That you

are the slaves doing that slavery.
They do not tell you that all of the secrecy is to hide the
fact  that  The  Chosen of  The Creator who were  freed
from oppresion of the Pharoah so long ago have  been

recaptured and enslaved once again.
This. They do not tell you.

This. They do not propagandize.
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The  Creator instructed  Moses.  Moses  followed  those
instructions  and The Chosen of  The  Creator were  set

free.

These instructions from The Creator are once again in
place to set free his Chosen from the bondage of The self

proclaimed bloodlines of egyptian past.
The  10% who  have  conspired  to  keep  The  Chosen  in
bondage as slaves in their empire to make them rich and
powerful,  while  they,  The  Chosen,  have  nothing.  Not

even The True words from their Creator.

TIME is what is always being stolen from you.
when you dont understand TIME it is very easy to steal
it from you, and it is very easy to use TIME as a weapon
against you. Even a weapon powerful enough to enslave

you.

The instructions, the design, the pattern of  TIME is all
here now for you to use and become free.

They cannot take what is not theirs to give.
You  need  only  to  follow  the  laws  the  rules  and  the
guidance of  The Creator and in  order of events,  your
freedom shall be again made available for you to reclaim.

You.  Too.  Shall have to  exit  their  empire.  As did  your
ancestors. This is the way The Creator intends it to be.

Any attempts to not allow you to leave will lead to their
destruction, by their own hand, by their own words.
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The structure of TIME as a Measurement of its Division

60 seconds 1 Minute

60 minutes 1 Hour

24 Hours 1 Cycle

7 Cycles The Week

4 Of The Week 1 Month

3 Months 84 Cycles 1st Season

The First Week OF Study

3 Months 84 Cycles 2nd Season

The Second Week OF Study

3 Months 84 Cycles 3rd Season

The Third Week OF Study

3 Months 84 Cycles 4th Season

The Fourth Week OF Study

13 Months 1 Year



Chapter 9

No Religion's No politics No Government's No War

ALL Religions ARE A LIE
All Religions are a lie. On the surface they wear a mask
of  being  representatives  of  The  Creator.  To  sell  that
belief they  will  initiate  and  train  members  of  their
organization who do sincerely and truly  believe the lie
they  are  selling  and  will  in  every  way  become  the
goodness of their lie.  These  new  members  will  be  the
frontline offence and defense of the Religion. These true
believers  will  be  placed  in  publicly  pleasing  positions
that seem as if they have authority and power within the
secret  society  of  esoteric  design that  is  their  Religion.
They themself will believe they have power authority and
access to information. But that is the mask. The Religion
is  an  esoteric design and is  mechanized by its  secrets.
The  Truth  about  all  Religions no  matter  what  name  it
uses  is  that  they  are:  Rapist  of  Children.  Rapist  of
Woman.  Rapist  of  Men.  Rapist  of  animals.  They  are
thieves of the most stealthy illusion based delusion of all.
They  are  Robber  Barons.  They  are  conspirators  with
Politricians who assist the Governments in maintaining
the Slave State for a percentage of the gross profit, and
for a percentage of the slaves to have as their own. They

assist the Governments in War.

This  is  all  from their  Doctrine.  Their  Doctrine  is  the
foundation of what is being said here and now for you to

become free from their yoke.



No Religions No Politics No Governments No War

Just Say No To
The Religions

The Major Religions:
First is the Religion of TIME-KEEPERS

All Major Religions are this Religion
Second is the Religion of Money

All Major Religions are this Religion
Third is the Religion of Scientism

All Major Religion's are this Religion
Fouth is the Religion of Politics

All Major Religion's are this Religion
Fifth is the Religion of Sports

All Major Religion's are this Religion

These  are  the  Major  Religions.  These  are  the  Religions that
everyone who accepts the system of the Slave States are a part of.

There are a large amount of people who will label themself as not
being in any Religion.

There are a large amount of people who will identify themself as
being non Religious.

However. Such conclusions are contradicition.

All  of  these  Major  Religions Demand  Belief.  Demand
Hope. Demand Faith. As a part of your every moment of

existence, and as your experience within them.
They  Demand  belief  hope  and  faith because  reality
always  disproves  their  illusion.  Because  truth  always
reveals  their lie. Because their actions never correspond

to their words. Because they are Liars.
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A liar cannot  exist  unless  they have  a  large  supply of
belief hope and faith to fuel their campaign.

A liar is  never going to tell  the truth unless it  leads to
covering up a larger lie, by distraction, or as satisfaction
to the followers, satisfaction, is also the distraction. It is
The SATISFADISTRA; which means it is a lie that feels
good to you, and so you accept it, as fulfilling, because
what you wanted was given to you in a way that pleased
you, while taking your attention away from equally and
or more important things,  and causing you to not think

clearly. Satisfadistra.
 

To protect The Big Lie.
The Big Lie which the Major Religions have conspired to
keep hidden is your slavery through the forced work you
do  for  free,  and  to  your  ever  progressing  detriment,
which  they  have  achieved  through  the  usurpation of

TIME.

To  assist  them with  The  Big  Lie is  the  entertainment
industry.

The entertainment industry is pure evil.

Every and any bad thing that causes harm you can think
of or imagine is taking place within the confines of the

entertainment industry.

Therefore you will see that there is a direct connection
from the Major Religions to the entertainment industry.
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The Major Sub Religions:
Presented  in the order of population size, and percentage
of  people,  in  any  given  area,  not  limited  by  the
imaginary  borders  Governments  create to  define  their

real slavery plantations.

First is Christianity
Christianity has a population that includes all of:

 Zuania,  Abya-Yala,  Turtle  Island,  now called  North
America and South America.

The  entire  southern  half  of,  Alkeboulan, now  called
Africa.

All of Eroba, now called Europe.
All  of  New Holland.  Which  is  now called  Australlia,
and, before New Holland, had no one name collectively

used by its original land owners.
Along with hundreds of large islands,  and hundreds of

small islands.
Christianity is by far and large the most widely accepted

Major Sub Religion.
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The Major Sub Religions:

Second is Islam
Islam has a population that includes:

The northern half of Alkeboulan, now called Africa.
The entire Near East, now called The Middle East.

The Southern Eastern tip of  Anatolia,  Yaxia,  Asie, now
called Asia.

Specifically  from the  country  located  at  the  Southern
Eastern tip which is  The Gulf of Siam, now called The
Gulf of Thailand. Including all of the consecutive islands
from  The Gulf  of  Siam, of which there are hundreds,
continuing  until  it  reaches  the  island  of  Papau,  now
called  Papau  New  Guinea,  Where  Islam is  the  entire

western half of the islands Religion.
Islam is the second largest most accepted 

Major Sub Religion
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The Major Sub Religions:

Third is Buddhism
Buddhism has a population which includes all of the land:

Yekhe Monggol Ulus now called Mongolia.
Buddhism has  a  very weak presence  throughout  all  of

Zhongguo, now called China.
All of Bur'ma My'an'ma, now called 

Republic of the Union of Myanmar.
And three fourths of Siam, now called Thailand

With the exception of the lower southern eastern corner
which  is  The  Gulf  of  Siam  now  called  The  Gulf  of

Thailand.
Buddhism is the third largest most accepted 

Major Sub Religion
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The Major Sub Religions:
 

Fourth is Hinduism
Hinduism has a population which includes all of the land:

Bharat which is now called India.
Hinduism is the fourth largest most accepted 

Major Sub Religion
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The Major Sub Religions:
 

Fifth is Judaism
Judaism has a population which includes all of the land:

Ever ha'Yarden now called Jordan. 
And.

Aššūrāyu now called Syria.
Judaism is the fifth largest most accepted 

Major Sub Religion
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The Major Sub Religions:
 

Sixth is Folk Religion
Folk Religion has a population which includes: all of the

Land  of  the  Khmers -  Khmer's  Land, now  called
Cambodia.

And is very weakly present throughout all of 
Zhongguo, now called China.

Folk Religion is the sixth largest most accepted 
Major Sub Religion
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The Major Sub Religions:
 

Seventh is Unaffiliated Religion
Unaffiliated Religion has a population which includes all

the land of Zhongguo, now called China.
Having the largest concentration of people who consider

themselves to be of the type, Unaffiliated Religion.
However.  There  are  enough  large  percentages  of
Unaffiliated Religion throughout the world that it can be
categorized  as  widely  spread  and  accepted  as

Christianity.
Unaffiliated Religion is the seventh largest most accepted

Major Sub Religion
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Travel, communication, Family, Businness, and Personal
Reasons,  are  directly  responsible  for  the  spread  of
Religion.  Meaning.  Anywhere  and  everywhere  will
contain a noticeable presence of each of these Religions.

 
Of The Minor, and Lesser Religions, there are hundreds.

All of  the  Religions.  Major.  Sub Major.  Minor.  Lesser.
They all  have common threads which unites them all.
They  can only exist  and  function,  because  people  are
tricked  into accepting their  lies. Forced into accepting
their lies. People who are aware of the lies use the lies to
their own advantage. Some people do not know they are
being lied to, so they become the congregate in, to, and
for a Religion. The Religion will then teach them how to

live with lies.
Lies have a prerequisites to exist. The prerequisite for a
lie to exist is  that The Truth must be capable  of being
hidden.  As  well  as  the  lie must  have  the  ability to  be
accepted.  There  must  always  be  discouragement  from
pursuing The Truth and there must always be reward for
accepting  the  lies.  In  this  way.  The  Truth  can  be
physically  adjacent  to  the  lie and  the  conditioning  the
congregation  has  recieved  will  have  conditioned  the
Religious people to not have the ability to recognize The
Truth. To question the presence of The Truth. Or to begin
investigating The Truth they have experienced. Usually
Religions are set up to make an example of those who
seek Truth and publicly punish them with the intent being

to stop anyone else from seeking The Truth.
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When The Truth is denied. Something else must replace
The Truth. Something else which will block the truth and

will enforce the lie.
There is only one way to block The Truth and enforce the
lie, that one way to block The Truth and enforce the lie,
is to replace The Truth with  belief, with  hope, and with

faith.
Belief.  Hope.  Faith. These  are  not  things  that  provide
answers.  They  do  not  remedy  problems.  They  do  not
have  solutions.  People  who  congregtae  for  a  Religion
will have as some of its  members people who are very
smart,  and  people  who  are  very  dumb.  No  matter  the
level of education a person has reached or achieved, they
are still recieveing Belief Hope and Faith in place of The
Truth, and are being lied to in the same way, be they the
smartest person in the room or the dumbest person in the

room. The deception is equally successful.

This  is  where  the  words  of  The  Creator separate
themselves  from the  usurpation  of  his  words used  by

Religion's.

The Creator  rewards  The  Truth  and encourages  Truth
Seeking.

The Creator has nothing to hide and so hides nothing.
The Creator has no use for Belief. Becuase The Creator
only shares  Truth.  The  Creator has  no use  for  Hope.
Because The Creator has shown you The Way it works.
The Creator has no use for Faith. Because The Creator

does not require you to do more than you can do.



The Light tells the person they are amongst liars.
There  are  hands  from  unknown  origins  holding  the

person back, down, slowing the person.

It is dark. Other than The Light source that is present to
tell of  the liars.  All  around the person  TIME is  being
KEPT.  TIME has  been  stolen.  The  persons  chest  has
been ripped  open  from below  the  throat  to  above  the
diaphragm.  Which  impacts  the  lungs  and  heart

specifically. 
This image shows as only an artsit can show the ways in

which lies have the ability to interfere with life.



4 Types of liars

4 types of lies

These  negative  traits  can  also  be  collected  in  one
individual.  Any  combination from these  4  traits  and  4
types can be present in any individual that chooses to be

a liar.
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The Creators way of doing things is good.
Nothing to hide and sharing truth, equals, sharing truthful

information.
The  consequence  of  sharing  Truthful  information  is  a
well  informed  society  capable  of  making  the  right,
proper, and good, choice, when they are in a position that

is required of them to do so.
A well informed person who will choose the right thing
to do in private, and personally, because they have been

fully made aware of the reality.

This alone is enough to end hunger, end war, and famine,
poverty, and crime.

The Creator has shown you The Way it works. 
The  Creator does not require you to do more than you

can do. This is goodness.
The consequence of informing people of the way things
work,  is  the  same  thing  as  securing  their  safety,  by
assisting them to do only what they can do without any
demands for more, or expectations of more, will Create a
society  of  RESPECT  and  Caring.  A  RESPONSIBLE
society  wherein  people  work  hard,  and  do  so  while
protecting the life and property of their coworkers, which
is the same thing as their neighbors, who are the same
people in their family, and are the people they will each

call friends.
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Belief  Hope  and  Faith do  not  include  RESPECT and
RESPONSIBILITY.

Which means that  Religion does not include RESPECT
and RESPONSIBILITY.

This explains why every society of nations. Enslaved  In
any  of  the  83  Government types.  Contain  entire
communities, neighborhoods, towns, boroughs, villages,
cities,  and  states,  having  people  who  are  looking  for
Government and  Business  Accountability  for  what  is
always  a  long list  of  proven,  factual,  known,  criminal
actions  the  Government administrators  and  Business
administartors  are  comitting,  which  go  unpunished  by
that  Government types  judicial  system,  while  other
people,  who  are  not  Government administrators  or
Business administrators,  are  imprisoned for  exactly the
same criminal activity, by that Government types judicial

system.
There  is  no  ACCOUNTABILITY because  there  is  no

RESPONSIBILITY.
However. When the enslaved  cannot be contained using
the  standard  methods  of  distraction  they  will  use  a
scapegoat  to  give  their  slavery  population The
Satisfadistra. A temporary punishment for the scapegoat
that  will  only  be  propagandized  as  long  as  there  is  a
public  focus  on  it.  When  the  public  focus  is  aimed
somewhere  else,  the  scapegoats  will  be  set  free,
whenever possible, and return to their life of waiting to

be used again.
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Religions do not include RESPECT in their methods or
ways.

All of  the  Religions.  Major.  Sub Major.  Minor.  Lesser.
They all have doctrine which instructs their members to

rape. 
Rape is the crime of forcing someone to have sex with
you when they do not want to by threatening them and

especially using violence.
The  most  important,  and  powerful,  tool,  instrument,

weapon, the rapist has, is the threat.
A threat is  not only the kinetic danger you face at that
exact moment. A threat is  the potential danger you will

have facing you forever thereafter.
Kinetic Danger ends.

Potential  Danger  is  the  constant  condition  of  Kinetic
Danger.

Any person whose criminal activity is a Potential Danger
originating from a Kinetic  Danger  is  a  Danger  for the
entire duration of the life of the person who faced Kinetic
Danger from the criminal. The punishment must fit the
crime. The criminal must face life in prison and the only
conditions for the release of a rapist  who is a Potential
danger must include the removal of their sexual organs
externally  and  internally  as  well  as  a  brain  lobotamy
removing the  parts  of  the  brain  responsible  for  sexual

stimualtion and violence.
Eunuch Castration plus Brain Lobotomy. With mandatory
rehabilitation counseling since neuro pathways can take
new routes and re-establish older more ingrained synaptic
stimuli which can be in brain areas that were not known.



RAPE 
Castration And Lobotomy Medical Enforced Discipline

Is the only definitive way to manage a rapist.
When you cannot control yourself. The police are called

in to control you.
When you  cannot   be  controlled  by  exterior  methods.

Drugs are used to control you.
Society is no stranger to assisting people who fail to have
self  control  in  attaining  a  interactive  degree  of  self

control thereafter.
It  is  so  common  that  it  is  described  often  as  self

medicating.
That is  how much society is in favor of controlling the
nonsocial intrusions which disrupt the agreed upon status

quo.
The only people who are in favor of the current catch and
release  system  are  other  criminals  who  for  whatever
reason  have  not  been  arrested  and  charged  for  their
crimes  as  of  yet  and  the  criminals  that  are  known
becasue they recognize the freedom to continue repeating
the same crimes in society without any real punishment
attached to their actions. It can be accurately shown that
the  criminals  are  in  many  ways  rewarded  for  their
criminal behaviour. Which is present in the fact that they
are  caught  and  released.  Where  is  the  punishment?
Many of these criminals are repeat offenders of the law
with  extremely  long  histories  of  repeating  the  same
criminal  actions.  Each  TIME the  judicial  system does
not punish them or in any way take actions that will deter

or prevent future lawlessness from those individuals.





The Common standard of Law was then what it is now.
Those  who  lack  self  control  will  be  controlled  by  an

exterior force.
Removal of the penis. The tongue. The fingers. The hand.

Woman were not free from this punishment. 
The  standards  of  society  are  there  for  the  safety  and

security of the people.
Anyone incapable  of adhering to that  standard on their

own will be forcibly made to do so.



Modern society
The enslavement system

The Slave State

There are numerous reasons for the unreported cases.
What  ALL of the unreported cases have in common is
that it is already known the system will not punish some
of  these  rapist.  Or  that  the  punishment  will  be  a
superficial propaganda to pretend an act of authority has
taken  place  while  the  reality  will  reveal  the  rapist  as
being back in society again before the victims scars have

even had time to form a scab.
You  can  access  video  fact  of  people  comitting  sexual
assaults in front of judges and lawyers, who then protect
the rapist, and further victimize the assaulted person with

threats and fines.



These systems punished RAPE.
 By physically making sure The Rapist could never again

Rape anyone.
When the law was too lenient on the rapist then. For the
exact  same  reasons  the  law  is  lenient  on  rapist  now.
Because they have money. Because they are family and
friends of the judges and lawyers. Because they are co

workers in the judicial system.
The family and friends of the rape victim would murder
the rapist. And whenver possible they would also murder
the judges the lawyers and the govrenors that allowed the

rape. 
That is how you fix a system that is not at all broken, but

is very corrupt.



Other forms of Rape that are not called out as rape. Even
though the  victim said NO! Took action to prevent  the

crime from happening and it happened anyway.

Every single one of these victims said NO! And wanted
the person to STOP!

The criminal continued and the protest was ignored.



The action of defying a persons  personal space in  any
way  is  a  form  of  RAPE.  The  only  variable  is  what

occurred during the defiance.
Meaning

Which types of weapons were used to do which types pof
harm.

Judgement  must  be  carried  out  in  relation  to  those
questions being answered and to a degree of severity that

prevents it from occurring by that person ever again.
The  reality  that  any  society  only  contains  a  certain
percentage of criminals. A definitive action against crime

can and will reduce crime to almost zero percent.



Reported

Of the sexual violence crimes reported to police from 2005-
2010,  the survivor reporting gave the following reasons for

doing so:
28% to protect the household or victim from further crimes

by the offender
25% to stop the incident or prevent recurrence or escalation

21% to improve police surveillance or they believed they had
a duty to do so

17% to catch/punish/prevent offender from reoffending
6% gave a different answer, or declined to cite one reason

3% did so to get help or recover loss

Unreported

Of  the  sexual  violence  crimes  not  reported  to  police  from
2005-2010,  the  victim  gave  the  following  reasons  for  not

reporting:
20% feared retaliation

13% believed the police would not do anything to help
13% believed it was a personal matter

8% reported to a different official
8% believed it was not important enough to report
7% did not want to get the perpetrator in trouble

2% believed the police could not do anything to help
30% gave another reason, or did not cite one reason

More people  than not  have  accepted  the  failure  of the
judicial system to maintain a safe society.

However. You do not need them or their permission to do
what is right.

Rely on each other and exclude the judicial system. They
have already proven their failure.



Castration And Lobotomy Medical Enforced Discipline
Is the only way to ever stop the crime of RAPE

Criminals who have through their actions revealed they
are both a kinetic and potential threat must be judged as

such.

Any judge that cannot include the reality of kinetic and
potential criminal activity present in an individual. Then

include that in the sentencing. Is unfit to judge.



The REALITY is that the rapist is using their PENIS as a
WEAPON and using it  to offensively violate intimidate
and control their victims.  It  is  a common procedure to
remove weapons from the criminal. A weapon is anything
that  the  criminal  has  already through their  own action

used to do a crime.

There  is  no  inference,  implied,  hinted  at,  or  any other
unclear , or undeterminable information involved. This is
a  very  extremely  direct  1:1  observation.  Not  a
comparison  or  anything  synonymous  or  similar  to  a

comparison.
The penis is the weapon.

Removal of the weapon is mandatory for the continued
safety of everyone else.

However this is optional. The criminal can choose life in
prison or death by chemical injection as well.

But for any opportunity to be released from prison into
society their weapon must be removed.



An  imaging  machine  which  shows  the  brains  activity
regions during an incident  will be used to show which
parts of the criminals brain are active during their crimes.
Using that  information a  unique  operation  which only
follows the charted course of activity in their brain will
be  carried out  to  remove  those  portions  of  their  brain

from their body.

As all people are different. All people also have different
stimuli. No two operations will be identical.

This is a procedure of caring and neccessity carried out
as a punishment for the safety of everyone in society.

In a  Society  that  upholds  The law and Protects  its
people from crime there is no such thing as a repeat

offender.
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This  is  a  punishment  and  procedure  that  known rapist
who have been caught who want  to rape again,  or  are
currently already raping agin, will be against. As well as
rapist  who  are  known and are  not  judicially  punished,
their fear will be that such a law will empower the people
to protect themselves further and strengthen themselves
from the assault of being raped. And the rapist who wear
the  mask  of  not  being  a  rapist  who  are  present
everywhere,  they  will  espouse  some  civil  or  criminal
content that does its very best to deter a process for such

a proper and fitting punishment to a rapist.
The only people who are going to have a problem with
such a law are the rapist themselves and the people who
know rapsit  and are actively protecting the  rapist  from
criminal punishment in the judicial system if the system

is willing to punish them.
Automatically this places every Religion against such an
action  that  would  provide  safety  for  everyone  from a

rapist.

In a  Society  that  upholds  The law and Protects  its
people from crime there is no such thing as a repeat

offender.

In a society that does not allow for repeat offenders only
outsiders will enter the territory to do certain crimes. The
weight of being a criminal for the population that lives
there is simply too much to burden. Its not worth it. In a
short while crimes will be limited to actually  being an

accident, a mistake, or maybe temporary insanity. 
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Rape is also the act of destroying or spoiling an area in a
way the resulting damage produces dangers as a direct

consequence of the destruction and or spoilage.
Every company has  permission  to  destroy and damage
from their  Government.  The  dangers  and spoilage  they
create go unchallenged. When a challenge that cannot be
denied is made. The Government will legislate laws that
guarantee protection to the criminal causing the damage

and the spoilage.
Because Governments are a lie.

Because Governments are a Religion via Politics.
Because Governments are in fact Plantations for Slavery.
Becuase  the  conditions  of  being  a  Slave do  not  include

RESPECT and ACCOUNTABILITY in regard to the slave
Because  to  be a slave you must  have  belief  hope  and
faith that things will be better one day. That things will

change one day. That it will not always be this way.
To be a slave You Must Have Religion.

To insure  you have  a  Religion.  The evil  liar has  made
hundreds.

The evil liar has made  Religions inside of Religions and
offshoots of Religions from Religions.

All of the Religion's Rape and Hide The Truth.
All of The Religions are a Usurpation of The Week.

All of The Religions are esoteric and hiding TIME from
you.

The 13th Month.
Altering the Hours of The 24 Hour Cycle.
Stealing Cycles from Years not yet present.

Profiting from your Slavery while killing you enslaved.



Rape is also the act of destroying or spoiling an area in a
way the resulting damage produces dangers as a direct

consequence of the destruction and or spoilage.

An  inexpensive  replacement  for  this  type  of  wood
collection has existed for the entirety of the industrial era.

A stronger material.
Easier to replenish.

With a vast majority of uses from all of its parts.
Meaning  no-one  loses  any  work,  job  or  occupation.
Everyone will have the same jobs with new methods of

doing it.

Because  this  is  unneccessary  and  uncalled for  with  so
many available alternatives.



Land spoilage takes on many forms.

Land destruction appears in all  sizes  shapes  and forms
from chemicals  and toxins in  on and under the ground
placed  there  by  people  who  do  not  have  any

accountability.



Destruction  and  spoilage  of  the  land  is  permitted  for
many  reasons.  Knone  of  those  reasons  are  good  for

anyone where its effects are occurring.

The scope and size of such spoilage and destruction can
be properly managed through changing the way that the
trash,  the  chemicals,  the  waste  from  factories,  are  all

managed before they ever leave their place of origin.



 We  are  the  only  way  to  prevent  these  things  from
happening.

Not  with  marching.  Not  with  rallys.  Not  with  the
assistance  from  outside  sources.  Definmitely  NO
POLITICAL ASSOCIATION OR INVOLVEMENT OF

ANYKIND.
NO RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATION OR INVOLVEMENT

OF ANYKIND.
They are the same thing using different names doing the

same actions.
The way to handle this  is  to  not  do any business  with

them. NONE.
The  only  way  they  will  be  able  to  continue  such
destruction is with 100% governemnt support. Be smart.
Do not support your own destruction. Protect your future.
Protect  your  present.  You  need  no  assistance  or
corordination for that.  All anyone  needs  to do on their
own  initiative  is  to  STOP DOING  BUSINESS WITH
THE  PEOPLE  DOING  THE  SPOILAGE  AND

DESTRUCTION OF THE LAND.
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All  criminal  actions  are  a  form  of  Rape.  All  criminal
actions are in defiance of your position to deny the rapist
from  taking  something  that  they  want  from  you.

Something you are refusing to let the rapist have.
Each criminal action for the rape has a different name

causing it to appear to be different than what it is.
That is merely another trick from the evil liar to confuse the

truth of reality.
NO MEANS NO.

That is Truth.
It applies to every situation.

The evil liars trickery was to blind you to that truth and
limit  the  definition  of  rape to  only  a  violent  sexual

assault.
Every  crime  ever  comitted  is  an  action  of  rape, with

different names for that type of rape.
It is because all criminal actions are a form of rape. Any
criminal  with  multiple  charges,  that  are  verified,  and
investigated, having been proven to be a charge of fact
and not suspicion,  establishes the criminal as a habitual
predator, and it is from that position that judgement must

be assigned,
An assigned judgement means work. Not a prison cell for
holding, but rather actual physical labor that will produce
a product for the benefit of another as profit. A prisoner
cannot collect an earned income. The reason that they are
prisoners is because they owe a debt to their victims, first
and foremost, then society, as a second beneficiary.They
must work to pay off that debt while being imprisoned

for the sake of the society. Or Die. It is their choice
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Zero  Tolerance  is  a  fools  position  because  nothing  is
absolute.  Every situation is  unique and must be treated

with due respect to that individual dynamic.
In this way the punishment for the crime will never be

too severe or too cruel or unjust.
In this way there will be no innocents imprisoned.

The  Creators Judicial  Process  is  flawless  and  even
humans who are flawed can manage the system of Law
from  The  Creator. Without  ever  harming  an  innocent
person,  or  judging  wrongly  a  person  who  has  been

brought to the position of being judged.
Only corruption allows for the lies required to place an

innocent in prison.
Only corruption allows  for  the  lies  required  to  release

criminals from prison.
Only a corrupt system places innocent people in prison

and places criminals into society.
Which proves immediately that the goal of the system is
to cause you harm and destruction, damage and loss, to

force you to face danger from all sides.
There is no other reason to allow criminals into your life.

These people are not unknown.
They are known.

They are known criminals.
There are no mysteries relating to their activities.

People who belong in prison are being released by the
judicial system on purpose and with the intent to do you
harm and cause you disease and stress by creating unsafe

and dangerous conditions for you.



The  Judicial  Religious  System  has  its  own  imitative
competition podium as well.

It is usually the revolving door oligarchy of politricians
using economic leverage to have their way. 

And.  Or.  The  judges  own  politrical  ambitions.  And
promises  to  assist  with those  ambitions.  That  buys  the

bench.



Justice  and  Equality  are  intentionally  kept  out  of  the
reach of those who need it most.

Why are they Judges when they are not Judging?

Why are they lawyers? Because they are lawyering.



The solution to remedy their bias prejudicial and partial
systemic design is non participation.

Have your own Judges and Investigators. Settly your own
matters with reality and facts. No-longer be a part of that
system. It  is  not  about  being fair  and equal and doing
what is  right and Just.  Their system is  about  fame and
fortune  and  power  and  sex  and  authority.  That  is  the

whole of their system.
That is all that you will encounter within it.

The Creator has already provided Judges for us all, here
on UrÆTh in this lifeTIME and The TIME hereafter

In systems being Governed as The Creator has made way
for corrcect Judgement placed on proper Laws Rules and

Guidance.
In The  Creators Judicial  System there  are  no  repeat

Offenders.
In The Creators Judicial System Investigation is priority

one..
In  The  Creators Judicial  System  Verifying  all
informatiion for authenticity and its use in context as well

as its use alone are an absolute must do.
In  The  Creators Judicial  System  No  innocents  shall  be
harmed and harmed innocents shall see justice be welll met.

In The Creators Judicial System Your family name and
your available wealth are useless.

In  The  Creators Judicial  System the  only  things  that
matter are the facts. Verification of the facts, and context

of the facts. It is very precise and very uncomplicated.
Innocents  are  protected  and criminals  are  punished.  In

The Creators Judicial System that is how Law works.
Not  by  Profiting  from  your  Slavery while  killing  you

enslaved.
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Which is exactly how a Slave Plantation is managed.
Aside from the disproprtioante income for work which is

a product of slavery.
Meaning, you do all the work, and  the enslaver gets all

the wealth.
The way to manage the slaves has always been to place
among their culture disruptive people who are so violent
and chaotic that  the slaves must use a vast majority of
their resources to remain safe from the dangers placed in

their community.
It is a distraction.

Another  way  to  make  you,  the  enslaved,  slave, waste
your TIME.

Criminal  activity  can be  culled  down  to  a  5%  -  10%
maximum  for  every  size  community  inside  of  1  Year
following the laws the rules and the guidance from The

Creator.
Most  places  will  have  no  crime  at  all  for  extended
periods  of TIME while  other  places  having  the

maximum of 5%-10% will be easily managed.
Crime can be made to all but disappear.

All  existing  criminal  actions  are  with  the  permission
from the Government.

That  is  very  obvious  when it  is  known how easy and
simple a process it is to put an end to nearly all repeat

criminal activity
In a  Society  that  upholds  The law and Protects  its
people from crime there is no such thing as a repeat

offender.



Chapter 10
A Summary Overview

The Major Religions:
TIME-KEEPERS
Religion of Money

Religion of Scientism
Religion of Politics
Religion of Sports

The Major Sub Religions:
Christianity

Islam
Buddhism
Hinduism
Judaism

FolkReligion
Unaffiliated Religion

The Minor, and Lesser Religions.
All of these Religions,  are a Religion, because, they have
a  prerequisite,  that  you,  must,  Believe.  You must  have

Hope. You must have Faith.

Belief Hope and Faith are only required when you have
been  lied  to,  mistreated,  and  abused.  When  your
situation, dynamics, circumstances, and interactions, are
full of pain, mysery, and suffering, originating from who,
and what, you were tricked into believing were good for
you,  that  it  causes  you  to  be  shocked  and  stunned,
confused,  not  knowing what  to  do next  about  the  way

things are.



A summary Overview

RAPE
All Religions are the source of rape, rapist, and raping.

They  use  all  of  their  power,  authority,  influence,  and
wealth, to protect the rapist, because it is a part of their

esoteric doctrine.
Their  gods ...  the  head  of which,  is,  The  evil  liar,  has
trained them in  the  way of  rape,  empowering them to
gain trust, be friendly, appear nice, seem helpful, as the
first  liar.  The  evil  liar knows  all  too well  that  to  gain
access  to  a  victim he  must  be  allowed  in,  invited  in.
Made welcome. Before he begins the process of raping.

Every Crime is RAPE.
NO MEANS NO.

All crimes are only a criminal action because the victim
of the crime said no.

NO.
I WILL NOT GIVE YOU THAT.

YOU CANNOT HAVE IT.
YOU CANNOT TAKE IT.
YOU CANNOT USE IT.

DONT TOUCH IT.
NO.

NO MEANS NO.
Every Crime is RAPE.

DO not ever be fooled into thinking otherwise.



A Summary Overview

In a  Society  that  upholds  The law and Protects  its
people from crime there is no such thing as a repeat

offender.

The fact that such a thing as a repeat offender exist is all
the proof you will ever need to convict the  Government
of  institutionalizing  crime.  Of  systemically  managing

crime by sectors.

Repeat Offenders are doing a service for the Government
by  draining  the  resources,  TIME, and  efforts,  of  the
people that are  enslaved, thereby keeping  the slaves so
distracted they cannot  gain enough information to gain

knowledge and from that knowledge gain power.
Power to be free.

There are 83 Government types
They are all Governments of, from, and for, the evil liar.

This  is  obvious,  because  of  the  conditions  people  are
systemically, organized, and managed, into.

Which are  conditions  that  are  intentionally  dangerous,
unsafe, unhealthy, nauseating, unclean, unkept, plagued,
abandoned, decrepit, dirty, sickening, crime-ridden, filth-
infested,  illegal-dens,  unwanted,  toxic,  unrequired,

unnecessary, unregulated, noxious,  unstable, places.

All 83 Government types
Are Slave States.



Govereligionnment
ɡʌvn • rɪlɪdʒən • -ment 

gov • ere • li • gion • -ment 

01.  [transitive,  intransitive]  ~  (something)  To  legally
control [uncountable] the belief in the existence of a god
or gods, a country or its people, and be responsible for
introducing  new laws,  organizing  public  services,  and
the  activities  that  are  connected  with  the  worship  of

them.

02.  [transitive,  often  passive]  ~  Something  to  control
[countable]  one  of  the  systems  of  faith,  or  influence,
somebody/something  or  how  something  happens,
functions, that are based on the belief in the existence of

a particular god or gods.

03.  [transitive]  ~  something  (grammar) A word  which
governs another word, or phrase, it affects [singular] a
particular interest, or influence, how that word or phrase

is formed, or used, that is very important in your life.

-ment (in nouns) the action or result of 



SatisfaDistra
sat • is • fa • Dis • tra 

01a. [uncountable, countable] The good feeling that you have
when  you  have  achieved  something  or  when  something
[countable, uncountable] A thing that you wanted to happen
takes your attention away from what does happen; something

you are doing or thinking about that gives you this feeling

01b.  To  gain/get/derive  satisfaction  from  something  to
distraction

01c. A look/smile of satisfaction
01d. So that you become upset, excited or angry, and not able

to think clearly

02. [uncountable] The activity of fulfilling a need or desire
[countable] That amuses or entertains you.

01-02  summary:  Exterior  Media  Broadcasted  Internally
Localized Satisfaction Distraction E.M.B.I.L.S.D

SatisfaDistra

03. [uncountable] (formal) an acceptable way of dealing with
a  complaint,  a  debt,  an  injury,  to  somebody's  satisfaction,
they  are  pleased  with  it,  they  believe  or  accept  it.  An
emotional  personal  response  and  an  imaginary  based
acceptance.  Both  of  which  are  separate  and  apart  from

reality. An Internalized Satisfaction Distraction.

03.summary:  Localized  Internal  Satisfaction  Distraction.
L.I.S.D

SatisfaDistra



A Summary Overview

From The Creator there is only 1 Government
There exist, now, enough resources to; End Poverty. End
Homelessness. End Criminal Opression Related Activity.

End Hunger and Starvation.
To not End such things is evil, and requires  lies to  hide

the fact that it can be done.
Therefore The Creators Laws Rules and Guidance does
not include Poverty Criminal Opression Related Activity

Homelessness Starvation and Hunger.
In The Government for, from, and of, The Creator. 

Crime does not pay.
Criminals will be punished in ways that forever stop

their crimes from being done again.
Poor Quality does not yield profit.

People have the ability to do for themselves, they dont
really need services.

Hurting others is not rewarded.
It may be the last thing you ever do.

Greed,  in  all  of  its  names,  forms,  and  attributes,  is
exposed, and judged.

Help who needs help. Punish who needs punishing.
There are no secretes kept from the population.

Information  is  knowledge.  Knowledge  is  Power.
Power is the ability to control your own life.

Work is joyous.
Home is safe.
Life is good.

This is all in agreement with The Creators Laws. Rules.
And Guidance.



A Summary Overview

Now  you  have  all  of  the  information  about  who  is
enslaving you.

How you are being enslaved.
 The way Religion uses RAPE to get whatever they want

from whoever they want it.
The Religions you are truly in.
The rituals you are a part of.

The deceptions the The SATISFADISTRA .
The reason, and the method of system, which details who
is placing criminals in your community, and why they are

placing criminals in your community.
How  that  institutionalized,  systemically  managed,
criminal conduct, intentionally placed in your community
controls you, through its forced limits imposed on your
choices,  and  resources  wasted  to  combat  the  tactically
configured,  strategically  placed  threats  that  are  the
experiences of crime and criminals as a part of your life,

as intended.

How these things individually, and as a group, assist with
the stealing of your very finite TIME in life.



A Summary Overview

They are Rapist.
All of them.

They want to rape your children.
They want to rape the men.

They want to rape the woman.
They rape the animals.

They Rape under the guise of names which present the
illusion of goodness. They Rape under the guise of being

a crimnal action given a different name.
They  have  used  this  Rape  to  take  away  your  TIME.
Which gave  them access  to  your  wealth,  making your

wealth their wealth.
Which gave them acces to your health.

Making your disease,  illness,  and injury  unpreventable
and untreatable.

Which gave them access to your children.
Who they kidnap.

They rape.
They torture.

They eat.
They force to do lablor that strong adults cannot manage.

They educate in their scholastic system.
Teaching them:

Teaching Boys they are not boys.
Teaching Girls they are not girls.

Teaching them that genders are now also becoming ad-
infinitum.

This is the same technique used to steal The 13th Month
from everyone.

They are teaching them to be crazy.



A Summary Overview

Which is how they stole from you and are stealing from
you 28 Cycles from every Year and 1 Cycle from a Year

that is not present.
EFFECTIVELY INSURING YOU ARE A SLAVE.

All of this is done through the crime of RAPE.
As surely as you are stating your Irrefutable NO.
As surely as you are stating your Definite STOP.

They are surely hearing, and ignoring you, taking from
you whatever it is they so choose to take away from you.
The very definition, the very real experience, of RAPE.

You must understand.
They already know what they are stealing from you and
that your only value to them is  as a working class who

they can do with as they please.

From the evil liar they have one guidance, one rule, one
law. From the evil liar they have been instructed to:

Do as thou wilt. That is the whole of the law.
And so it is.

They have hastened to the words of the evil liar and used
all  of  his  wickedness to  do  all  manner  of  vile  and
disgusting things to each other as  rituals to pass on and
trade in power and authority, and to those who they keep

as property for pleasure entertainment and sport.

They have taken The 13th Month from you.
They have  taken  Days-TIME and  Nights-TIME away

from you. Making them seem as one, or none.



A Summary Overview

The only thing you have  left  to do in  this  world  is  to
become truthful. To deny the lies and the liars.

To become Trutful is easy to do.

As you learn the lies, you stop being a particiapant.

However  that  is  not  enough  to  attain  The  Truth  of
freedom.

To attain  The  Truth Of Freedom you must  Study That
you may be approved.

Study will gather for you information.
Informatiion you gather will become knowledge through

experience and wisdom.
Knowledge will grant you power.

Power will place control of your life in your hands.
The  TIME when you have  The  Power.  Is  The  TIME
when  experience,  and  wisdom,  you  gained  while
STUDYING,  will  become  most  useful,  and  it  will

increase your Power greatly.

The  Creator has  given  you  13  Months a  Year
specifically so that you can reach that goal and achieve

that feat.

The Creator has given you Laws Rules and Guidance
to insure that during your life and after, no wickedness of

evil liars can have their way with you.
Study is designed to specifically counteract the evil liars.





This is the conclusion of information about

TIME





This  book  in,  about,  on,  within,  for,  TIME exist  to
inform you.

As such it is written as an information guide.
However.

Although there is absolutely NOTHING anyone can add
to this information that would be Truthful

By no means is this the final word about TIME.

This information focused on:
How TIME was stolen from you.

The damage having TIME stolen from you caused.
How to reclaim TIME.

Who stole TIME.
The consequences of not knowing The Truth about TIME.

How TIME is designed to be used.
How The Week is everything. Literally.

And The Creators perfect design. The Week.

More  information  about  TIME is  available  and  being
placed into a format for reading as this is.

Accept no immitators.
Of which there will be a great many.

Here. There is Truth.
Beware the copycats and followers.

As this work is made to free you so shall  the enslavers
send out their Army to recapture you.

Only by being united in Living The Truth will we fullfill
The Creators design.

The next book of TIME is coming. Be patient, be strong,
unite, and use what you have learned.

PEACE
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